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REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION (RSI)
TRIASSIC PARK PERMIT APPLICATION
July 1999
RCRA Permits Management Program, Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau (RPMP /HRMB)
staff of the New Mexico Environment Department have reviewed the Triassic Park Hazardous Waste
Management Disposal Facility (the Facility) Permit application submitted in December 1997 (Vols. I
and III revised in November 1998). In a letter dated March 11, 1999, the RPMP/HRMB provided a
Request for Supplemental Information (RSI) in a series of questions prepared by RPMP/HRMBN
and their subcontractor T echLaw.
In May 1999 a draft response to HRMB's RSI was prepared and submitted to HRMB. Since that
time, various meetings and work sessions have taken place between HRMB and the Gandy Marley
design team. This has resulted in HRMB's June 10, 1999 and June 25, 1999letters with comments on
draft responses to the RSI. In addition, HRMB's contractor to assist with the review, TechLaw,
provided additional comments in a letter dated June 23, 1999. (These letters are included in
Attachment A.)

In both the June 10 and June 23, 1999 letters, the response toRSI comments prepared by GandyMarley Design T earn were deemed to be either acceptable, unacceptable or required additional
discussion for clarification. The June 25, 1999letter summarized HRMB's position on a groundwater
monitoring waiver. Various meetings and I or teleconferences were conducted to address
unacceptable responses or clarify responses. This final responses to RSI comments incorporates the
results of these discussions and meetings with the intent of providing acceptable responses to all
HRMB RSI comments.
This document provides a response to each comment. The format includes a presentation of the
original comment as submitted by RPMPIHRMB. Text presented "in bold" is taken directly from
the text of the Facility Permit Application. The response follows each question and is presented in

italics.
GENERAL COMMENTS

Comment 1.
The stabilized waste portion of the Roll-off Container Storage Area must be addressed in the
Permit application as a regulated unit under the proposed RCRA Permit.

Response: The stabilized uuste partion of the Ro/1-cf!Cantai:ner Star~ area will be addai tn the pennit
as a pemzit:ta:l unit. The necessary~ will be rrwle tn i:nt:Drparate the area into the Pennit applicatim.
Cornment2.
The Truck Wash Area must be addressed in the Permit application as a regulated unit under
the proposed RCRA Permit.

Response: The Trnck Wash Area will wzeratederiud7mSI:e ard therefore, is not subject tn the RCRA
pennitting requirrmmts. All potmtid 7mSte wzeyatai in this area W1l be testai and subject tn the 90-day
storage lirnitatitn. The area is shou.n in the Waste Analysis Plan as a potential wzerator site far site
wzeyatai7mSI:e (NMED conatrrent:l! 5/4/99}.
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The November 9, 1998 letter correctly states that the Secretary of the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) can waive groundwater monitoring requirements if there
is concurrence that there is no potential for migration of liquid from the regulated unit to the
uppermost aquifer. NMED must withhold making this concurrence decision until a
complete application, with all questions answered (see Comments No. 23 through No. 33 and
Comments No. 75 and No. 76), is provided. Furthermore, NMED reserves the authority to
require both groundwater and vadose zone monitoring systems and believes that it is
appropriate that the GMED be incorporated into the Permit application .

Response: Based an recentrrli£tings, Gandy Marley is planning to conduct additional field imestigatims to
further characterize tk hy:l:rc~iogic conditions at tk site. Based on tk results of tkse imestigatims, an
appropriate gruundumermmitnring systemfor tk site will be proJXJsed in tk revised Permit applicaticn.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
VOLUME 1 - PART A

Comment 4.
a.

-

Page 4
080

10,000.00

y

001

The 10,000 cubic yards for the Landfill listed in Part A does not agree with the 1
million cubic yards specified in the Permit Application, Vol. I, Section 2.5.1.1, Nature
and Qlant:ity of Waste, p. 2-14. Please make the necessary correction.

Response: All ofthe wlumes listtd in tk Part A (and other S«tims of tk applimtion) will be
dxxked against tk latest engineering drawings and tk appropriate mrrrrtions made.

b.

T02

4,600,000.00

G

001

Part A identifies one Surface Impoundment (001). The revised November
1998 Vol. III, Section 4.1.2, Evaporatim Pond LayJut and Phasing, discusses
two pond units, Pond 1A and 1B and future Pond 2A and 2B. It is not clear
if both of these units are to be permitted now or if Pond 2A and 2B will be
permitted when needed under a Oass III Permit modification. If both are
to be permitted now, the number of Surface Impoundment units listed on
Part A, page 4 should be revised accordingly.

--

--

Paff 2

Comment3.
The Permit application, Vol. I, Section 3.7, Grounck.mter Prot«:tim Requirrments, p. 3-25,
regarding groundwater protection requirements is currently incomplete. The application
suggests a separate submittal would follow requesting the substitution of vadose zone
monitoring for groundwater monitoring. A draft letter from Gandy Marley's contractor
dated November 9, 1998 proposes a groundwater monitoring equivalency demonstration
(GMED) to justify vadose zone monitoring.

-...

---

~

The 4.6 million gallons for the Surface Impoundment does not agree with
either the 6.52 million gallons (1.63 million gallons x 4 for both Pond 1A
and lB and Pond 2A and 2B) or 3.26 million gallons {1.63 x 2 for only Pond
lA and lB) specified in Vol. Ill, Section 4.1.2. Please correct the
discrepancy.
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132 ft wide x 285 ft long x (12-2) ft deep

=

276,200 ft3

276,200 ft3 x 4 SI halves = 1,504,800 ft3
1,504,800 x 7.48*

=

11,256,686 gallons

* 7.48 = conversion factor

Response: Pond 2will not be permitted as part ofthis application.
Recommended Changes: The second pondwill be 'Y'fJ?7IJU:Jifrandrawb-zgs.
c.

SOl

61,600.00

G

002

According to Part B, 61,600 gallons is the storage capacity of the Drum Handling
Unit (160 55-gallon drums per cell x 7 cells). Please include storage capacity for the
Roll-off Container Unit.

Response: The potentialstorageuiumefor Ro/1-of!Cmtai:ner Unit will be aclda1 to Part A.
PART B
Section 1.0, General Facility Standards

CommentS.
Section 1.1.3, Land Disposal, p. 1-2 . •••Other areas that may be designated as SWMUs
include the untarping, sampling, and weigh scales area, the truck staging area, and
the stonnwater retention basin...
These units are not regulated units under the proposed Permit. They are, however, regulated
under RCRA and will be inspected under HRMB's Compliance and Inspection Program

If a release or spill requiring Corrective Action occurs at one of these areas or at any other
location at the Facility, the area or location will be incorporated into the RCRA Permit
through a Permit modification.

Response: Cnnm:ntnotai
Comment6.
Section 1.3, Locatim Informat:icn, p. 1-5, 4th paragraph.... Land use plans and/or zoning
maps have not been developed for Chaves County. All areas within the county,
except those within municipal boundaries, are designated as Zone A (agricultural) ...
Please indicate whether any County approval is needed for construction and operation of a
waste treatment, storage, and disposal facility in a zone designated as agricultural.

Response: As GMI has indicatid, in -prwioos conespm:lenrewith tk NMED, a zoning~ W11 be
requimi prim to tk constn«:tim if tk facility. H(JU£(£Y', GMI has clxJsen not to finalize tk chan~ in
zaningfor tk area until tk issuarre ofa final permit. A ~ in zoning firm agricultural to industrial
W1l result in a substantial~ in tk tax base for tk area and it uxx.Jd not be in GMI's best interest to
~ tk designatim until a final permit is issual.

M~ Watson,
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Comment7.
Section 2.1.3, Waste Staging/Stora~, p.2-2, 3rd paragraph. Restricted waste at the Facility
will be stored solely for the purpose of accumulating sufficient quantities to facilitate
proper treatment, recovery, or disposal. ..
Please describe what "recovery" efforts will be included in Facility operations.

Response: Delete theumri "recvz.ery".
CommentS.
~~·ction

2.2.1.1, Containn?entardDeta:tionofRe~, p. 2-4.

a.

1st paragraph. Wastes stored in the drum handling unit will be placed in
individual storage cells segregated by waste type and compatibility.
Neither Section 2.0 nor Section 5.0, Proarlures to Prewzt Hazards, specifies that there is
a designated or dedicated cell for reactive waste in the Dn.un Handling Unit. Please
provide this information in Vol. I and identify the cells for ignitable and for reactive
waste in Vol. III, Drawing No. 37, Drum Handling Unit Gerrral A rrangemnt. Are there
physical barriers segregating the cells for ignitable and reactive wastes?

--

--

--

Response: Indiuidual stora~ cells are defina:i as groupings ofdmms as shar.m en Drawing 37.
The specific areas to be usedfor storage will depend on the wlume ard type of7mste king processed
at the site. Labels will be adda:i to each secticn ofthe drwn storage unit to identifY the type of7mste
to be storul. The lah:ls may charlf!! depending en the wlume and tyfX1 of7mste being roceiuri.
Cmcrete curbs will separate different stora~ areas (see Drawing 37 and Detail 4/37/38}. See
Section 2. 2.12 uhidJ ~s separatim.
Recommended Changes: Add a note to Drawing 37 describing labels far different stora~
areas. Add new text to Sectim 2. 2.1.1 alxJut labeling ofstora~ an>as.
b.

IIIII

--

-IIIII

--

2nd paragraph. ... Because the building is enclosed...
Section 2.2.1, Drum Handling Unit, and Vol. III, Section 7.1.2, Drum Handling Lap-a,
both indicate that the dn.un-storage building is open-walled. Please make the
necessary correctlons.

---

4

Section 2.0, Treatment, Storage and Disposal

--

---

~Page

Response: Clarify that building is only CXJU!Y«i with a roof
Recommended Changes: Add text to Sectim 2.2.1.1

thatc~

"erriosa:l" to "caerai".

Comment9.
Section 2.2.1.3, Starage Limits, p. 2-4. Two of the cells will be designed to accommodate
TSCA PCB wastes.
a.

Please make clear whether these cells are designed or dedicated to accommodate
PCB wastes, i.e., whether other wastes will be stored in the cells designed to
accommodate PCB wastes.

Response: Only PCB 7mstes 'lli1l be stor«l in designata::~ cells.
M0111!jp11ery Watson, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * St:Mn7ixJat Springs, Giorado 80477 * (970) 879-6260
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Recommended Changes: Add al:me text to Section 2.2.1.3.
b.

Responses: Trey to clarify- PCBut:tStes coold be incluki in contaJr7inatal soils.
c.

Recommended Changes: Add additional leader line to secorrl TSCA ceO as shmm an
Drawing37.
Comment tO.
Section 2.2.2, Roll-offStora~ A rea, p. 2-4.
a.
1st paragraph....The other half of the pad, which will be operated as a RCRA
90-day storage area, ...
See Comment No. 1.
Is this the area referred to in another section as the Derived Waste Storage
Area?

Responses: See O:mment 1 al:ure Trey to clarify· Check on "Deriud Waste Stora~ Area".
Recommended Changes: Revise text to state that Roll-iff'Storage Area (Stabilized) will not
be a 90-daystora~area butwill a:mplywith 40 CFR 264.170.
b.

Last paragraph. ...Otherwise, free liquids will be removed with a vacuum truck,
characterized, and managed in accordance with stabilization procedures
described in Section 2.4 ...
These free liquids are only discussed in connection with the stabilization process.
Please make clear whether any of these free liquids in roll-off containers will be
managed in the Lquid Storage Tanks or Surface lmponndments. Please be more
specific about what kinds of waste will be sent to the Liquid Storage Tanks and
Surface lmponndments.

---

Responses: Free liquids assocUttai with roll-rffbins are expoct«l to be my small quantities (JJ7[{
therefore 7mlid be handki in the stabilization process (JJ7[{ 7mlid not be sent to the liquid stora~
tanks or the emporation ponds.

---

-

This section states that there are two cells designated for PCB-contaminated waste.
However, Vol. III, Drawing 37, shows only one cell for TSCA waste. Please explain
this discrepancy.

Responses: Tuo TSCA cells are shm.m an Drawing 37.

--

--

The Pennit application refers only to PCB-contaminated waste in drums. Please
specify whether all PCB-contaminated waste to be received will be only in drums
(e.g., the Facility does not anticipate acceptance of PCB-contaminated soil in roll-off
containers, etc.).

It is difficult to pruvide additional details on the kinds ofut:tStes that will be sent to the lU]uid
stora~ tanks and suiface ~ until a permit is issuai and the facility can determine a
potential ut:tSte stream.

Mining Groop *P.O. &x 774018 * St:earnbJat Springs, Colmado 80477 * {970} 879-6260
InfiM«lialnc. 1717 Louisiana Bhd, NE Suite #209, Albuquerque, MN 87100 {505} 255-6200
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Recommended Changes: Add text to soctim 2.2.2 indicati115 that free liquids in roll-off
crntainers will !:.? small and will /;e ~ in the stabiliZ£ltion unit.

111111

c.

Please discuss the kinds of waste which are appropriate for landfilling after removal
of water from roll-off containers at the Roll-off Storage Area.

111111

Responses: See al:x:!u!- As disoos«l in the Waste Analysis Plan, uuste in the roll-offcrntainers
that me:t the requinments far free liquids (ar lack therrof} will !:.? pla&:i in the kuJfil1 Other
'lmS/es in roll-offcrntainers that das not pass the appropriate aa:eptance testing (i.e. paint filter test}
ui/1 !:.? transfentd to the stabiliZ£ltion an?a far trea1mRnt. Upon CD111{Ietian of the stabiliZ£ltion
process the uuste will once again !:.? tested to erzsz.tre that it 11'll£ts the landfill criteria.

--

---

Comment H.
Section 2.3.9, Ancillary Equiprrmt; p. 2-10, Section 2.4.9, Ancillary Equipnmt, p. 2-13. All
ancillary equipment will be supported and protected against physical damage and
excessive stress due to settlement, vibration, expansion, or contraction.
Please provide a discussion and finalized detailed drawings of all ancillcuy equipment for the
tanks.

--

Responses: See response to Ommr:nt D. Also, 40 CPR 264.192 allaws reference to API Puhlicatiax
1615 (Nar.xmb?r 1979) ar ANSI Sttoulard B31.2 and ANSI Sttoulard B31.4 may!:.? usa:/, ukre
applicahle, as guUJelines far proper installatim ofpiping systens.

-

Recommended Changes: Add note todrawD-zgJwithal:x:!u!rrferenceand to text in Section 2.3.9.

---

Comment12.
Section 2.3.12, Transfer of Liquids firm Liquid Waste Stora~ to the StabiliZ£ltion Unit and to the
Evaporation Pond, p. 2-11, 1st paragraph. Transfer of liquids from the liquid waste storage
tanks to the stabilization unit will be accomplished either by direct piping to the tank
or by tanker trucks approved for liquid waste transfer... Similarly, if direct piping to
the stabilization unit is used to transfer liquids, the pipelines will be cleaned prior to
using the pipes for any subsequent incompatible waste transfer.

IIIII

a.

-

Such piping is considered ancillcuy equipment and must be permitted as such under
the proposed Permit.

Response: See response to Ommr:nt D.

---

----

Last paragraph. ... Following the removal of free liquids, the waste [in the rolloff container] will either be managed through the stabilization process or
landfilled, whichever is appropriate...

Recommended Changes: None.
b.

Please provide a discussion of the piping in Vols. I and III, and drawings showing
accurate locations and finalized detailed design drawings in Vol. III.

Response: See response to Ommr:nt D. Discussion will ansist if indicating that piping systen
ui/1 ampfywith API Publiratitm 1615 (Nar.xmb?r 1979) or ANSI Sttoulard B31.2 and ANSI
Standard B31.4. Drawb-zgJ cumntiy show piping systen fom tanks and ukre tanker trucks
urnld W1J1Irt to transfer liquids to Stabilwtion area.
Mantgmery Watsoo, MiningGmlp *P.O. &x 774018 * Sta:trrlbJat Springs, Cclmado 80477 * {970} 879-6260
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Recommended Changes: Add new text to sectims 2.3.12 and to Volume Ill Add note to
existing drawing5 indicating that piping umld mret with API Puhlication 1615 (Nawnlx:r 1979)
or A NSf Standard B31. 2 and A NSf Standard B31.4 standanis and that piping kx:ation umld
kdetennintdinthefield.

IIIII

-

c.

IIIII

-

IIIII

...
---------

For tank system ancillary equipment, a leak test or other integrity assessment as
approved by the NMED Secretary must be conducted at least annually, in
compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.193(i)(3). Please
include this annual leak test in Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility Inspection
Schedule.

Response: Add newinsp«:tion itJmforannualleak tests to Tabk 5-1.

IIIII

Recommended Changes: See ab:n.e

....

d.

Response: Text 'Will be rnalifod in the appropriate sectims to riflrrt this approach. At this
time only a limite:i piping systJm for hazardous uuste transfer is planmi. This includes dirrrt
discharg:r1 pipingfirm the liquid W1Ste storage tanks to a transfer truck corrrurtion point Due to
the limite:i extent of piping this 'Will be cunsiderwi part of the tanks and 'Will k cleanai and
dimwztkd as part ofthe tank closure.
Recommended Changes: Text 'Will be rnaliforl in the appropriate section to
approach.

a.

Please provide more detail on the stabilization process. What is the consistency of
the waste when the stabilization process is completed? How long does mixing take
place? How is complete mixture by the backhoe ensured? What is the ratio of
reagent to waste? How much is a load in gallons? How many loads per day? What
part do time and temperature play (see Vol. I, Section 2.4.1, 1st paragraph)?

Response: It is diffiaJt to prmiie all that dwil that is requested due to the unknor.m cmdition
treat«l. W1:m the stabilizatioo process is cornflete:l, the uuste 'Will pass the paint
filter test. The duratioo ofmixing 'Will depend en the input uuste and the stabilizatioo prrxiJcts
that are adk1 Omplete mixing is detennintd by visual obserwtion and ronfirrnai by paintfilter
test. The ratio of uuste to reawzt is mriahle depending on the type ofuuste being treat«l. The
~ofloads per day 'Will depend en the market caulitims.

ofthe uuste to k

Recommended Changes: None. See the reuisad Waste Analysis Plan for ad.ditional detail.
b.

-IIIII

Please provide in an appendix the "specific treatment guideline" referred to in Vol.
III, Section 6.1.1, General, page 6-1, 1st paragraph.

Response: A typical treatment~ can be prurNkd but it should only k COI'1Sider«i as typical.
1his uru ~firm drawings b:tsed on amnmts by NMED. The Waste Analysis Plan 'Will
discuss the rzumh!r and type ofsam[ies obtaineifor characterization.

IIIII

-

refort the

Comment B.
Section 2.4, Stabilizaticn, page 2-11, 3rd paragraph. The bins will be covered while dry
reagents are being added to control air particulate emissions. The cover will be
removed and a backhoe positioned adjacent to the bin will mix the waste and
reagents. When the waste is sufficiently mixed, it will be tested...

IIIII

1!111111

Also, please discuss how the pipes will be cleaned and sampled.
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Recommended Changes: None.
Comment 14.
Section 2.4.1, OJntami:nant and Detection Releases, p. 2-12, 1st paragraph. The bin will be of
steel construction. Waste which is incompatible with the steel used in construction
will not be stabilized in the bins. An assessment of the compatibilities of the bin
materials and waste, along with the influence of the process (materials, time,
temperature, etc.) is contained in the design specifications and the associated
engineering report (Volumes III and IV).
Tills assessment was not found in Vols. III or IV. Please provide the assessment.

Response: Volume III presents the structural desigrz analysis of the mixing bins uhU:h indicates the stRei
wult must be ronstructa:l of 7I 8- inch to l-inch steeL Therefore the bin structural analysis will dicutte the
materials usedfor the mixing bins. Volume Ill, Section 6 indicates that amosion prota:tion for the bins will
be pravik1 by i:nstdling groundai catlxxles to the inner and outer bins. We ~ the sane ofthe umtes
that will be su.biliw in the bins may be mutir£ with the stRei bins; houec:er, the umtes will only be in the
bins for a limite:i arnamt of time and therefore the amosion urold be limit«l. Due to the operational
cmditims for the mixing bins (i.e. hydraulic excarutnr for mixing), stRei is the only material that can
uithstand the impact loading. This desigrz of the mixing bins alhws them to be visually obsen:eifor sigrzs of
excessire amosion and/or damage Ifobsenxri, the bins could be repairEd or replaad
Recommended Changes: None.
Comment 15.
Section 2.5.1, DesigrzofLandfill, p. 2-14.
Please revise Volume I regarding the design of the Landfill to agree with the revised phased
landfill design in Volume III.

Response: The text will be revised to only indicate permitting ofPhase !A.
Recommended Changes: See alxJu?.
Comment16.
Section 2.5.1.1, NatureandQuantityofWaste, p. 2-14.
a.

explosive waste;

The fifth bullet identifies explosive waste as excluded from acceptance at the Facility.
Some explosives are listed in Part A as hazardous wastes which will be accepted.
Also, Section 4.2, Descriptim if Wastes Generatai and Receiw:l at the Facility, states that
"Class A explosives" will not be accepted, implying that other explosives will be
accepted. Please make the appropriate corrections.

---

Response: Explosire as referred to in the fifth bullet is waste uhidJ falls under the definition of
an explosire as dejinai in 29 CPR 1919.109{a)(3). "Explosire. Explosire-an:y d:xmical
~ mixture, or devit:e, the primary or amrrm purpose ofwhich is to foncticn by explosion,
i.e., with substantially instanu:rnecus release of gas and heat, unless such ~ mixture, or
devit:e is otherwise specifo:alJy classified by the U.S. Department of Transportatim; see 49 CPR
OJapter 1 The tenn "explosiu!s" shall include all material uhidJ is classified as Class A, Class B,
and Class C explosiu!s by the U.S. Department ofTransportminn, and includes, but is not limite:i

--

---

Fifth bullet. •
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to dynamite, black pauder, pellet fXJW:Iers, initiating explosiu:s, blasting caps, electric blasting caps,
safetyfUse, fUse lig}Jters, fuse igniters, squibs, cardeau detmantfUse, i:n.su:tntanrou fUse, igniter cord,
igniters, small arms ammunit:im, small arms t1J?1J?1tiJ7iti primers, smokeless propellant, cartridg:s
for propel/ant-actuate:l pauer devices, and cartridg!s for industrial guns. Ommercial explosiu:s are
those explosiu:s uhidJ are intended to be used in a:mmercial or industrial operaticm. "

Recommended Changes: Both bullets will be revised to read «explosiu:s". By definition the
Part A does not list any explosives.

---

b.

Seventh bullet

•

liquid waste containing PCBs greater than 50 parts per
million.

The seventh bullet identified liquid waste containing PCBs greater than 50 parts per
million as excluded from acceptance at the Facility. Will nonliquid waste containing
PCBs be accepted? If so, in total HOC concentrations greater than 1,000 mg/kg?

----

Response: The bullet is cumrt, the facility will not accept liquid W:tStes wntaining > 50ppn
PCBs. The revieuer is refemd to 40 CFR 268. 42(a)(1} uhidJ states, "Liquid hazardous w:mes
wntaining poly:hlorinatRd biphenjs (PCBs} at muentraticm greater than or equal to 50 ppn but
less than 500 ppn must be incinerat«l in accr:mlttruE with the technical requirrments of 40 CFR
761.70 or bumal in higp effo:iency l:uilers in accr:mlttruEwith the technical requirrments of40 CFR
761. 60. " Other PCB rrudia cantaminatai at muentraticm ai:xJr£ 50 ppn will be aa:ept«i at the
facility. These rrudia include nan-liquid w:me (i.e., rags, debris, etc} and sludges uhidJ meet the
facility requirrments for free liquids and defoud in 40 CFR 761.60{a)(5} and PCB cantaminatai
articles as defoud in 40 CFR 761.60(b} as being acceptable fora permitttd landfill.

--

c.

--

2nd paragraph. The wastes which will be accepted for placement in the landfill
include all wastes listed in Part A of this application...
This section does not really address the nature and quantity of waste to be received
from off-site generators. Part A does not provide a lot of information, since it seems
to have been prepared to cover all eventualities regarding the possible quantity for
each hazardous waste constituent. RPMP realizes that the nature and quantity of
waste accepted from off-site generators cannot be precisely specified, but would
appreciate available estimates and information Gandy Marley may have on the
probable kinds and quantities of hazardous waste to be received.

--

--

Response: The initial estimates for w:me injlaw to size the first phase 'rtm' based on
approximately 15,000 cy per month. This tuns out to be 180,000 cy JEr)f?IEY. Phase !A of the
landfill has a w:me capacity of 553,232 (Table 3, Pa~ 3-20, Voltme III). Therrfore, the first
phase urnld hare capacityfor approximately 3-~ ofw:me plaament.

--

---

---.

~Page

Recommended Changes: None.
d.

The landfill will have... a capacity of approximately 10 million cubic yards of
waste.

Response: See Ccmmmt 4a.
Comment17.
Section 2.5.1.7, Wtnd Dispersal Cnntrol Prrx:afures, p. 2-17. Wind dispersal control will
consist of a daily soil cover obtained from excavation. Typically, the daily cover will
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consist of soil spread on top of the waste placement area to a depth of 0.2-foot to 0.5foot.

--

The daily cover should be 6 inches at a minimum. The daily cover must cover all disposed
waste.

Response: There is no ~ requin:mmt for minimum daily am?r thickness. Hau:er.er, GMI Wll
mxlify tk minimum cour thickness to 0. 5feet.

....

----

Recommended Changes: Minimumcourthicknesswill be 0.5 feet.
Comment18.
Section 2.5.1.8, Gas Generation Mana~, p. 2-18.
a.

....

--

--

Please provide precise information regarding sampling and analysis methods for
these quarterly checks. Please include the quarterly checks in Table 5-1, Triassic Park
Waste Disposal Facility lnspa:tion ScOOiu1e.

--

Response: 7his lerxJ ofdetail for tkmmitoring'UtlS deudopad based an inputfirm NMED.

-----....

-•
--

2nd paragraph.... periodic checks will be made within the landfill to detect the
presence of hazardous gases and volatile organics. Surveys of the active
landfill surface area and the riser pipes with an organic vapor meter (OVM) or
comparable device will be performed quarterly to detect the presence of
organic compounds. PPE levels and respiratory protection levels will be
modified accordingly, if necessary. This testing will be conducted in addition
to the fmgerprint testing on incoming waste. The data from both tests will be
evaluated to determine what steps are necessary to reduce the generation
and/ or release of these gases to levels which meet prescribed regulatory air
quality standards.

Recommended Changes: Table 5-1 will be malifod to include this inspectinn.
b.

3rd paragraph. Prior to closure of the landfill, an assessment will be made of
the landfill waste gas generating potential...if it is concluded that gas
generation may result in gas build-ups beneath the barrier layer of the cover
or releases following closure exceeding regulatory air quality standards, then
provisions will be made to collect and monitor gas generation and release
during the post-closure period. If this occurs, the latest technology available
will be implemented into the construction of the cover system.
This assessment should also be included in the discussion of Landfill closure
in Section 8.0, Closure and Post-Closure ofPerrnitte:i Units. If it is concluded that
gas generation may result in gas build-ups beneath the barrier layer of the
cover or that releases following closure may exceed regulatory air quality
standards, the NMED Secretary must be informed and approve a
monitoring plan and any changes in the construction of the cover system.
Please reference the applicable air quality standards.

Response: The requesta:l. ~ ettn be adk:l to £rtim 8. 0.
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Recommended Changes: Add langua~ to Section 8.0.
Comment19.
Section 2.5.3.7, Proariuresfor Prota:ting Wastes, p. 2-21.
a.

....

..

What is a 11 sufficient distance 11 to prevent corruningling in the Landfill? Are there
Fire Code standards or other standards which address this issue? Please identify the
standards used to establish this distance.

....

-----

-----

---

---

1st paragraph. ...At a minimum, incompatible wastes will be spaced a
sufficient distance apart in the landfill to prevent commingling.

Response: The landji11 plaammt operation wiD be based an tm set ofgrids along the north end of
the landji11 and along roth the east and UX?St sides ofthe landfill. Int:unpatihle w:v;tewiD be plaari
uiJh a minimum ofone grid in betwm the loads. Grids are norma/}y spaad at approximateiy 50
to 100 foot int:erwls. Therefore, theminimumspacingumld be 50 feet.
Recommended Changes: Add alxru? ~to Section 2. 5.3. 7.
b.

3rd paragraph. ...Procedures will be developed to ensure that precautions are
taken to prevent reactions •..
Does this sentence refer to additional procedures besides those addressed in this
section? If so, please provide the procedures. If not, please delete the sentence.

Recommended Changes: The sent.encewiD bedeletei
Comment20.
Section 2.6.1.3, Separator Berm Sysum, p. 2-27....the two pond sections, Pond 1A and Pond

lB...
There are four Surface Impoundments sections in the revised Vol. III. Please revise Section
2.6, Treatment in Evaporation Pend, to make this clear.

Response: There are only 2 pards - Pond 1 and foture Pond 2. Each pond has f:lW sides A and B to
facilitate the operation of the Ponds. The separation benn betwm the tuo sectitns is describ:d in Sectim
2.6.1.3, Pa~ 2-27. GMI has irrlicatm it wiD rurlOU!the second puifran thepennit.
Recommended Changes: See alme
Comment21.
Section 2.6.4, Operation ofthe Evaporation Pond, p. 2-28.
Please describe the operation of the ponds, e.g., provide a discussion detailing how long it will
take for evaporation of one section of the ponds to take place, how wet {percent) the sludge
will be when removed to the Stabilization Bins, how the sludge will be removed, how and
where the sludge-removing equipment will be cleaned, how removal of the sludge affects the
pond liners, inspection requirements for the pond liners, how many tanker loads per day will
be added to a pond, the volume of liquid flowing through the impoundment or series of
impoundments annually, the capacity of a tanker, whether only one section of each pond will
be in operation at a time, etc.
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Response: 1he au:rall pond operatim is describ:d in Volume III, Sectim 4. 1he sludFJ?'Will be rermuri
by 'WCUUm truck and transported to the stabilization bins. 1he ~al proodure for pond operation is
describ:ri in Volume III, Sectim 4. 1he wlume of liquids in the penis 'Will be dependent on the 7m5te
market. Net er.uporatim (total euporation minus rainfall) for the site is in the ra:Ylf}? of80 incks per)f?ar.

!lilt

...

Section 3.0, Groundwater Protection

...

Comment22 .
Section 3.4.1.2, Regional Structure, p. 3-12, 1st paragraph....The Sacramento and Sangre de
Cristo uplifts in northeastern New Mexico ...
This sentence should read, "The Sacramento monntains in southeastern New Mexico and the
Sangre de Cristo uplift in northeastern New Mexico ... "

Re spo ns e: These w:mi chan[!!$ 'lrere made.
Comment23.
Section 3.4.3.2, 1994 Site OJaracterization Activities.

-!lilt

a.

-

----

Please reference the date of the approval correspondence.

Response: We har:e been unahfe to locate a copy of the appruwL 1he text will be chan~ to
refereru:e Verbal Communication, Robert Sweeny - NMED, July 1994.
b.

P. 3-12, cany-over paragraph. ...These electrical surveys consisted of thennal
neutron and gamma logs ...
These logs appear to be the primary evidence used to both delineate gronnd
water and to pick the bonndary between the Upper and Lower Dockum
Formations. Please explain in substantial detail the significance of these two
geophysical logging techniques, particularly the chemical and physical
properties they measure, how they distinguish between the Upper and
Lower Dockum lithologies and how they determine the presence of gronnd
water. Please provide information regarding the influence of well casing and
a fluid-filled hole on these logs.

--

----..
-.

---

P. 3-11, 1st paragraph. In June 1994, a drilling plan for site characterization
activities at the proposed site was prepared and submitted to the Hazardous
and Radioactive Materials Bureau of the New Mexico Environment
Department... The plan was approved as submitted.

Provide also an explanation for the abrupt decrease in thermal/neutron
connt at the bottom of boreholes PB-36 and PB-37.

Response: 1he paragraph at the top ofpage 3·12 will be changed to read·

A suite of three~ kYg,s 'lWS run; 1) caliper, 2) gamma ray, and 3) dry tkrmalrtetlh'm
These lu;rging ta:hniques measure '1.J:lYioos chenicd and physical characteristics of the subsurface
stratigraphy. Used in cmjunctim with the kYg,s ofdrill ruttingJ, these ele::tric kYg,s prauide a wluable
rrrtlxxi of interpretatim for the litlxiugjc and saturatim cmditiazs cf the proJX>sed host sediments.
Copies ofall~ kYg,s can befound in Volume II, Appendix D.

W\~\602\c;,.,.,
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The following summaries briefly descrik the interpretir:e wlue associaud with each of the three lug
types used For a more detail«l explaruaion of these tedmiques, the U.S. Geological Suru?J has
puliished BorebJ/e Grophysics AppliRd to Groundam:er Inu!Stig:rtims by W. Scott Keys -

----

Publicatim No. 7WR12-E2 {1990).
1) Caliper lugs - 7his is a physical measunment of the diameter oft~ lxJreho/e. A 434-irKh bit
drill these WrelxXes ard,for the most part, the caliper lagreforts an approximate 5-irKh
diameter hole. As a general rule, the lxJreho/e diameter will increase in una:JI'73){idated sands and
grauds. 7his is due to a "caving in" effect. Likewise, there will k a slig}Jt darease in the ow-all
hole width in mil~ sands and tig}Jdy <rm{KICt«l days.
'lmS used to

2} Gamma Ray lugs - 7his is a ~of natural radi.:ttim in the lxJreho/e. The
radioisotopes of Thorium, Potassium and Bismuth account for most of the naturally occuning
gamma radiation. Frrm a litlxJ/ogjc perspectic£, finer grained sa:limmts (clays) will baa? a stranw
gamma response due to their hig}Jer roncentratim ofpotassium minerals. Sands, uiJich are primarily
amfXJsa:l ofsilica, will baa? a nu«h lm.rer gamma response.

--

------

As a matter of~ interest, t~ appears to k evidena? of epi[prtic (intrrxium:i) uranium
mineralizatim within the sandy siltstooe ofthe Upper Dockum. Ser:eral WrelxXes on the profXJsai
site exhihit characteristic gamma "kicks" within the jluuial saiimmts that are consistent with "rdl
front" uranium deposits. These gamma ananalies occur ukre uranium prrripitatai in law-emgy
envirunments almg the flanks ofjluuial channels. Althoug}J they are of no ewncmic si~,
these gamma ananalies are found only in the basaljluuial unit ofthe Upper Dockum and assist in
the correlatim ofthis unit tbrougma the profXJsai site.
3) Dry Thermal Neutron lugs - This ~ tedmique is considertd to k a indicator ofthe presence
ofmoisture. It utilizes a neutrrn-enitting sourre (1-3 curies of radiowtopes of Americium and
Beryllium) and measures the time it takes for an fmittei neutrrn to enter a farmation and "baiJ7CI!"
back to a counter. These neutrrns baa? an 4finity for protons uhich uill result in a relatiw rapid
return rate. Should the neutrrn erxmnter ~ ~ ims (associatai with uuter- HzO), its
return to the counter is significantly slm.wi.. This results in a reduced count rate. Therefore, hfjl
count rates indicate dry conditions and these rates are raiuad proJXJrtionaliy to the ~ of
rmisture ~ Neutron lo[ging can k performe:i througjJ steel casing without an apprtriable
darease in count rates. Logging througjJ p14stic casing, hor.tec£r, will cause approximatefy a 30%
darease in count rate, due to the~ in the plastic.

--

For the purJXJse ofinterpreting litlx:Juies, unsaturated sands will har.e the least rJn'1afJU ofmoisture
and the hi~st count rate. Tig}Jdy <rm{KICt«l clays will crntain sorre trapptd moisture and will har.e
a lm.rer count rate. The presence ifuuter will restdt in an arder-if-mqpitude reductim in the count
rate.

---..

--.
--

The abrnpt darease in the dry neut:rm lug response for lxrrehdes PB-36 and PB-3 7 um due to a
The bottcm portion of these tux> WrelxXes 'lmS wr«i. The 434-irrh drill
bit um replaad by an NX (J7/8-indJ) cme barrel. This abrnpt chan~ in hde diameter can k
seen in the caliper lug It causes a reductim in neutrrn counts due to a phenonentn calla:J neutrrn
flux. During the neutrrn emission process, neutrons are broadcast in a cirodar, "cbidlike" pattern
(neutraz flux). In a ~ diameter hole, a certain rJn'1afJU of this neutrt:n flux is present in the
wid beturen the sourre and the a:i~ of the hole. The counter will dete::t sane of this neutrrn flux.
In a tig}Jt hole, uhn there is wy little wid spare beturen the sourre and the a:i~, abnost all ofthe
neutroos are disperseJ into theformation. In these situations, bro:tuse there is no antributim firm
the neutraz flux, the ow-all count rate is decreasa:i
~ in hole diameter.
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0Jntact h!turen the Upper and LOU£r Dockum - 1his cr:JntJ:tct is a stratigraphic OOundary and is
not mxessarily represent«l by a diagnostic g;uphysicallog signature. The Upper Dockum amists of
int:erlxddal sequences offine-grain«l jluuid sandstones/siltstones and mud.stmes. The louenmst
arurren£1! ofthesef/uuid sediments is recognized as the base ofthe Upper Dockum

..
.-.
-..
---

~ f/uuid
~·

sedimmts are present, the antact h!turen the Upper and LOU£r Dockum is easily
Hmm:er, due to the low-mergy defxJsitiond enviranmmt and abrupt facies changes
uithin these jluuid sediments, there are areas ukre this cr:JntJ:tct must be infomd. ~ Upper
Dockum jluuid sedimmts hare facial into mud.stmes, the cr:JntJ:tct is entirely within mudstme
sequences. For this reason, the praess of establishing this cr:JntJ:tct, 7.R.ktkr rnapp«i or inferred, is
fused on extensiu? subsurfare rorrelatim. 1his is aaxmplish«i with sane degree ofrorrjit/en£E since
the maximum spacing h!turen all 31 boreJxJ/es mnpktai within the proposed projrt OOundary is
1000feet.
The basaljluuid unit (sandstones/siltstones) within the Upper Dockum has a maximum thickness

ofapproximately 100 feet. Althaf!J the clastic (sandstanelsiltstme) perr:erztag? of this 100foot
int:eYwl changes abruptly, througfo carefol hole-by-hole comdation, tlx! i:nt:emd can be traad ~
the site. The gamma anonalies associaud with the suspoct uranium procipitation actually act as
marker beds to aid the correlatim effort- WW:I is an excellent example of how these anonalies
help to identifY the lm.rer portion ofthe basal Upper Dockum. The logfom this hole also illustrates
the spatial relationship of this basal unit to the thick sequence of unckdying Lower Dockum
mu:lstanes.

---

.
----

--

Page 14

Oz palff! 3-9, in addition to the headings Upper Dockum and Lower Dockum WidJ are US«i to
define Triassic sedimmts, a new heading Omtact h!turen the Upper and Lower Dockum will be
addal.

'!111!11

-..
---

~

The ~ofrecrYgfZizing the Upper and Lower Dockum lxYundary is to ensure that the base of
the propoS«i &ndfil1 will be placed en the top of the LOU£r Dockum. The thick sequences of
~ within this unit pruuide an excellent~ lwrier (anotkr lerel ofprotlrtion) to any
potential dnc.mw:rrd migratim. In tbJse areas vhre there is an inferred antact, the litlxlugjes are
~- Despite the infena:i ccntact, the irnp:Yrutnt consideration ofestablishing a permeability
lwrier has been aaxmplished.
c.

The timing relationship between the drilling of a hole and the logging of that hole
may be critical in determining the presence of gronnd water (i.e., the time needed for
gronnd water to stabilize in the borehole). Please provide this timing information.

Response: The jluuid (or potential 'TJ.tlter-b?aring) sediments within the Upper Dockum are finegraintd sandy siltstones with a relatitdy law penneability. As preuiats}y statRd, the rr1RaSU"f8:i
permeability ofthese sediments tWerag! 1. 22 X 10 -5 onls. Because ofthe law permeability ofthese
sedimmts, 7ihn grvundxmter is encmntera:i, it requires sane time for this uater to enter the

l:xJrelxJie.
As an exdntfJ/e, PB-1 (/oo:ttai approximately 1!-1 miles north of the propoS«i &ndfill) ena:JIITZter8:;
damp Sttnds at the base ofthe Upper Dockum at a depth of 158 feet. The hole 'rWS amplettd at a
depth of200 feet. Geophysical logs uere run en PB-1 approximately tuv ham after the base ofthe
Upper Dockum 'rWS penetratid The log sharmi tw:ntyfeet of7mter (to a depth of 180 feet) in the
l:ottnn ofthe lmehole. The litholfYlY ofthis portim ofthe lxm:hole (frrm loth drill hole aatings and
gDfJhysictd profiks) ~ to mud.stmes ofthe Lower Dockum unit. Apparently, uater had
been falling docm the hole firm the saturatai sand at 158 feet. Two ham had not been enougfo
timefor the groundwtter in the hole to equilibrate ('mUh the lmi ofentry}- Had 111/JYe time elapS«i
Mining Group* P.O. Box 774018 * S1:1!11117bJat Springs, Cdmado80477 *(970} 879-6260
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/;mum the drilling and the k&}ng of the lxmixle, arer forty feet of unter 'UXM!d hare l:x:en
enmuntera:l.

Field procaiures uen? to log a lxrrtlxle within 1-2 hours after it had l:x:en amp/etai. If the l:xrrrkles
uen? not~ imm«liately, there'lWS a risk that it may cau?-in and no log'UXM!d ~ obtai:nl.d. The
questinn has arisen that, due to tb? low permeability ofthe fluvial sediments and small quantities of
grvundwtter, pethaps geophysical lagging took place too soon after drilling to det:a:t the presence of
grvundumer. There are three types of supporting evideru:e to su~ that the groundtmter
characterization 7WS accurate.
1} In the southuestem portion of the projXJsed site, ten l:xrrrkles mre timJXJrarily cased with plastic
tubing in order to see if grounckmter 'UXM!d accumulate in the holes after drilling (see pal}? 3-17}.
Oz a urekly basis for a six-w£k periai of time, these holes uen? rruniJmrd and no groundzmter
entertd the holes.
2} Om> samples mre taken fran fire separate OOreholes. This proc«iure inwlud a chanFJ? of
drilling operations, fran rapid rotary bit drilling to a slow ewe barrel operation. Instead ofrequiring
a few hours to amp/ete, these holes 'UXM!d ~ open for 10-12 hours. During this time, no
groundzmter enter«l the holes. Caring 7WS cxmductai using air and any uw-er entering the hole
7iDdd hare interfered with the operations.

"""

--

----

--

---

3} Ewn in the al:xM citai example of PB-1, the rapid logging of the OOrehole drl erxmnter the
grounda.ater. It underestimatRd tb? amatnt, but the groundzmter did not FP ~
Comment24.
Section 3.6.2.2, Upper Dockum- "Uppennost Aquifer", p. 3-15.
Considerable hydraulic information presented in this section as fact must either be supported
with data or characterized as "inferred". This is particularly true of the hydraulic conditions
directly east of the proposed boundary that are based on boreholes approximately one mile
north and south of the site. Please adjust the language in the Permit application as
appropriate.

Response: These uord chang!s uen? made.
Comment25.
RPMP is concerned about subsurface fluid and possible contaminant migration through
improperly plugged boreholes. Please provide a status report on all boreholes referenced in
the initial application with a detailed description of how any holes were plugged. Include the
composition of the plugging material and other assurances of successful preclusion of
subsurface fluid migration. A plan for the ultimate disposition of the holes must also be
provided.

Response: Ofthe 37 shallawl:urrlJoles (PB-1 ~PB-36} andtr.wdeep OOreholes {WW1 and W\.V2}, all but trw hare l:x:en plugg.d. The only nmaining open lxmh>les are PB-14 and W\.V-1. These hem?
l:x:en kept open by inserting 3"plastic tubing into the open hole.

Alll:xrrrkles uen? manually pluggxl using the original drill cuttings and/or bentonite. A cwmt cap wtS
placa:i at the top ofw:h hole to prer.mt surface 'lmters firm entering the OOrehole. In the time since the holes
uen? ~ the eolian sands of tb? surface Quaternary sediments hem? l:x:en mlistributai to the point uhere
the originAl OOrehole loctaims are rx> lmfpvisible.

IIIII

-I ll
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PB-14 and WW 1 hau? been kept open for the purpose ofpossibly obtaining additimal ~. geophysical

or h;rlro/fY!)cal information. Once it has been detennirud that there is no more 7.t7lue to these lxrreJxies, they
u:i/1 also k p/uggd A cwmt plug will k plac«l in WW 1 betuem the Upp?r and Laux?r Dockum units to
ensure that there is no mixing offmrnatia1d fluids. PB-14 will k plu~ using Wztmite and a surface

amentcap.
Comment26.

Please provide all groundwater monitoring data. If any of the temporat.y wells referenced in
the application still exist and have not been evaluated since construction, they must be
remeasured for depth to ground water and the results presented in the application.

Response: There is no existing grouru:bmter mmitaring data for the proJX>Sfd site. A lllxrreJxies ccmpletai
uithin the site boundaryuere unsaturat«l. Water lecxds uere taken in 1994 firm three boreJxles outside of
the proJX>Sfd lxYundary. These borthles uere PB-14 {500 feet u:est), WW1 {3000 feet nartlx!ast} ard
WW2 (5000 feet south). The results of these maer ler:el measuremnts are C011tdintd in Sections 3.6.2.2
and 3.6.2.3.
At the request ofRPMP, maer leufs uere again taken in April1999. WW2 had been plumd, but a
static maer ler:el (using an ekrtronic maer deartor) of 202 feet 'W:lS reamia:l for WW 1 and a static 'W:1ter
ler:el of3 7feet'W:lS ra:orcl«ifor PB-14.

WW: 1 - The nmu umer ler:el of 202 feet for WW 1 canpmd to a static umer ler:el of 15 5 feet in 1994.
We klier:e this decrPase of 4 7 feet is not an indication ofchmging groondz.wter coodition.s, but a rif/a:tion of
the rr1t1J1J1er in uhidJ this lxmkle 'W:lS cased.

The insertion ofplastic tuhing into the lxmkle shortly after it 'W:lS drilled 'W:lS nerer an atampt to rornjiete it
as a ue/1. Instead, this tmtpJrary casing W:tS plac«Jfor the purpose ofkeeping the lxmkle aa:essibk, so that
additimal geo/qgjt:al, grophysicd or hylro/u#al informatim mig}Jt k obtaina1. The only pemratims are at
the botton ofthe tmtpJrary casin&
It appears that ow- the pastfir£ )W'S, the mudstones betuan the Upper and Lau£r Dockum hau! "caud in"
around the outside of the tuhing. This has apparently sedRd off any crmmunicatim betuan these tuo
aquifers. There is no w:;ry for Upper Dockum umer to enter the tu~ Om!Rquent}y, the maer ~~inside
the tuhing is dropping. At the present time, this maer ler:el is 20 feet belaw the botton of the Upper
Dockum.

It is reasonable to infer that there is still saturatim within the lmw-portioo ofthe Upper Dockum in WW-1.
This umer rould still k present in the lxrreJxie outside of the tuhing and not contrihute to the existing static
'W:1ter leui. This ~ asstmptim umld k ronsistent with tlx! groondz.wter coodition.s as present«/ in
Ser:tiazs 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.2.3 and the infenai interface betuan saturata:i and unsaturata:i coodition.s (as
indicatad in Figure 3-12) umld still exist east ofthe facility lxYundary.
PB-14- The nmu staticmaer leuimeasura:i in PB-14 'W:lS 37 feet. This a:mpares quiteuxil to the 1994
m?aSUrrd umer lecxds of42 feet.

Comment27.
RPMP requires the establishment of pre-existing groundwater chemical concentrations for
the various ground waters adjacent to and below the proposed Facility, particularly the
shallow waters. The chemical analysis should be performed in light of the following
considerations:
a.

to determine if ground waters have pre-existing contamination;
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b.

to establish a baseline for future comparisons; and,

c.

to allow distinction between perched and regional ground water and to further
evaluate those holes where mixing has occurred. The analysis must include total
dissolved solids (IDS) and the major ions Na, Mg, Cl, and 504.

Response: Gandy Marley is preparr:d to drill an exploratory bmble east of the proJXJsed site
and dmmgradient ofthe proJXJsed Phase I landfill in order to la:ate the infenai saturation interface
This lxrrehole ~ k la:ata:i 1000 feetmrth and approxirrwely 1800 feet east ofPB-38.

.:IIIII

--

--

------..

-
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Should groundzmter k encountered, its ~characteristics will k ewluated. This will ronsist

of
an appropriate aquifer test (slug test}

groundu.uter chrmistry will k analyze:l to include total dissolml solids (IDS) and the
major ioos Na, Mg, 0, and S04
the elewtion ofthe groundzmterwill k

~

the hole may k ansidera:l as afuture groundzmterrru:nitoringwdl

A detaiki umkplan for this exploratory drilling will k prepami ard sul:mitta:i to NM ED for
their apprawl prior to field umk This plan will address drilling rationale, drilling proarlures,
appropriate test and sampling proadures should grOundrmter k encatnteml, and mmitnring wdl
crmpletion plans.
Comment28.
Please provide lithologic logs for WW-1 and WW-2.

Response: Lithologic logs/or WW-1 andWW-2 w~subnittedtoHRMB.
Comment29.
Please provide a table of surface elevations for all boreholes.

Response: Eleu:ainns for all shallaw Wrrhles uere SUYU!j«i by a licensed professional !and surreyrr.
These elewtions are 'Written en the lithologic~ for each Wrrh1e in Vohme II of the Applicatim. 1he
follawing is listing ofthese elec.mions.
Borehole No.

Elevation

Borehole No.

Elevation

PB-1
PB-2
PB-3
PB-4
PB-5
PB-6
PB-7
PB-8
PB-9
PB-10
PB-11
PB-12

4152
4150
4135
4139
4142
4120
4118
4117
4138
4131
4119
4132

PB-21
PB-22
PB-23
PB-24
PB-25
PB-26
PB-27
PB-28
PB-29
PB-30
PB-31
PB-32

4148
4143
4151
4154
4144
4183
4144
4159
4129
4152
4115
4108
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Borehole No.

Elevation

Borehole No.

Elevation

PB-13
PB-14
PB-14o
PB-15
PB-16
PB-17
PB-18
PB-19
PB-20

4119
4116
4118
4129
4161
4141
4142
4152
4157

PB-33
PB-34
PB-35
PB-36
PB-37
PB-38

4134
4100
4124
4146
4160
4182

<1111111!

•

--

--

---

-----

--

estimatai elewticn is 415 4
estimatai elewticn is 4110

Comment30.
Please provide a subsurface contour map of the contact of the Upper/Lower Dockum within
the proposed Facility boundary.

Response: A subsurfcu:e rontour map of the rontact of the Upper/Lma:r Dockum 'Within the propog;d
facility bJundary is presenta:i in Exhibit No. 2 in Attadment B.
Comment31.
Section 3.7, GroundwJter Protection Requi'Yfmlnts, p. 3-2 5.
See Comment No. 3. RPMP recommends that the Groundwater Monitoring Equivalency
Demonstration (GMED) be augmented with the following information and proposals:
a.

in addition to monitoring the two sumps that underlie the Landfill and Surface
Impoundments, it would be significantly more protective if a series of vadose zone
monitoring wells (VZMWs) existed immediately down gradient of both units. These
wells would presumably measure any fluid accumulation in hydrogeologic traps that
might exist at the boundary of the Upper and Lower Dockum. These wells have
been the subject of numerous conversations between HRMB and Gandy Marley and
must be considered;

Response: Gandy-Marley is prepar«i to install six vadose zone rrmitaringuells (VZMWs) at
the proposedfacility. While the primary vadose mmitors 7.mtld still be kxatu1 beneath the sumps in
the Landfill and the Evapmttion Pond, these VZD Ws 7.mtld proWe a mare visible secondary
rmJxxi ofvadose zone mmitmi:ng. 1hese uells (See Exhibit No. 1 in Attadment B) 'lJ.ro!d be
la:atu1 alcng the eastern lxYundary of the proposed facility at the Point of Omplittna! and provide
utluable cunfomatioo ofthe unsaturat«i cvnditims underlying the facility.
b.

any plan to construct the above-mentioned VZMWs must include a method to
positively identify the lowest hydrogeologic trap within the Upper Dockum and any
pre-existing ground water;

Response: Nine additimal !xJrrhies hare been proposed in the northern portion of the proposed
site to characterize the Upper Dockum S«<iments and the Upper/Lau:er Dockum rontact
underlying proposed operatiuud units. These !xJrrhies will be loc:aud on a <mti:nuation of the
original grid pattern and will anfarm to the same ixmJxie density as the existing !xJrrhies. They
uill also hare the same suite ofgeq:hysical lug.s. All !xJrrhies will be amp/et«i a minimun cf30
feet into the Lau:er Dockumrrulstones.

.-.

--

---

WW:1
WW:2
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The purpose of this drilling will be to pruuide stratigraphic informatim on the Upper Dockum
sedimmls and to imestigate for gr~ within these sedimmls. Information gatJ:erai in this
drilling program will be usai to help locat«l possible 'Wdose zone moniJmingwdls.

A detaikl uurkpltrn for this exploratmy drilling will be prepanxi ard sul:mittal to NMED for
their apf»UWl prim to field uurk This p!trn will address drilling rational, drilling proodures and
JxJie pluwjngprrxrdmes. Nine additionallmeJxles hare been proJXJsai in the northern portim ofthe
proJXJsed site to characterize the Upper Dockum sedimmls and the Upper/I..m.rer Dockum crntact
underlying proJXJsai operational units. These lmeJxles will be la:at«i on a cont:i:nuatim of the
original grid pattern and will ronfO'!m to the St1J71e lxrrelxie density as the existing lmeJxles. They
ui/1 also hare the St1J71e suite ofgeq:hysicallugs. AlllmeJxles will be conpleted a minimum of30
feet into the Lau.er Dockum mudstones.
c.

Response: These will be inwrporat«l in the revisai pennit.
d.

--

-----..

the GMED certification required under 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR
264.90(b)(4) and referenced in the Gandy Marley November 1998 draft letter to
NMED must be provided on the enclosed certification form;

Re sp ons e: These will be inaJrporat«l in the revisai pennit.
e.

.-.
--

--

the requirements contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.91(a) for
a monitoring and response program must be referenced and addressed;

the GMED proposed in the November 1998 letter is partially based on a water
balance evaluation that does not consider possible leakage of the free liquids from
the Surface Impoundments. Further, the proposal does not consider the special
circwnstance of precipitation accwnulation within the Landfill that is constructed to
concentrate liquids at its lowermost point. These issues must be addressed;

Response: The leak deta:tir.n sysams in !xJth the landfill andevafXJration pond liner systrmswill
limit the head on the secondary lirrr and therefore leakage into the subsuiface. Expectai suhsurface
infiltration firm the stann uuter retentim basin will be ewluat«l ard present£d in the revisai
Permit applicatim. This will inclKie an assessment of the ~ and duration of run-ofuuter
being stmai in the Stann uuter retention basin. The uuter balance analysis presenttri in Soctiaz
3. 5. 2 ofthe pennit will be updated to refort this ronditim.
f.

the GMED must consider other fluid sources that might interfere with the VZMWs,
such as the storm water catchment basin; and,

Response: These will be inwrporat«l in the revisai pennit.
g.

the post-closure care procedures for long term monitoring outlined in the Permit
application, Vol. I, Section 8.2.5, Vadose Zone Monitoring Systan, must reflect the
monitoring procedures proposed for the operating portion of the proposed Permit.

Response: These will be inwrporat«l in the revisai pennit.
Comment32.
Figure 3-2, TOJXYi!!aphyofSite Vicinity.
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This figure identifies three "drill holes" northwest of the proposed site boundaty. Please
provide any information related to these holes available and a detailed description of efforts
made to obtain that information.

Response: Any available infonnationwi/1 k supplial.

1111111

-

Comment33.
Figure 3-14, Drill Hok Locatims.

1111111

---

----..

-------..
-..
-..

WW-1 and PB-1 are referenced in the text but not found on the figure. It is suspected that
WW-4 and PB-4 are misnamed. Please explain this discrepancy and provide a revised figure.

Response: These will k inmrparaud in the revis£d permit.
SECTION 4.0, WASTE ANALYSIS PLAN

Comment34.
Section 4.1, RegulataryRequirerrmts.
a.

The Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) must meet the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500
incorporating 40 NMAC 264.13 and 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR
268.7(b), (c), and (d).

Response: 1he Waste Analysis Plan has been revis£d to ensure that it cuntains the appropriate
!an~ to ensure that the requinments cited in this amrrmt are m:t.
b.

Please present the WAP in a more logical format which provides for ready reference
(see Comment No. 3). For instance, Section 4.6, Analytical Metlxxis, p. 4-8, states only
that "Analytical methods used for waste characterization vvill follow Test Methods
for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical and Chemical Methods (SW-846, EPA)." Please
summarize this and other information in tabular form. This would aid in review and
in use of the Permit by the Facility and by HRMB Permit managers and HRMB
inspectors during the operating, closure and post-closure periods (planned to be 60
years). For instance, an HRMB inspector should be able to go from a (complete)
Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility lnspoction Schedule, to tables in Section 4.0
which provide sampling and analysis methods for each inspection.
The tables the WAP should provide includes, but is not necessarily limited to:
A table that identifies the parameters to be tested by waste management unit
type and media type, e.g., Surface Impoundment sludges (see US
Environmental Protection Agency OSWER Directive Number 9938.4-03,

Waste Analysis at Facilities That Generate, Treat, Store, and Dispose of Hazardous
Wastes, A Guidance MaJ7J.fai {lVAP Guidance MaJ7J.fai), April1994, p. 2-13);
A table that identifies sampling methods for parameters to be tested by
media type; and
A table that identifies the testing/ analytical methods for the parameters to
be tested by media types.
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Response: The WAP has been rr?Visad to provide a mare forjml presentation of the 'W:tSte
acceptance criteria for the facility. The tables requestai uere included in the previous WAP,
hou.aer, uhere appropriate they hem! bm expanda:i and sane additional information has bm
incluk1 in U:thularfonn.

---

Sampling metlxxis will k included in Section 5 of the applicatim, hCJU~?C:er, analytical metlxxis for
the leachates, or other potential wastes will k the same metlxxis usedfor ut:lSte generatai off-site.
The WAP has been rr?Visad to help clarifY this.

-c.

----

-------

Response: GMI will deufop facility specific procaimes for the waste amptance process after
cmstructian of the facility is conplete and prior to the acceptance of mtSte. Prrx:aiures deudoped
prior to facility cmstructian 7.tadd k in a cmstant state ofrevisim until initial ut:lSte 'YfXEipt due to
possible chan[!!S in lugistics and op?ratianal requirrmmts. Also, leak tests for and1lary equipnmt
and piping7.tadd not k incluk1 in the WAP as this~ of testing and inspectim has no bearing
an the acceptahility ofttnyut:lSte uhiUJ migfJt k idenJ:ifox1 during a test or insp«:tim.
d.

--

Similar tables should be provided for monitoring related to both the regular
inspection routine and sampling of spills and releases; after rain events, both for
regulated units and the diversion ditches and storm water basin, etc.

Response: The WAP includes requirrmmtsfor identifying and treating spills, releases and storm
wtter as potential ut:lSte streams and as such they will k subj«:t to theut:lSte analysis and acceptance
procaimes, how?t:er, the WAP waJd not k the appropriate place to include tables for mmitoring
and insp«:tim ofthe areas uhere these ut:lStes may potentialiy k generata:l.
e.

A discussion and similar tables should be provided for all field sampling proposed in
the Permit application. The discussion should identify and justify all field methods
used, calibration requirements, etc.

Response: I had a response to this, how:?cer, upm. review I nee:i to~ sane clarificatian fran
NMED onukt they are includi176in thecategYryofjie/d sampli176".
f.

-

---

Similar tables for sampling and analysis methods should be provided for all special
tests which must be conducted at the Facility, e.g., determination of ignitable,
reactive, and incompatible waste; compliance with the Land Disposal Restriction
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR Part 268; procedures to
determine whether a biodegradable sorbent has been added to a waste; procedures to
determine if equipment contains or contacts organic wastes with 10 percent or
greater total organic content; procedures for determining whether the average
concentration of the waste at the point of waste origin is less than 500 parts per
million by weight; procedures for the annual leak test required for ancillary
equipment; and procedures for piping. Sampling and analysis methods for specific
media, such as Surface Impoundment sludges, should be provided.

Discussion of the various monitoring regimes should, where needed (such as
sampling of the diversion ditch and storm water basin), contain maps showing the
location of sampling points and a justification for the number and location of
samples proposed.

Response: Facility design docurrmts will be referermi uhere appropriate.
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Comment35.
Section 4.2, Descriptim of Wastes Generata:i tmd Receiuri at the Facility, p. 4-1. The Facility is
expected to generate the following types of wastes:
The following should also be included on this list:
Surface impoundment sludges; and,
Decontamination rinse water.
The storm water retention basin also has the potential to receive water containing hazardous
constituents and should be included on this list.

IIIII

--

--

Response: Run-off in the retention basin will be clean u.uter tmd is therefore, not expect«l to be
crnttuninat '
Recommended Changes: Items indicatai in the corrm:ntwill be adki to the list
Comment36.
Section 4.3.1.1, fu·shipnent Prrxa:iures, p. 4-2.
a.

-

-

-----

--

---

---

2nd paragraph. ... Each waste with reactive properties will also be tested for
compatibility with the landfill liner.
Reactive wastes should also be tested for compatibility with containers and tanks.

b.

3rd paragraph. Generators with waste types that have been previously accepted
at the Facility will be required to supply a new waste proftle or representative
sample...
This sentence should read,

11
•••

a new waste profile form and representative sample ...

11

Response: Ompatihility tests uill be conducta:i on typical leachate fnanufactura:i firm expect«l
stream} tmd liner tmd lead?ate colilrtim tmd remutl materials. 1he tanks will be specifoxi
based on characteristics ofthe exp«:t«l leachate tmd rr711J'1Ujactures recrmtrmdations for ~ity.

Wiler

Comment37.
Section 4.3.1.2, Prrxa:iures to Ensure Ompliana!with LDR Standan:is, p. 4-3, last paragraph. The
Facility will accept contaminated debris only in cases where that debris will remain
hazardous after it has been treated in accordance with 40 CFR 268.45{b) or (c). This
regulatory requirement stipulates that "Hazardous debris that has been treated using
one of the specified extraction or destruction technologies in Table 1 of this section
(CFR 268.45) and that does not exhibit a characteristic of hazardous waste identified
under Subpart C, Part 261, of this chapter after treatment is not a hazardous waste and
need not be managed in a subtitle C facility." Hazardous debris generated off site
that can be rendered non-hazardous through treatment may be accepted only if
necessary treatment capability exists at the Facility.
The import of this paragraph is unclear to the reviewer. Are the first two sentences saying
that the Facility will not accept debris unless, after treatment, it must be disposed of in a
hazardous waste landfill, i.e., the waste is still hazardous? The third sentence is unclear
because neither of the treatments proposed for the Facility- stabilization and evaporation - is
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included in Subpart 268, Table 1, and therefore no contaminated waste could be accepted.
Also, the third sentence addresses accepting "hazardous waste ...that can be rendered nonhazardous through treatment ... ", which appears to contradict the first sentence.
RPMP notes in passing that the Facility intends to treat the Surface Impoundment liners and
leachate system, and concrete, as hazardous debris using a technology contained in Subpart
268, Table 1, and dispose of these materials in the Landfill during closure (see Section 8.0,

Closure and Post-ClosureofPerrniturl Units).
Response: See revised WAP.
Comment38.
Section 4.3.2.1, lna:ming Waste Shipnent: Prrxa:lures, p. 4-5, 3rd paragraph. Fingerprint tests
will assure that the generator description of the waste is correct...
Fingerprint analysis as described in this section is the commonly used procedure at facilities
accepting waste from off-site generators. Nevertheless, RPMP wishes to point out that,
"Fingerprint analysis is never a substitute for conducting a complete waste analysis and,
therefore, may not be defensible if a waste is misidentified by the generator and passes the
fingerprint test. Though the generator is responsible for properly identifying and classifying
the waste, the Facility will be held liable by enforcement authorities if it violates its permit
conditions and any other applicable regulations ... " (WAP Guidarzce Ma:rutal..)
Information received from off-site generators (e.g., waste profile form, sample and analysis
results) will make up the bulk of Gandy Marley's "acceptable knowledge" for waste
acceptance.
Gandy Marley should consider conducting random, representative, or
confirmatory sampling for waste accepted from off-site generators.
Once Gandy Marley feels assured that the waste from a single off-site generator is as
represented, RPMP believes that it may be appropriate to reduce the frequency of fingerprint
analysis of such waste. RPMP staff will be glad to discuss this matter with you further.

Response: The carment is not«l. The WAP has been revised uiJ:h regard to finWJ»int requirrmmts and
GMI realizes that the requinments in the carment are still romrt See revised WAP.
Comment39.
Section 4.3.2.2, OngJing Omplete Waste Analysis, p. 4-6, 3rd paragraph. If all waste shipments
in any given calendar year from a single generator match the fmgerprint analyses, full
sample analyses of each waste stream from that generator will be performed
biennially.
Full sample analyses should be performed annually.

Response: Chang! made. The requinmmt for foll sample analyses to be performai annuaiJy will be
inaYrfxyratai into text Sectim 4.3. 2. 2.
Comment40.
Section 4.5, Smnpling Metlxx:is, p. 4-7, 3rd paragraph. Composite sampling is the process of
taking several samples and combining them into one sample, which is then analyzed
for constituents of concern. It is a valid method for homogeneous samples.
Please provide in detail how and under what circumstances composite sampling will be used.
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Response: See revised WAP.
Comment41.
Section 4.7, Lalxrratory Qiality Assurance/Qiality Omtrol (QA/QC}, 1st paragraph, p. 4-8. . ..The
onsite laboratory manager will be responsible for developing and implementing a
written QA/QC program for the laboratory...
a.

A complete QA/QC Program should be included in the Permit application.

b.

The Permit application addresses only laboratoty QA/QC. Please also include QC
for field blanks, field duplicates, and trip blanks.

Response: See revised WAP.
Section 5.0, Procedures To Prevent Hazards

Comment42.
Section 5.1.1, Barriers and Means to Omtrol Entrance, p. 5-1, 1st paragraph.
The perimeter of the Landfill should be fenced with a 6 ft. chain link fence. The entire
Facility should be fenced with at least 4-strand barbed wire.

Response: There is not a reg;datory requirrm£ntfor this type offence to be usai at the site. It is generally
up to the operational staffto select afence type that will fonctian as rr;qu.iral to control entrance to the site.
Comment43.
Section 5.2.1.1, Inspection OJecklist, p. 5-2, 1st paragraph. Inspection checklists and an
inspection schedule will be developed...
This sentence should refer to the inspection checklists contained in Vol. II, Appendix I,
Sample OJecklists, and Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility Insp«:tim Sch«iule. Please
ensure that all inspection checklists for all inspections identified in the text are included in
Vol. II.

Response: 1he inspoctim r::hrk lists will be presental in Volume II and the sentence will be ama:tei
Comment44.
Section 5.3.4, Water for Fire Ccntrol, p. 5-6. ... Permanent buildings at the Facility will be
equipped with automatic sprinkler systems and ftre extinguishers ...Water to ftght frres
will be available in water truck(s). The truck(s) generally will be used for landfill
emergencies.
Please provide a fuller discussion of provisions for frre control. Is one truckload of water
enough to control any emergency at the Landfill until the Fire Department arrives? How
much water is in one truckload? Is water the only fire control material (besides soil) to be
maintained at the Facility? (Water is not appropriate for use on some hazardous wastes.)

detaikd de!criptim of the prauisims for fire centro/ will be prauidel in the revised
permit. 1he metJxxis and details proJXJS«i will be presenmd and diseuss«l with HRMB prim to submittal of
the revised permit.
Response: A

rYilJYr!
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Comment45.
Section 5.4.2, Run-offand Run-rn, p. 5-7, 1st paragraph. Rnn-off and run-on for the major
units are described in the following sections.
Before any operation regulated under a State RCRA Permit can commence at the Facility, a
Storm Water Discharge Permit, or notification that such a permit is not required, must be
obtained from the NMED Surface Water Quality Bureau.

Response: Agreai
Comment46.
Section 5.4.4, Water Supply Protoction, p. 5-8, 1st paragraph. The Facility will coordinate
intended water use with the State Engineer's Office, Water Rights Division, and other
appropriate agencies. The domestic water supply (via undergronnd water line from a
spring in the Ogallala formation located approximately one mile east of the Facility)...
a.

Please specify how much water will be needed for domestic water use and how much
will be used in Facility operations (process operations, dust control, etc.) and fire
control (sprinklers, etc).

b.

Water rights must be obtained from the State Engineer Office for a production well
and presumably for the water to be drawn from a spring. Before any operation
regulated under a State RCRA Permit can commence at the Facility, proof must be
submitted to NMED that sufficient water rights to operate the Facility in a safe
manner which is protective of human health and the environment have been
obtained.

c.

What are the "other appropriate agencies" involved?

Response (a-c): The specific uiwnes of'rWter rr!tJUirad are expectai to be extrr:mely urriable
depending on the staf§! ofcon.stnu:tim and the wlume and type ofwaste being prrx:essai and disposal
of Therefore, an accurate assessrrmt of the wlume of'rWter cannot be made at this time. The
rmtSUreS rr!tJUirad to obtain 'rWter rigpts far the site are beyJnd the r«]Uirrmmts of the Part B
Permit appliaztim. GM fully realizes that all permits to obtain wat6' for the site will be rr!tJUirad
prim to the start ofoperatims. These permits can be supplie:l to NMED after they are obtainai
Harw:er, in our opinion they will not be rr!tJUirr:rl prim to rm?iving the Part B pennit
Comment47.
Section 5.4.8, Spocial Requiremnts to Limit Releases to the Atrrmphere, p. 5-10. ...Regulations
applicable to sources of air emissions from the Facility may be found in the New
Mexico Air Quality Control regulations.
Before any operation regulated under a State RCRA Permit can commence at the Facility, a
New Source Emissions Permit, or notification that such a permit is not required, must be
obtained from the NMED Air Quality Bureau.

Response: Agreai
Comment48.
Section 5.5.3, !na:rnJXttihle Waste Httndling, p. 5-11, 3rd paragraph....The drum handling unit
and storage area design incorporate the requirements for the separation of
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incompatible wastes. The physical barriers incorporated into the design, will insure
that incompatible waste will remain segregated...

..

--

a.

Please discuss these "physical barriers" in the Dnun Handling Unit and [Roll-off]
Storage Area. They ire not mentioned elsewhere .

b.

20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.177(c) reads, "A storage container
holding a hazardous waste that is incompatible with any waste or other materials
stored nearby must be separated from the other materials or protected from them by
means of a dike, berm, wall, or other device." Please discuss how the walkway will
provide sufficient separation from other wastes. Are there any applicable OSHA,
Fire Code, or other standards?

-'IIIII

Response (a-b): The barriers are shmman the drawings in Voltone III, Drawings 37 and 39.
Additiond text can b? addad to ckcrik these features. In our opinim, t~ benn in ambinatim
uith the slopingfloors (to the sumps) will b? sufficient to separate the inarn{t1tilie UtlStes

-..
---

Comment 49.
Table 5-1, Triassic Part Waste Disposal Facility Insprtion Schedule, p. 5-12.
a.

--

This table should include inspection of the Surface Impoundments daily (not weekly)
when in operation for sudden drops in water level, as specified in Section 5.2.3,
EvaparatianPandinsprtionPrrxmures, p. 5-3, 2nd paragraph. This paragraph also states
that the Surface Impoundments will be inspected daily to "...measure and remove any
liquid that has accumulated in the leachate collection system and leak detection
sumps ..." Please add this to the table.

Response: Table 5-1 will b? ~

----

b.

The Surface Impoundment liners should be inspected weekly, as specified in Section
5.2.3, 3rd paragraph, which reads, "...Weekly visual inspections will also be conducted
to verify the integrity of the liners and associated systems ... " Please add this to the
table.

Response:
c.

--

Table5-1willb?~

Under "Inspection Time", the condition of the Stabilization Units when in operation
reads, "Daily when storing". This should read, "Daily".

Response: Table 5-1 will b? ~
d.

---

-

In general, because Table 5-1 will more likely be used for a reference than the text in
Section 5.2, lnspectim Prr:mlures, and elsewhere throughout the Permit application, all
the inspections discussed in this section and elsewhere should be included in the
table, and the table should agree with the text in Vols. I and III (e.g., the annual
inspection of equipment and piping, equipment leak detection, and the winter
inspection of drums in the open-walled Dnun Handling Unit).

Response:

Table5-1willb?~

•

-.

--

~
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Section 8.0, Closure and Post-Closure Of Permitted Units

Comment 50.
Section 8.0, Oosure and Post-Oosure of PermittEd Units, p. 8-1. This closure plan describes
specific activities required for closure of the drum handling unit evaporation pond...
For ease of review by the public, please state in this first paragraph that all units except the
Landfill will be clean closed, with the proviso contained in Section 8.2.8, Amendment of Plan,
regarding a modification to the post-closure care plan for units which cannot meet the clean
closure standards.

Response: Paragraph su8ff!S!ed by NMED will be addtd to text.
Comment 51.
Section 8.1.1.2, .Decantami:natU of Equipnent and Dimantling of Building Structure, p. 8-2, 2nd
paragraph.
a.

---

Response: Sectim will be revis«l to be consistent with design
b.

... The dismanded building structure will either be reused elsewhere or
recycled as scrap metal.
Confirmatory sampling after washing to verify the presence or absence of hazardous
waste is required before clean closure can be approved by NMED. RPMP
recommends that swipe samples be taken from the floor and the divider panels to a
height of 5 feet above floor surfaces. The wash water should be contained and
tested. The wash cycles and sampling and analysis should continue until the building
is decontaminated.

----

IIIII

The building structure (roof and walls) ••.will be cleaned and rinsed prior to, or
during, dismantling.
Other sections of the Permit application indicate that the Drum Storage Building
does not have walls. Please explain this discrepancy.

---

-----
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c.

A Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP), along with Quality Assurance/ Quality Control
procedures, should be developed for closure of the Drum Storage Building.

Response: Prior to closure, GMI will deuiop a closure sampling and analysis plan for subnittal
to the NMED. A more amp/ete descriptim of the <XJ?1fX:I1mts of this pltm will be addtd to

Oapter8.
d.

The SAP should also address soil sampling as well as waste generated during closure,
such as the wash water, plastic sheeting, and sampling equipment, etc.

Response: The details of the SAP for closure are being addressed as part on on-gcing me?tings
'liithHRMB.

e.

The SAP should contain sections on Data Quality Objectives, the decontamination
procedure, the sampling strategy for both the building and the soil underneath the
building, a diagram and map showing sampling locations, sampling methods,
sampling documentation and custody, and laboratory methods and operations.
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Response: The details of the SAP for closure are being addressed as part of an-gdng meetings
Comment 52.
Section 8.1.2, Evaporation Pond, p. 8-3.
No mention is made of filling in the Surface Impoundments and revegetating the area. Please
discuss any plans to remediate the area in this regard.

Comment 53.
Section 8.1.2.3, RlNKJU:Ii and Disposal of Liner and Leachate Cdk:tian SystJm, p. 8-3. The pond
liner and leachate collection system will be dismantled and removed as hazardous
debris. Upon certification of compliance with the LDR requirements, the waste will
be disposed in the landfill ...
a.

-

The certification referred to regarding compliance with the Land Disposal
Restrictions for the pond liner and leachate collection system is presumably that
contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.8(d). Is this correct?

Response: Yes.
b.

The definition of debris in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR. 268.2 states,
the following material are not debris: ..; Process residuals such as smelter slag and
residues from the treatment of waste, wastewater, sludges, ... Please discuss how the
pond liners will be treated to remove sludge residues as required by 20 NMAC
4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.45(a) .
II •••

11

Response: A discussion 'Will beaddei.
c.

Please provide a confirmatory SAP for the pond liner and leachate system and
treatment residues after treatment to ensure compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.800
incorporating 40 CFR. 268.45(b), (c), and (d). See appropriate sections of Comment
No. 51.

Response: See response to Cnrmmt 51.

IIIII

----

Paff 28

uithHRMB.

-..
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~

Comment 54.
Section 8.1.2.4, Soil Sampling, p. 8-3, 1st paragraph....Ten samples will be collected. Two
will be from locations that correspond to the leachate collection sump and the tanker
pad fill line, and eight at random locations ...
An SAP should be provided for sampling of the soil underneath and around the Surface
Impoundments. See appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See Canrm7t 51.
Comment 55.
Section 8.1.3.2, DimdntlingofTtmks, Equipnent, and Cmcrete Secondary Ontainment Area, p. 8-4.
...the concrete containment will be broken up and removed as hazardous debris.
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Upon certification of compliance with the LDR requirements by a New Mexico
registered professional engineer, the concrete will be disposed in the landfill ...
a.

See Comment No. 53.a.

Response: See response to Corrm:nt 53.
b.

Is this certification a legitimate function of a registered professional engineer? Or
does the "certification by a New Mexico registered professional engineer" more
appropriately refer to the certification required nnder 20 NMAC 4.1.500
incorporating 40 CFR. 264.115 of the completion of final closure for surface
imponndments and landfills? Please clarify this paragraph.

Response: Paragraph will be revi.sa:l.
Comment 56.
Section 8.1.3.3, Soil Sampling, p. 8-4. ... Four samples will be collected from locations that
correspond to the containment sumps ...
An SAP should be provided for the Liquid Waste Receiving and Storage Unit.

See

appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to Corrm:nt 51.
Comment 57.
Section 8.1.4.2, lJec:unt:aminatcn of Equipnent and .Dismantling of Building, p. 8-5, 1st and 2nd
paragraphs. ... The building structure (roof and walls) is not expected to be
contaminated with hazardous waste; however, this will be cleaned and rinsed prior to
dismantling. The building structure will be dismantled after cleaning and will either
be reused or recycled as scrap metal ...
A high-pressure detergent wash and water rinse will be used to clean off all visible
residue ...
An SAP should be provided for the Stabilization Building. See appropriate sections of

Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to Corrm:nt 51.
Comment 58.
Section 8.1.4.3, .Dismantling of Tanks and Ser:andary Cmtainnunt Amt, p. 8-5. The tanks,
concrete, and secondary containment system will be dismantled and removed as
hazardous debris. Upon certification of compliance with the LDR requirements, the
waste will be disposed in the landfill...
See Comment No. 53.a.

Response: See response to Corrm:nt 53a.
Comment 59.
Section 8.1.4.4, Soil Sampling, p. 8-5 ....Two samples will be collected from locations that
correspond to the vault and floor drain sumps ...
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a.

The piping should be removed and disposed appropriately. Please address this issue.

Response: Section 8.1. 4.1 refers to soil sampling, discussion an tlx! nmowl of piping 'Will be
adk:l to section 8.1. 4. 3.
b.

An SAP should be provided for sampling of soil nndemeath the Stabilization
Building (and piping), ancillaty equipment (including the piping), sampling
equipment, and other equipment used in the closure operation. See appropriate
sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to Comrmt 51.
Comment60.
Section 8.1.5, RoO-off Starage Area, p. 8-5. ...The major steps of inventory removal,
equipment decontamination, primary and secondary containment removal, and soil
sampling will be identical to those described in Section 8.1 [for the Drum Storage
Unit] ...One sample will be collected from a location corresponding to the
containment sump.
An SAP should be provided for soil sampling and equipment sampling at the Roll-off Storage
Area. See appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to Comrmt 51.
Comment61.
Section 8.1.6, Landfill.
a.

2nd full paragraph. A treatment system will be designed and built onsite to
treat the leachate generated during closure and post-closure. The treated
leachate will be used to irrigate the cap vegetation and any excess will be
released to the stormwater retention basin. The leachate treatment system to
be operated after closure of the evaporation pond will qualify as a wastewater
treatment unit as defmed in 40 CFR 260.10 and will be subject to regulation
under the Clean Water Act. The treatment unit will thus be exempt from
RCRA permitting requirements under 40 CFR 270.1(c)(2)(v), and the treated
effluent will be exempt from RCRA (not a solid waste) under 40 CFR
261.4(a)(2). The effluent from the leachate treatment system will be treated to
meet the standards listed in the fmal NPD ES permit prior to discharge for
irrigation or to the stormwater retention basin.
RPMP reminds Gandy Marley that, to be regulated nnder an NPD ES
permit, effluent must be discharged to waters of the United States. In
addition, the leachate treatment system does not qualify as a wastewater
treatment unit as defined in 20 NMAC 4.1 Subpart 1 incorporating 40 CFR
260.10. To qualify as a wastewater treatment unit, a device must meet all
three of the requirements listed in the definition, not just one. Leachate is a
listed hazardous waste, identified in 20 NMAC 4.1.200 incorporating 40
CFR 261.30 as EPA Hazardous Waste No. F039, and must be managed
during the closure and post-closure care periods so as to meet the treatment
standards contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.40.
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An SAP, including the timing of sampling events during closure and postclosure, should be provided for the leachate. See appropriate sections of
G:lmment No. 51.

--

--------

A full discussion and finalized detailed design drawings should be provided
for the proposed leachate treatment system.
Please include a discussion of plans to ensure that the stormwater retention
basin is clean at closure. Will the basin be filled in and revegetated?

Response: A more a:mp/ete discussion ofthe smtpling and analysis actiuities for leachate will be
pruvid«l. See response to O:mment 51. At closure, the stonn uuter retention basin will be 'Y8r1IJUd
firm seroia!. The area will be antamd and~ as ru:u'S~ry.
b.

An SAP should be provided. See appropriate sections of G:lmment No. 51.

Response: See response to Omm:nt 51.
b.

---

--------

P. 8-6, 3rd full paragraph. After the landfill cap is completed, 10 soil samples
will be collected from outside the perimeter of the landfill cap to determine if
any soil contamination is present. The sampling locations will primarily
correspond to the transportation corridor used by waste hauling trucks during
the active life of the landfill.

4th and 5th full paragraphs. No later than the submission of the certification of
the landfill, the Facility will submit to the local zoning authority and to the
NMED, a survey plat indicating the location and dimensions of the landfill
with respect to permanently surveyed benchmarks ... The survey plat will
contain a prominent note that asserts the Facility's obligation to restrict
disturbance of the hazardous waste disposal unit. The Facility will also
record a notation on the deed to the Facility property to notify any potential
purchasers of the property that (1) the land has been used to manage
hazardous wastes; {2) use of the land is restricted to activities that will not
disturb integrity of the fmal cover system or monitoring system during the
post-closure period; and {3) the survey plat and record of waste disposal have
been submitted to the local zoning authority and to the NMED.
A record of the type, location, and quantity of hazardous wastes disposed of
within the disposal unit will be submitted to the local zoning authority and to
the NMED no later than 60 days after certification of closure of the landfill.
NMED would like to discuss institutional controls with Gandy Marley shortly before
the Permit application is ready for approval.

Response: Notal..
Comment62.
Section 8.1.6.1, Landfill Oner, p. 8-7, 1st and 2nd paragraphs. Due to the phased
construction and operation of the landfill a number of assumptions were made in
estimating the cost of the final cover...
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Based on these assumptions, the cost of the fmal cover construction was estimated for
an area at 36 acres, approximately 1I 3 of the total landfill footprint.
The entire landfill must be closed, during either partial closure or final closure. The cost
estimate for the final cover should be based on the entire area of the Landfill.

Response: Closure estimates will be revised to refort closure ofthe pemzitt«l units ofthe facility.
Comment63.
Section 8.2, Post-Closure Activities, p. 8-7, 2nd paragraph.
a.

-------

The post-closure care period for the landfill will begin after completion of
closure activities and continue for 30 years ...
The NMED Secretary may shorten or extend the post-closure care period under
certain conditions, in accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR
264.117(a)(2).

Response: Cnnm?ntnoted
b.

...Inspection, maintenance, and repair activities to be conducted during postclosure are described in the following section.
Please provide an Inspection Schedule similar to Table 5-1 for the post-closure care
period.

Response: A table will be adde:l.
Comment64.
Section 8.2.2, Landfill Final Corer, p. 8-7, last paragraph. General maintenance will include
the following activities:

-..
!IIIII
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fertilizing the vegetation periodically;
sprinkling or irrigating as needed;
While irrigation may be necessary in the semi-arid Southwest, care should be taken in the
selection of native seed (grasses, forbs, and bushes) to choose those which need as little
irrigation as possible. Initial seeding should be planned to coincide with or immediately
precede the monsoon season. Irrigating only in the spring has proven successful for mine
waste piles in Nevada. Forbs may be more easily established than grasses. Plants with short
root systems should be chosen.

Response: Cnnm?ntnoted
Comment65.
Section 8.2.4.2, Onsite T?'f?tlt:rrUnt of Leachate, p. 8-9, 1st paragraph. During the post-closure
care period, an onsite leachate treatment unit will be operated.•.An NPD ES permit
will be obtained prior to discharge of any treated leachate.
See Comment No. 61.a.
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Response: Section will be revisai as ruressary.
Conunent 66.
Section 8.2.5, Vadose Zone Mrnitmi:ng Systim, p. 8-9. The vadose zone monitoring system
will be maintained and monitored throughout the post closure care period...

IIIII

Regarding the proposed vadose zone monitoring system, please see Comments No. 3 and
No. 31. RPMP will be glad to discuss this matter with you further.

IIIII

--

---

--

Response: Any discussion on vadose zone monitoring wells must be delayed until the results
of the next phase of drilling.
Conunent 67.
Section 8.3, Closure Peifarmaru:e Standard, p. 8-11, 2nd full paragraph. Indicator parameters
will be selected for each unit at closure. These parameters will be representative of
the wastes stored and/ or treated in that unit during its operating life. The waste
information used to make these selections will be based upon the Facility operating
record. For soil, analytical results that show that these selected constituents are
within three standard deviations of the mean constituent concentration in clean
background soil will constitute demonstration of clean closure. Clean background
soil samples will be collected from the surrounding area outside the Facility fence.
a.

Response: Parameters will be indudai in the SAP subnittai prim
appruwl. See Grnment 51.
b.

-----IIIII

--

to

closure for NMED

For clean closure, analytical results for soil should show that concentrations in
background soil are met.

Response: This criteria is noted in the final paragraph ofSecticn 8.3.

IIIII

--

Parameters selected to confirm clean closure must be approved by NMED at the
time closure commences.

c.

Please provide a plan for determining background concentrations in soil. Provide a
discussion, with justifications, of how many samples will be collected, appropriate
parameters, an accurate map showing sample locations, sampling and analytical
methods, data management, etc.

Response: Additimal discussicn ofbackground StOnpleswill be added to Secticn 8.3.
d.

Since the Facility is not yet constructed, please explain why the samples can not be
collected on-site.

Response: See prwious response.
Conunent 68.
Table 8-1, Closure Cost Estimates and Closure-Generated Waste Volumes, p. 8-15.
a.

Please include the details of how the various components of the closure cost
estimates required under 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 C FR 264.142, Ca;t
estimate for closure, were derived. The cost estimates should be revised where
appropriate to include sampling and analysis costs.
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IIIII
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Response: See response to Cmrmnt 62.
b.

The cost estimate for clean closing the Surface Impoundments must include the cost
of complying with the contingent closure plan and the contingent post-closure plan
(i.e., post-closure care Permit application as specified in Section 8.2.8, Amaulmmt of
Plan), in compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 240 CFR 264.228(c)(2).

Response: See response to Cmrmnt 62.
Comment69.
Table 8-2, Landfill Post-Closure Cost Estimate, p. 8-17.
Please include the details of how the various components of the post-closure care costestimate required under 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.144, Cost estimate for
post-closure care, were derived. Revision of the cost estimate should be delayed until details of a
Groundwater Monitoring Plan and/ or Vadose Zone Monitoring Plan have been established.

Response: See response to Cmrmnt 62.

llillll

IIIII

IIIII

Section 1 0.0, Corrective Action

Comment70.
P. 10-1, 4th paragraph....The RFA report identified several potential future SWMUs,

including:
the drum handling unit;
roll-off storage area;
the liquid waste receiving and storage unit;
the stabilization unit;
the evaporation pond;
the landfill;
the truck wash unit;
the maintenance shop;
the chemical laboratory;
the storrnwater retention pond;
the untarping, sampling, and weigh scales area;
the truck staging area;
the future debris encapsulation unit;
the future waste processing area;
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all roads, including those leading to the Facility;
the clay processing area; and
the dust control/ clay processing water basin.
a.

The first five units listed will be units regulated under the proposed Permit. Spills
and releases at these sites will be cleaned up or remediated as specified in the
proposed Permit.

Response: Ommentnotai
b.

See Comment No. 5.

Response: Ommentnotai
c.

Please identify where the dust control/clay processing water basin is discussed in the
text.

Response: Referem:es 'Will be addei.
Section 11.0, 40 cfr 264 Subpart Aa and Bb Regulations

Comment 71.
Section 11.2.2, Equipnmt Omtrols, p. 11-1, 1st and 2nd paragraphs. Owing fmal design of
the Facility, consideration will be given to applying the following equipment controls
for fugitive emissions sources:
leakless technology for valves and pumps;
plugs, caps, blinds, etc., for open-ended lines;

If the above equipment is utilized, no inspection or monitoring is required.
A fmal decision must be made and the appropriate discussion and finalized detailed drawings
included in the Permit application so that RPMP knows whether or not a review for
compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264, Subpart BB is necessary.

Response: See response to Cormmt D and Section 11 of Permit applicatim. Organic W1Stes with
an:entrations greater than 10% by ueig}Jt 'Will not be acceptai at the facility. Therefore, Subpart BB
rer;Jaticns 'Will not appfy.
Comment 72.
Section 11.3, 30 CFR Subpart CC, p. 11-3, 2nd paragraph. Fifty-five gallon drums and rolloff containers may hold hazardous waste that contains greater than 500 ppmw volatile
organic compounds. All 55-gallon drums and roll-off containers stored at the Facility
will have covers and meet JX)T requirements or packaging of hazardous waste for
transport under 49 CFR 178. Therefore, no additional controls will be required for 55gallon drums or roll-off containers.
20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.1087 includes standards for covered containers
which contain hazardous waste with a concentration of volatile organic compounds greater
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than 500 ppmw. Please include a discussion on how containers will comply with this Subpart
CC regulation.

1111111

---

--..

--

---

Response: Discussion ofSubpart a- reg;Jatars wiU be exparuild to clarify the cvntainer ampliance status.
Comment73.
Section 11.3.4, Applicability to Tanks, p. 11-4. The waste storage tanks will be subject to
the Subpart CC requirements for inspection, monitoring and emission controls.
Several options are being examined to meet the emission control requirements: The
fmal design documentation will be included as part of the operating record for the
Facility.
a.

Section 11.3, 40 CFR Subpart CC, p. 11-3, states, "The Facility will not be subject to
the Subpart CC requirements for tanks and evaporation ponds because these units
will not be used to manage wastes containing volatile organic concentrations greater
than 500 parts per million by weight (PPMW)." Please decide whether tanks will or
will not be subject to Subpart CC so that RPMP can proceed with an appropriate
review of this section.

b.

If the Liquid Waste Storage Tanks are subject to Subpart CC requirements, please
include a discussion and appropriate fmalized detailed specifications for the chosen
design option for emission controls for the Liquid Waste Storage Tanks in the
Permit application for review.

Response: The ser:tim wiU be revised to be crnsistent.
Comment74.
Section 11.3.5, Applicability to the Stabilizatioo Process, p. 11-4. . .. The frrst option is to operate
the stabilization unit as a continuous "transfer" operation; as such it would not be
subject to Subpart CC requirements. In this case waste will be brought into the unit
as soon as it is received on plant site, placed in a HDPE container, mixed with
appropriate reagents, and covered and sealed immediately. It is not expected that air
emissions will be produced under this scenario.
A second option is to limit the concentration of volatile organics in the waste to be
stabilized to less than 500 ppmw. Final design documentation will be included as
part of the operating record for the Facility.
a.

Operation of the Stabilization Unit as a "continuous 'transfer' facility" is not a viable
option. A transfer facility as defmed in 20 NMAC 4.1 Part 1 incorporating 40 CFR
260.10 means any transportation related facility including loading docks, parking
areas, storage areas and other similar areas where shipments of hazardous waste are
held during the normal course of transportation. The definition does not include
treatment units.

Response: Ommentnota:l.
b.

See Comment No. 73.a.

I iiii

IIIII

Response: Ommentnota:l.
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VOLUME II
Comment75.
Plates 1 through 6.
Plates 1 through 5 are missing, while the plate following Cross-Section No. 5 is titled, "Plate
6". Please provide the missing plates with the correct titles.

Response: All "Plate" desigrzatians -rwe runau:d and replaad uith "cmss-soctim." Plate 3-6 will be
chmgd to cross-sectim 3-6.
Comment76.
Appendix D .
The geophysical log for PB-1 is apparently incomplete. RPMP learned in a conversation with
Mr. Jim Bonner on December 29, 1998 that a more complete log exists with relevant
groundwater information on the portion not provided. Please provide the complete log.
Response: There is only one geophysical log for PB-1. To fully explain the water in this
borehole, it is necessary to examine both the geophysical log and the lithology log. This
borehole was drilled to a depth of 200 feet. To ensure that NMED has a complete log of this
borehole, another copy of the log will be provided.
Comment77.
Appendix I.
Please provide inspection checklists for all inspections.

Response: Checklists will be pwuid«1
VOLUME Ill
Section 3.0, Landfill

Comment78.
Section 3.1.2, Landfill Layout and Phasing, p. 3-1, 1st paragraph....The landfill footprint is
divided into three phases ••• with each phase having a separate leachate collection, leak
detection, and vadose detection system. These phases will be further divided based
on development sequencing and landfill waste receipt rates ... The limits of Phase At,
the ftrst area to be developed, ...
a.

For ease of public review, please revise all discussions of the landfill in Vol. I to
conform to this new (November 1998) revised discussion. Vol. I should include all
significant details, e.g., the phased approach, the interim cover, run-off from the
slope areas diverted to a water collection basin on the floor of the landfill, etc.

Response: OnJy Phase !A ofth! landjil1 will be pemUtt«i at this time.
b.

Please provide detailed information on the number of cells that will be constructed in
each phase. The dimensions of each cell should be included, as well as detailed
information on the construction of each cell, control of gas generation, etc.

M~ Watson,
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Finalized detailed drawings of a cell and of the cell layout within the Landfill should
be included.

Response: See abare
c.

Please discuss the development of and provide drawings for Phases II and III as well
as Phase I. Discussion of Phase A1 implies a Phase A2. If so, it should be discussed
also .

Response: Althoug}J only Phase IA will be pennitt«l at this time, W?will be showing the entire
landfill footprint to indicate hawfuture cells (apprmal with a pennitrnalijicatim) may be der:e/op«i.
Recommended Changes: Revise Pennit application to only irrlicate that Phase IA will be
pennitt«l at this time.
Comment 79.
Section 3.1.5, lnt:erDn ~ Final Gners, p. 3-7, 1st bullet. ... Specification Section 02227,
discusses vegetative cover material requirements including particle size and moisture
content, placement and compaction requirements, and survey and field quality
control requirements. Specification Section 02900, identified seed mixtures, site
preparation, and planting requirements for cover vegetation.
The reviewer is not familiar with these Specifications. Please provide them to RPMP for
reVIew.

Response: First Parawaph: These sections are includtd in Volum? IV ofthe Pennit applicatim.
Recommended Changes: None.
Section 4.0, Evaporation Pond

Comment 80.
Section 4.1.1, General, p. 4-1, 1st paragraph. The purpose of the evaporation pond is to
store and evaporate liquid wastes which meet land ban restrictions ...
This is the first indication that the Surface Impoundments will be used for storage purposes.
Please explain.

Response: The definit:ims of treatn7i.nt ~ storage units 'Will be reuieua:i to detem7ine the appropriate
descriptim and regulatory requimrmis.
Recommended Changes: Eliminate all refermces to storaf!! unis. They should all be trr!atmentunits..
Comment 81.
Section 4.1.3, Subgrade Excavation, Liner Sysum, LDRS Sump Desigrz ~ Vadose Monitoring Sump
Design, p. 4-3, 1st full paragraph. Since portions of this liner component will be
permanently exposed to sunlight and UV radiation, it may be necessary to replace it
prior to the end of the facility life. The lifetime of exposed geomembrane liners
varies, however, it is generally limited to the warranty period which may be as long as
20 years ...The staged approach to pond development will help alleviate this concern,
as will maintaining fluids near capacity in the primary use pond unit. Periodically
alternating pond units for primary uses will also reduce exposure time.
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a.

Replacement of a surface impoundment liner must be carried out in compliance with
20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.227, £~repairs; a:nting:ncypltms.

b.

What is the timing of the development of the ponds?

Response (a- b): Depending on the seroice life ofthe Ponds, the liners may hem! to be replaad.
HOl.U?W', it is not ronsiderr:d an "E~ Repair". 1be timingfor the deadopnent ofthe Ponds
is not knm.m

!IIIII

-

--------

Recommended Changes: Describ? requinments for rnainterzana! repairs in Operations and

Mainter~ttJUeplan.

Section 6.0, Stabilization Unit

!IIIII

!IIIII

-!IIIII

--

--

Comment82.
Section 6.1.1, General, p. 6-1, 2nd paragraph. ... It should be noted that certain
components of the stabilization building, process control and delivery systems,
ventilation systems and steel bins will be completed under future design/build
contracts.
NMED cannot approve the stabilization treatment process until this material has been
provided for review. Please provide a discussion and finalized detailed drawings.

Response: See response to Corrmm D. 1be operationalfoatures ofthe facility desigrz (such as pumps, flaw
nrters, amputeriza:i inst:rummts, etc.} will be prav;dai in the drawirrgs prav;daifor coostructinn.
Recommended Changes: None.
Comment83.
Section 6.1.4, Stabilization Prw:ss Desigrz, p. 6-3, 2nd paragraph. Reagent usage will vary
with the waste type and the prescribed stabilization guideline, .•.
a.

Please provide a table in Volume I showing reagent usage by waste type.

b.

If feasible, please provide a copy of the prescribed stabilization guideline. If not,
please identify it.

Response: 1be actual 'Yl'l:twzt use will be 'U?JI dep?ndent on the waste type and characteristic.
Therefore, pruuiding any type ofrecEipt could be rrzisleading; A listing of the types of'Yl'l:twzt5 that
7iill be usa;/ is present«l in the applicatim.
Recommended Changes: None.
Comment84.
Section 6.2.4, Stabilizatim Pra:ess Analyses, p. 6-6, 1st paragraph. Reagent delivery piping
sizes shown on Drawing No. 34 (Volume III) are preliminary and will be finalized
when selection of the pumps and dry reagent pneumatic system are determined,
however, these piping sizes are capable of meeting the daily reagent requirement.
A discussion and fmalized detailed drawings of the reagent delivery piping sizes, pumps, and
dry reagent pneumatic system should be provided in the Permit application for HRMB
reVIew.
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Response: See response to OJrrmnt D and 82.
Recommended Changes: None.
Section 7 .0, Drum Handling Unit

Comment85.
Section 7.1.2, Drum Handling Layout, p. 7-1, 4th paragraph. ...Two of the cells are
designated as TSCA cells and as such are required to be isolated from other drum
storage cells. The 0.5 ft high by 3.5 ft wide walkway which surrounds the TSCA cell
provides the necessary isolation...

--

--

Are the other cells separated by walkways of the same dimensions? If not, please provide the
dimensions for these walkways as well.

---

Response: There are typicalwalkrmy bermdeu:tils shmmonDrauings 37 and 38. These are interdd to
pravide separation betcam the ceUs.
Recommended Changes: None.

---

Comment86.
Drawing No. 37, Drum Ha:ndling Unit General Arran~.
a.

Only two cells are shown on this drawing. Please provide a drawing to show (to
scale) the seven cells in the Dnun Handling Unit.

b.

Please indicate which of the cells will receive ignitable waste, reactive waste, and
TSCAwaste.

-

Response: Drawing 37 indicates the location of the sumps and tk cmcret:e w:dkcmys betu.w1.
ceUs. Depending on operations, tk various ceUs will be labeled as to the type ofwaste being stomi.

--------

Recommended Changes: A note will be addai to the drawi175S that will indicate that each
cell shall be labeled as to the type cf'UttSte being stomi.
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Comment87.
Please correct T abies of Contents to agree with revisions.

Response: The Table ofOJntents will be updated
Recommended Changes: See ab:ne
VOLUME 1

Comment88.
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-12.
a.

This title should read, "Containment and Detection of Releases".
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Response: The t:ypYgraphical ernm that w:re noud will k amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
b.

Last paragraph. All ancillary equipment will be provided with secondary
containment unless is it aboveground piping...
Tills sentence should read, "All ancillary equipment will be provided with secondary
containment nnless it is aboveground piping ... "

Response: The tyJXYg;raphical ernm that w:re noud willlx! amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
Comment89.
Section 2.6, Treatment in Evaporation Pond
The reference in this section should be revised to pond throughout, following the revisions
made in Vol. III, Section 4.0, Evaporation Pond.

Response: The tyJXYg;raphical ernm that w:re noud willlx! amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
Comment90.
Section 8.0, ClosureandPost-OeN«eofPermit:tad Units, p. 8-1.
The reference to a "pond" should be revised to "ponds" throughout Section 8.0, following
the revisions made in Vol. III, Section 4.0, EvaporationPorxl.

Response: The tyJXYg;raphical ernm that w:re noud willlx! amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
Comment91.
Section 8.1.6, Landfill, p. 8-5, last paragraph....The fmal cover will consist of a three-layer
cap design consisting of a vegetative cover, a middle drainage layer, and a lower layer,
as described in Section 5.0 of Volume III ...
Please change the reference to read, "Section 3.0 of Volume III".

Response: The tyJXYg;raphical ernm thatw:renoudwilllx!amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
Comment92.
Section 10.0, Omatire Actim, p. 10-2, last paragraph.•. .At this point, the Facility will•••
Tills sentence should read, "At this point, the Facility will ... "

Response: The tyJXYg;raphical ernm thatw:re noud willlx! amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
VOLUME Ill

Comment93.
Section 4.0, Evaporation Pond.
Tills tide should now read, "Evaporation Ponds", in keeping with Gandy Marley's previous
revisions to the scope of this treatment process. Please make similar corrections as needed
throughout the section.

Response: The tyJXYgraphical ernm that w:re nae:l willlx! amrrtai in the rr?Vised applicatim.
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TRIASSIC PARK WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY
TATUM, NEW MEXICO
D.

PROCESS INFORMATION

As noted in the following comments, the hazardous waste unit design and operation information in
the application is still incomplete in many respects as discussed in more detail in the following
paragraphs. In addition, notes on the design drawings and specifications state that the plans provided
are "not for construction." Other statements indicate that details or modifications to the plans will be
submitted to the NMED before construction begins. Many responses to the previous NOD state
that detailed design drawings and other information "will be submitted," but much of the promised
information is not provided in the application. The application does not provide an explanation of
the degree of finality of the current design drawings, so the impression conveyed is that the applicants
may expand and/ or modify the plans extensively, both before and after a final permit is issued. A
final operations plan is expected to provide many of the necessary details of operation and
maintenance of the facility, but that plan has apparently not been written (see Section 2.5.3.2 of the
application), and the application does not indicate when that plan may be prepared and submitted for
reVIew.
This approach is not in accord with the hazardous waste regulations, which require that complete
design and operating plans must be provided in the permit application. Only after the plans have
been determined to be complete and adequate by the Secretary may a draft permit be issued.
Recommended modifications to the facility plans received after the draft permit is issued, which
would require public notice and comment periods pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1.900 (incorporating 40
CFR. 270.42, e.g., Class 2 and 3 modifications in Appendix I), will not be included in the final permit.
Such modifications would be required to go through the procedures specified in 40 CFR 270.42, after
the final permit is issued. Less substantive (Class 1) modifications proposed after a draft permit is
issued may or may not be included in a final permit, at the discretion of the Secretary. Class 1
modifications included in the final permit are subject to the public notice requirements and potential
denial provisions of 40 CFR 270.42(a). Accordingly, in order to be in conformance with governing
statutes, the application must be revised to provide complete design and operating plans as specified
in the following comments.

Response: A clarijicatim of the meaning of "Not for OJnstructicn" is referenad an the cow sheet ofthe drawing,5
and is presenttd in the notes an sheet 2. This note indicates that the drawing,5 are king US«i for the Part B pennit
applicatioo and are not to k US«i for c:oostmctian. Additional u:ark to k ampleta:i to issue the drauing,5 for
an5trUction include the~

•
•
•

Rroipt ofPart B pennit
Suney grid points for an5trUction staking
Review and appruwl ofcmt:ractor subnittals etc.

The process for preparing and submitting desigrz drawing,5 for the Part B pennit and bidding and anstnctim drawing,5

wz outlined to NMED an a meeting an Apri/14, 1999 Wich is summarized below:

Conceptual/Preliminary Designs (Internal Project Team Review)
• IdentifY majorfacilities to k include:i in deu:/opnmt plan
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Generallay;ut an site plan
Identify process flow diagrttmS
General capacities offacilities

Permit Level Designs

•
•
•
•

Detailed design drawings
Demmstrate crmpliance with all regulatory requirEments
Sufficient detail to dtmmstrate amst:ructability
Sul:mit for regulatory a[ff!JUY rr?Viewctnd permit approwl

Bidding and Construction Drawings
• Same as al:uu! with thefollowing:

•
•
•

---
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•

Details or specificatinns for any re?fdatory permit conditions
Sun:ey control points and lay;ut grid
Shop drawings
• Plumbing
• Electrical
• Building stmctures
• Op?rationalfeatures
AgeJU)' approwl prior to start ofcmstruction

As-built Drawings

•
•
•
•

L>ocummt:atim ofall regulatory criteria
Liner systEm CQA documentation ctnd details
L CRS systEm CQA docwnentatim and details
Design ~and Clarifications

•

Agency approval prior to start of operation

This general process was agreed to by NMED. It was agreed that text would be added to the pennit
application that further defined the drawings:

"These drawings present fmal designs for the RCRA pennitted facilities. Details on the nonRCRA components of the facilities may be supplemented during the bidding and
construction phase. Gandy Marley will supply the additional details on the non-RCRA
components of the design to NMED for review and approval prior to the start of
construction."
TL has requeste:i that a ~al Op?ratinns and Maintentmre Plan be includai in the permit applicatim an outline for
the plan is presentai below. In additim, a "ooss-w:Jk» will be prefXmXi that will ooss-rt:{erenre all informatim an e£ICh
unit in the permit applicatim.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PLAN
1.0

2.0

W\11'1'\602\a..m... & R_..,IHRMB; RSI FinJ
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General
Units to be Addressed

2.1
2. 2
2.3

2.4
2. 5

Landfill
Evaporatinns Plan
Liquid Waste Storage
Stabilizatim
Drum Handling

M~ Watson,
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3.0

Truck Roll-off
Truck Wash
Draina~ Systm1s

Operations
Waste Acceptance
3. 2
Procedures for P!dament and Handling ofWaste
3.3
Inspections
3.4
Monitoring Sys11:ms
3.1

4.0

Maintenance
4.1
Identification ofRequired Mainte'rlaJ7(e
4. 2
Procedures for Maintenance
4.3
Documentation for Maintenance Activities

D-1

Containers: 270.15, 264.170 through 264.178

The roll-off storage area described in Section 2.2.2 of the application (Page 2-4) is proposed to consist
of two portions. The stabilized waste storage portion of the area is proposed to be operated as a Qess
than) 90-day storage area. However, the regulation which governs less than 90-day storage areas, 40
CFR §262.34, applies only to generators of hazardous waste. The term "generator" is defined in 40
CFR §260.10, and the applicability of the exemption from permitting requirements is explained in
Notes 1 and 2 to 40 CPR §262.10. As such," ... any person whose act first causes a hazardous waste
to become subject to regulation," would be considered the generator of the waste. The Gandy Marley
facility will not be the generator of wastes placed in this storage area, and the wastes will be disposed
on-site. In order for the stabilization process to be considered a generator, the waste would have to
change treatability groups (e.g.. , a wastewater would become a non-wastewater.) Additionally, mixing
two or more wastes does not generate a new waste [EPA RCRA Permitting Policy Compendium,
Document 9453.1989(01)]. Therefore, the stabilized waste roll-off area must be included in, and
designed and operated as part of the permitted roll-off container storage unit. Consequently, both the
Part A and Part B applications must be revised to include the stabilized waste roll-off storage area.

Response: The Pennit application will be rnalifia:1 to include the stabilized roll-o.ffstorage area as a permitta1 unit.
The roll-off antainers will be lined with a HDPE bed liner inside the bed of the roll off ant:ainers. This systm
(HDPE and steel antainer) is ccnsidere:i to be a primary liner for the uwte. To provide sewndary caztainment a liner
Wll be plaad below the operation lap OW" the entire run-stabilized and stabilized jXJrtim ofthe Roll-offA rea.
D-1 a(3)

Secondary Containment System Design and Operation: 270.15(a)(1 ), 264.175(a), 264.175(d)

Drawing No. 39, Sheet 2 of 2, shows the conceptual design drawing for the Drum Handling Facility.
This drawing indicates that the concrete floor will be underlain by a single geomembrane, with no
drainage geonet. The floor drain trench is designed with a secondary liner and geonet, but there is no
supporting structure (e.g., concrete) under the drainage trench and sump. This design may be
unstable and lead to significant movement of the foundation soil, resulting in damage to the
geomembrane(s), collapse of the trench walls, and/ or cracking of the floors. Releases of liquid wastes
to the uncoated floor could accumulate within and below the concrete. The design must be revised to
provide a stable, sufficiently impervious base for storage of containers.

Response: The pennit text (Volune Ill, Engineering Report, Section 2.2) indicates that the natire soils hare an
allauuble bearing pressure ofapproximately 2, 000 psf. The expect«i loadingfom the ancrete jlror ofthe drnm storage
area is expect«i to be less than 500 psf (concrete slab and stacked drnms). Therefore, the foundation soils should be
adequate to suppart the drnm storage unit. The treru:h in the sump area will be limit«i to 2 to 2. 5feet dRep andwill be
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spa:muri by a metal grate. The grate will be supparta:/ an either side of the tretuh by thickenai sections of the concrete
floor slab.
Response No. 28 indicates that the Engineering Report will include engineering calculations which
will identify the minimum requirements for the foundation soils and concrete floor coatings. There
are no calculations provided for the container storage area that document the foundation stability.
Please revise the Engineering Report to include the promised information and to also address the
concerns regarding differential settlement or swelling/upheaval.

Response: As stated al:ucR, The pemUt text (Volume Ill, Engirrering Report, Section 2.2) indicates that the natir;e
soils har.:e an allarmble bearing pressure ofapproximately 2,000 psf The expected loadingfom the cmcrete floor ofthe
dmm stora[ff! area and staked drums is expected to be less than 500 psf Therefore, the foundation soils should be
adequate to support the dmm storCJ[ff! unit. A HDPE geanenbrane underlies the entire footprint of the DSU uhich
uill preunt liquid migration into the subsznface soils. The perimeter of the dmm storage unit will be grakl to drain
army fom the facility foundation. Therefore, me/ling of the foundation soil should not be a cuncem. The tedmia:d
specifo:atiansfor the foundatim soils, the surface preparation for dep/oyrmt ofthe liner, and the material gradations and
plaament and canfk1Clion specifo:atiansfor the DSU sela:t suh-base are presented in the Volume IV, Specifications.
Response No. 28 also states that the final design will include a sand layer that will allow the liquids to
migrate below the floor to the sump areas. It is assumed that the select subgrade material included on
Drawing No. 39 is sand(?), but the specifications do not include a "select subgrade." Please revise the
application to explain what the select subgrade material is intended to be, and if it is intended to
function as a drainage layer. Please also provide material and construction specifications for this
material.

Response: The specifo:atians for the Sela:t Suh-base are presented in Volume IV, Section 02229. These
specifo:atians indicate that the material shall har.:e 0 to 2 perrent passing the Number 200 siere. Based an this
requirmmt the material is expected to be wryfire draining and will transport any le4ki:ng liquids to the sump.
Please revise Section 2.2.1 to explain how incompatible waste will be managed or provide design
drawings for the roll-off container storage area that indicate where and how incompatible wastes will
be stored.

Response: Waste will be characterized. and SC'Yf!1!l'1«i as part of thewzte aa:eptana prrxa/ures. This is expected to
preunt inampatihle wzte fom being stored in the same ro/1-cff containers that are deliwai to the site After the
materials har.:e been stabilized, material fom a single stabilization lw:h will not be mixed with material fom a
different batch, therefore, eliminating the potentialfor inampatihle uuste to be stored in the same ro/1-ojfbm. Individual
bins will be physica/Jy separatedfirm~ other in the storage area by a rninimzm if 1foot and will be stored inside the
aJl1!'f'ed steel roll-of!bins and the HDPE bed liners.

Appendix E-32, the Truck Roll-off LCRS Pumping Capacity calculations, provides a sketch of the
sump on page 1 of 4. The phreatic surface line is shown as daylighting roughly three feet from the
top of the pipe, between the pipe centerline and the gravel surface. The information provided is
insufficient to be able to reproduce this estimated distance. Please revise Appendix E-32 to include a
description of the approach used to approximate this distance. Additionally, the length of the
perforated pipe is stated as being seven feet in the sketch. Drawing No. 43 shows this dimension as
five feet. Either revise the calculations or provide the reasoning for not using the design length in the
calculations.

Response: The cross-section shaun en pa[ff! 1 of 4 of the calaJations is intendai to represent the am:lit:ims in the
sump as shmm en Drawing 43, Sheet 2 of 2, Detail 3. This spocifics the sump graui. thickness as 3fe£1:. The length
ifthe perforated pipe in the calaJation and the sump detail will be rrn:lified to be consistent.
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The Truck Roll-off LCRS Pumping Capacity calculations on page 2 of 4 state that the area of the liner
is 59,858 square feet, while referring the reader to page 4 of 4 of the calculations. The figure on page
4 of 4 does not have dimensions and is not to scale. Please revise the calculations to either provide
the dimensions of the liner area, or refer to a scalable drawing (e.g., Drawing No. 41).

Response: Thedrcrwmgonpaw 4 of4 ofthecalaJatian in Appendix E-32 shmmagraphic scale. In additim, the
drcrwmg indicates northing and eastingfor the lcx:atian ofthe JX1nd uhim provides an additional scale.
D-1a(3)(a) Requirement for the Base or Liner to Contain Liquids: 264.175(b)(1)

Demonstrate the capability of the base of the roll-off container storage area to contain liquids,
including:

•

Demonstrate or verify that the lower portion of the composite base (geomembrane) will
remain free of cracks or gaps (breaches) during use;

Response: The liner systan for the Ro/1-cff storaw unit consists of a HDPE get:menbrane plaad en
prepaml subgrctde and cucerai with a double-sidtd ~site. It is }itrtlx!r cucerai with sub-ba:e ard road
!:we materials that total 2/eet. These materials are ~ to 95% of Maximum Modifod Prrxtor
(MMP) at +/- 3% of Optimum Moisture Content (OMC}. This desif!!Z should aax:mmxlate the limitlri
tmck traffic that will be rrquiml to load and urz/rud the roll-off boxes and not result in arty ~ to the
gr>syntktic a:mp:nents.

•

Demonstrate the imperviousness and compatibility of the lower portion of the composite
base (geomembrane) with regard to the wastes and precipitation;

Response: The geanenbrane (HDPE) is ccnsidera:i to be a law penneability liner (penneabilities are
reported to be less than JE-10 em/soc). In addition, these materials are camxnly reamm::ndei for use in
hazardous w:lSf:e crntainment applirations. Site specific cx;mp:ztihility tests will be ronducta:l on a syntktic
leachate and the propostd liner material prim to operation ofthe facility.

•

Demonstrate the compatibility of the upper portion of the composite base with wastes (i.e.,
provide a discussion on the compatibility of the surface soil material with the wastes to be
stored at the roll-off container storage area; and,

Response: The'W:lStes are not expoctRd to be CXJI7J:actwith the surface soils in the roll-ofstar~ area. The
w:tSte materials will be stoml in h«l-liners and the steel ro/1-cffcrntainers. In the unlikely ermt that leakage
dres ocrur it is e:cpecun to be ofvery lirnit«l wlutrE and it not expect«/ to rract with the road-ba:e aggregate.

•

W\ Wl'\6!12\a.m... & R_..,\HRMB's RSI Fin.J
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Demonstrate the theoretical structural integrity of the lower portion of the composite base
(geomembrane) under anticipated routine and extreme loading conditions. Ensure that
calculations are provided documenting that the soils will be capable of carrying the maximum
anticipated load under saturated conditions, without compromising the integrity of the
geomembrane.

Response: The road base and the sub-base materials will be crmJm«l to a minimun if 95 percent of
MMP. Based on extensiu! experience with plaammt and a:rnJXlCiicn of these ~s of materials to these
densities they are e:cpecun to perform adequately under the very limitai traffic that the roll-of area will
experience. In addition, the road base and sub-base materials are urrlerlain by the double-sid«i ~
~ This is will prewzt arty saturation ofthe owlyingmaterials exceptforwy short pmais oftime during
peak rainfall erents. Ifperhaps there is arty disturb:tna! of the road base surface as a result ofloading and
unloading the roll-off trailers, it will be obsena:i during the 1.U'£kiy insp«:tims of the unit and repaired by
Man~f!mt!ry Watron,

Mining Group* P.O. Box 774018 * StetflnbJat Springs, Cdarado 80477 * {970} 879-6260
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plaammt ofnew material or re-grading ofthe existing material. In the case ofserere rntti:ng {grrater than 6indJes) the area will be excaruud and the gxJsyruktic materials will be inspecta1for~ Repairs will be
ma:le ifrequired
The application should also include a discussion on how the surface will be maintained to the original
design specifications (including placement, compaction, and compaction verification testing) during
routine operation and maintenance.
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Re sp on se: See ai:xJc£ response.
Provide a discussion of how the surface of the roll-off storage area will be maintained to prevent
cross-contamination or releases of waste via wheel tracking or wind dispersion. The discussion
should demonstrate that the road base surface proposed for the roll-off container storage area will
provide a working surface equivalent to the epoxy coated concrete surface proposed for the container
storage area.

Response: 1he rolf.ojfunitswill be plaariand rrmou.don the roll-offpad by hig/Jrmy trucks or site trucks. Landfill
operational staffwill visually ol:Jsen£ trucks leaving the landfill for excessire aa:umulation ofuuste on the tires and/or
truck lxxiy. If excessire aa:umulation is notid, the truck will be routEd to the truck 1.WSh for clwUng. Therefore,
tracking ofuuste should not be a probkm. We do not belieu! that the surjaa? ifthe roll-offstorage area is requimi to be
equiwlent to a cuncn:te surfaa? that is being used in the DSU building, 1he concrete floor in the DSU building is
primarily being used to facilitate use ofaforklift to handle the dmms.
There are no engineering calculations in Section 5 to demonstrate that the geomembrane will not
deform under the maximum anticipated loading, or that the soils (road base material) will not shear or
deform under saturated conditions and subsequently over stress the underlying geomembrane. The
application does not demonstrate the long-term durability of the soils (road base material) as a
working surface. Please revise the discussion of the composite base/liner system to address the
durability of each of the composite base components individually and as a whole. The base design
selected should be equivalent to the recommended concrete secondary containment system discussed
in the preamble to the container storage regulations.

Response: See response to abow CD?1J'YX!IUS.
D-1 a(3)(c) Containment System Capacity and Control of Run-on: 270.15(a)(3) and (4), 264.175(b)(3) and (4)

Please provide calculations in or referenced in Section 2.2.2.1 to demonstrate that the roll-off storage
area containment system will have sufficient capacity to contain 10% of the volume of the containers
or the volume of the largest container, whichever is greater. This demonstration must discuss the
volume of the largest container, total volume of containers, containment structure capacity, and
volume displaced by containers and other structures in the containment system.

Response: 1he roll-offantai:nmnt area iss~ by a berm with a rninirmm heig}t of2.0 feet (see Drawing
41, sheet 1 of 1). This berm will diwt run-en surfaa? 7mter around the perimeter of the truck roll-offarra. OJwts
are projXJS«l under each ofthe access ramps to allow surjaa? 7mter flaw to the 7J.X!St tar.emris the run-offdeten.tim basin.
7he interior depth ofthe berms on the truck roll-rffarea is also a minimtm of2. 0feet. The 25-yeu, 24-hour stmm for
the site is 4.3-indJes. This is exp«:t«l to result in ponding inside the roll-offarea to a depth ofapproximately 2 feet in
the sump area and in the range of1foot or less in the central area ofthe roll-ofunit. 7he containment area for the rolloff area does not rm:i to aavunt for the 10 percent of the wlume of the containers, since inaming uuste roll-off
antainers are not expect«l to antai:nfree liquids. 7he criterUt for m free liquids are antainai in the W1Ste acceptdnee
criteria. Anyfree liquids that are idenJifi«i in in-aming uuste will be rm7fJT.8i prior to placing the roO-offantainer on
the nm-stahilizai side ofthe truck roll-cff
MUI7J!ipnt!ry Watsm, Mining Group* P.O. Box 774018 * St:eaml:.oat Springs, CdmadiJ 80477 * (970) 879-6260
JnfiMedia Inc. 1717 Louisi4na Bkri, NE Suite #209, Albuquerque, MN 87100 (505) 255-6200
De/hart 520 East Harkness, Grrl.slW, New Mexico 882220 {505) 885-1532
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As nm-on into the containment system is not prevented, the collection system must have sufficient
excess capacity, in addition to that required to contain potential waste releases, to contain any nm-on
that might enter the system. Calculations for only the nm-on vohune have been provided so far.
Please revise the application to provide calculations demonstrating that the containment system has
sufficient capacity to contain nm-on in addition to the volume required above.

Response: As discussed alxJr£ and shm.m on Drawing 41, Sheet 1 of 1, the truck roll-ofarea dres not allow swjtKe
run-on to the facility other than direct pnripitatim. 1he ponding of dinrt procipitation will limit the area
aw.ilahle for storaf§! ofroll-offofunits. As indicated in Responses to O:.mnmt D-1 b{4). 1he limits for plaamentui/1
k sprofod on the dr~
wzter

0·1 a(3)(e)

Removal of Liquids from Containment System: 270.15(a)(5), 264.175(b)(5)

There is no discussion provided in Section 5 on how frequently the fluid level will be visually
observed in the sump system. Please revise this section to include a discussion on inspection
frequency and the time frame for removal of any liquids detected.

Response: 1he inspection frequency for sump in the mrious facilities is presented and discussed in Volume I, Ser:tim
5.

Recommended Changes: 1he application will k reuised to irriude a canmitment to dmrnstrate crmpliance with
264.175(b)(5).
There is no discussion provided in Section 7 on how frequently the fluid level will be visually
observed in the leachate collection and removal sump or the leak detection and removal sump. Please
revise this section to include a discussion on inspection frequency and the time frame for removal of
any liquids detected.

Response: See abare Personnel will be traimd to perform insp«tim.s in acwrrlance with the inspection scheiule in
Sectim 5.
0·1 b

Containers without Free Liquids: 270.15(b)

As previously stated, the Part A must be revised to include the stabilized waste roll-off storage area.

Response: 1he Part A will be reuised to i:ncUu:le the stabilized 'WaSte roll-ofstorag? an?a.
D-1 b(1)

Testfor Free Liquids: 270.15(b)(1)

Provide a discussion of the test procedures or other documentation/information that will be used to
determine that the stabilized wastes to be stored in the stabilized roll-off container storage area will
not contain free liquids.

Response: See Volume I, Sectim 2.2.2. This indicates that the material will k SttJrtfJl«i and testa:i using a paint
filter test.
0·1 b(2)

Description of Containers: 264.171, 264.172

Please provide the following information about the roll-offs used to treat/store hazardous waste:

•
•

117\WI'\602\am...c & R"fX''"'IHRMB's RSI F..J
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approximate number of each type of container
dimensions and usable volumes
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DOT specifications or other manufacturer specifications
liner specifications (if applicable)
container condition (new, used, reconditioned)
markings and labels

Response: See Volume I, Sectims 2.2.8 througjJ 2.2.10. These sectim.s clescrik the approximate numl:x:r and type
ofcontainers that 'Will be used, the dimmsians and useable wlurnes, a:ntainer condition and markings and labels.
0·1 b(3)

Container Management Practices: 264.173

Please describe the management practices to be used to ensure that the roll-offs/hazardous waste
containers are always kept closed during storage, except when adding or removing waste, and are not
opened, handled, or stored in a manner that may cause them to rupture or to leak.

Response: See Volume I, Sectim 2.2.10. This ser:tion addresses the specific crrnJXnents of the quest0n. Hmrer.er,
additimal text 'Will be pruvid«1 that 'Will discuss the general ccmJXliU!nfS ofthe operating proadure.

--

7he roll-off units to be plaml in th! roll-off area 'Will be c:or:e"tfd with a tarp. 7he cmm 'Will not rrmouri until the
material is plaml in the stahilizatim unit. Roll-cffunits used to star~ stahilizad material 'Will also be plaml on the
roll-offunit with cmm. It is not expecta;i that the tarps 'Will be rerrvu:d uhile being stare:i except ofre·sarn{iing ofthe
material, ifrequiml.

--

Recommended Changes: Include abac£ infimnation in Operatims and Maintenaru:e Plan.

---

0·1 b(4)

Container Storage Area Drainage: 270.15(b)(2), 264.175(c)

Please describe how the storage area is designed or operated to drain and remove liquids unless
containers are otherwise kept from contact with standing liquids.

---

---...

july 1999

---

Response: W1Jen the roll-offunits are unioad.£d in the roll-offstor~area they areexpect«l to be minimumofl foot
offthe ground In addition, roll-offunits 'Will not be plaml within 60feet ofthe southern tre ofthe roll-offarea to awid
unter ponding within Jfoot of the a:ntainers for the 25-_)Wr, 24-hour stmm. Paru:lai mtter 'Will be ptm{Xd and
rumudfom the sump after sampling and analysis to determine how the mtter can be disposed
Recommended Changes: 7he design drawing Wll be maiified to indicate the restrictad area far p/aamRnt ofrolloffa:ntainers.
The response to the original comment states that the stabilized waste roll-off bin portion of the Rolloff Storage Area will control precipitation within the unit. No design discussion on this portion of
the unit or on how it will be operated so as to prevent a release is provided in the application or the
engineering report. Please revise both the Part B Permit Application and the Engineering Report to
address drainage in both portions of the Roll-off Container Storage Area.

Response: As discussed in a preuinus response, the roll-iffstorage area 'Will be able to a:ntain the 25-year, 24-hour
rainfall and 'Will pra::lude run-on to the facility fom the surrounding area. The sumps 'Will be ptmfXd to nmme any
accumulatld mtter after any rainfall eu:nt.
D-2

Tank Systems: 270.16, 264.19 through 264.194, 262.10

Section 3.01 in Appendix C (page 13205-3) states that "Polyethylene tanks shall be installed as
indicated on the Construction Drawing." However, no Construction drawings are submitted with the
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permit application. Drawing No. 40, the only sketch provided for the tank system, does not provide
the details of the construction of the polyethylene tanks and the drawing is labeled "not for
construction." Please revise the application to provide construction drawings that show the details of
the construction, specific to each tank system, including the base that will be supporting these tanks.
Construction drawings must be certified by a professional engineer.

Response: Text 'Will be addai to the Permit application that indicates that these are final desigrzs which dermstrate
RCRA crmplUmcE. In additim, the~ text 'Will also be add«J.·
"These drawings present final designs for the RCRA permitted facilities. Details on the nonRCRA components of the facilities may be supplemented during the bidding and
construction phase. Gandy-Marley will supply the additional details on the non-RCRA
components of the design to NMED for review and approval prior to the start of
construction."
Response No. 32 a & c state that the leachate generated at the landfill, and the wastewater and sludge
that will be generated at the truck wash, are considered to be generated on site and therefore will be
managed in non-permitted, less-than-90-day storage units. NMED has determined that the landfill
leachate can be considered to be a newly generated waste, and is therefore eligible for the exemption
from permitting requirements. The truck wash is in a different category-. The response refers to the
definition provided in 40 CFR 260.10: "Generator means any person, by site, whose act or process
produces hazardous waste identified or listed in part 261 of this chapter or whose act first causes a
hazardous to become subject to regulation." However, the response does not address the full
definition and the notes to 262.10, which were referenced in the original NOD, or the definition of
"empty" containers in 261.7. The truck wash sump and tank will contain rinsate or wash water from
truck beds, tires, undercarriages and heavy equipment tracks, etc. which will be traceable to or derived
from any or all types of wastes to be received at the facility. These wastes will include many listed and
acutely hazardous waste codes, as specified in the facility Part A. Wastes from containers which were
not empty before washing, all P-listed waste residues (including those from "empty" containers), and
all types of listed wastes contained in environmental media, such as soil washed from truck tires and
dozer tracks, are still hazardous wastes. None of these wastes will be "generated" at the truck wash,
although they may be mixed together there. The original waste codes for each detectable listed
hazardous constituent will apply to the mixed wastewater and sludge collected at the truck wash.
Note 1 to 40 CFR 262.10 states that "The provisions of §262.34 are applicable to the on-site
accumulation of hazardous wastes by generators. Therefore, the provisions of §262.34 only apply to
owners or operators who are shipping hazardous waste which they generated at the facility." The
facility cannot use the less-than-90-day storage area exemption for the accumulation of the wastewater
and sludge from the truck wash unit. The truck wash will be storing these wastes on site, but not
"generating" any new hazardous wastes, and thus these storage units must be permitted. Therefore,
please revise the application to include the truck wash tank and sump.

Response: Discussions are angcingwith NMED an uhether the t:rnck W1Sh 'Will require pennittin&
D-2a

Tank Systems Description: 270.14(b)(1 ), 264.194(a)

Section 6.1.2 (Stabilization Unit Layout) states that "the control room is positioned centrally along the
west wall of the stabilization building. ... Reagent storage tanks and silos are also located on the west
side of the building which permits operations personnel to view reagent delivery- activities."
Assuming the convention that north= up, Drawing 33 indicates that the control room, reagent tanks
and silos are all located on the east side of the building. Please revise the application to reconcile this
discrepancy between the text and the drawing, and provide a direction arrow for the layout portion of
the drawing.

-
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Response: The ccmment is cornrt the control rrxm is !txated on the east side ofthe building.
Recommended Changes: The text will b?malijied to indicate the east side ofthe building and a nmth anuwwill
b? adki to the drawing.
D-2a(1)

7/20/99 dq

Dimensions and Capacity of Each Tank: 270.16 (b)

The application does not discuss the dimensions and capacities of the tank(s) that will be used for
wash water storage and settling at the truck wash. Please revise the application to provide detailed
construction drawings, including tank locations, dimensions and capacities.

Response: Drawing 44, sheet 1 of 2 i:ndicates that the 1.WSh 7.Wter stora~ tank will rea 12foot diameter (9,000
gallon} douhle-uuJlal poly tank. The supply uuter will re a sin?}e wil 6foot diameter tank. A series of bins are
shmm as sediment traps. These Wl1 b? forther dimensionai and detailed to indicate 6-irrh thick cancn?te 7mlls and will
hareueep holes to prn:entuuterfirm ponding in the bins. The sump and the sediment bins will b? inspectcdurekly for
the aaumulation of sediment and liquids in the sump and will re mrvurl to the 7m5h w:tter stora~ tank. The
sedimmts will re stabili:oxi in the stabiliutim unit, prior to king landfil1ai.
No discussion of the process design capacity for stabilization bins is provided in the text of the
application, except in Part A permit application, where it is indicated that the process design capacity
(total) will be 150,000 gallons/ day. Revise the application to discuss the capacities of each tank to be
permitted.

Response: As stated in Volunr I, Section 2.4 the tanks will haw a ncminttl 'Wiume of2,500 cubic feet (18,700
gallons}. HOU¥!U!r, it is not expected that bins will re crrnp/etely fill«i during the mixing operation and space must re
rnaintaimrifor the additim ofstabiliution materials. Therefore, the 'Wiume ofthe w:tSte to re treate:i in each batch will
b?utriable but will re less than 2,500 cubicfeet. The arerall process wlume is based on four bins. HOU¥!U!r, the actual
process design will re dependent on the characteristics of the i:ncaningw:tSte (time to mix each batch) and the 'Wiume of
stabiliutim materials requirEd (uiume ofraww:tSte to b? treate:i in each batch).
Nominal dimensions and volumetric capacities of the stabilization bins are discussed in the response
No. 34. However, this information is not included in the text of the revised application. Revise the
application to include this information and show the final design dimensions on construction
drawings certified by an independent professional engineer registered in the State of New Mexico.

Response: Volume I, Section 2.4 Stabiliutim pruvides dirnensims of the tanks as naninal1y 25 feet by 10 feet
vide and 10 feet deep, resulting in an approxinude 'Wiume of2,5 00 cul:icfeet. In aclditim, Volume III, Section 6.1. 2
presents the same infurmatian ngarding the bins sizes and also presents size and 'Wiume infurmatian on the an:rete
wult that willlxYuse the steel bins. Drawings 33 to 35 also present dimensions in plan and cross-soctim.
D-2a(2)

Description of Feed Systems, Safety Cutoff, Bypass Systems and Pressure Controls: 270.16(c),
264.194(b)

Section 2.3.3 (Volume I) of the permit application discusses spill and overfill prevention in general
terms without committing to any specific measures that will be used for the tank system. For
example, it is stated that "spill prevention is primarily maintained by hard-plumbed piping. When
transfer lines are not hard plumbed or when open-ended lines are used, one or more of the following
spill prevention controls or an equivalent device will be used." The application goes on to list several
types overfill prevention, including automatic feed cutoff, high-level alarm and bypass, none of which
are discussed or indicated on the design Drawing No. 40 in the engineering report. Drawing No. 40
shows low- and high-level cutoff switches which are not discussed in detail in the text of the
application. Revise the application to provide descriptions and drawings of the specific feed systems,

W\WP\602\0mnns &RtspaWS\HRMB'>RSI Fin.l
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spill prevention controls, safety cutoff, bypass systems, and pressure controls that will be used with
each tank. The discussion provided in the text of Section 8.1.3 (Vohune III) of the application is not
adequate, and no construction drawings are provided to show, for example, the location of the vent
systems and their construction.
Section 2.3.4 (Volume I) of the permit application states that pump transfer or gravity drain will be
used as feed mechanisms for tank systems, or an equivalent transfer mechanism will be used. It is
further stated that "liquids will be pumped into or out of the tank through permanent or temporary
transfer lines; or liquids will be allowed to drain by gravity through permanent or temporary transfer
lines." Revise the application to discuss and show (on drawings) where these different mechanisms
will be utilized in the system. Discuss the procedures that will be used to switch from one system to
the other. The application must be specific in the description of the design features of the system.
Simply stating this or that or equivalent mechanism will be used is not sufficient for permit
application approval. Two or more designs for the same function may be included, but each design
must be complete.
Section 2.4.3 (Spill and Overfill Prevention) of the permit application states that "additionally, the
delivety system will be computerized and will be designed to ensure that the mixture used for
stabilization prevents overfilling." However, Section 2.4.4 (Feed Mechanism, Pressure Controls, and
Temperature Controls) states that the "reagents will either be pumped from reagent tanks or manually
fed." The engineering report in Volume III describes a computerized system for injecting reagents
into the system, however, it does not mention any manual feeding of the reagents. In addition,
Drawing No. 34 does not show any manual feeding mechanism. Revise the application to address
these discrepancies and to discuss the feed systems in detail.

Response: A stand-alone Operatims mui Mainterlttna! Plan for thefacility will be derxJope:i that uil1 inrorparate the
informatim currently in the Pennit Application mui will expmui on f:P~Dal operatims proc:«lures. The Plan will also
discuss general requirrmmts far operational features ofthe facilities such as pumps, flaw meters, and otkr rontrols. As
indicated in respame to Omm:nt D constructim designs and spocifo:ations will not be prouid«i in the application but
uil1 be prouid«iprior to the start ifronstruction. Also seeD-2A (3)
Recommended Changes: See abrJr.e
D-2a(3)

Diagram of Piping, Instrumentation and Process Flow: 270.16(d)

The application does not provide details of piping, instrumentation and process flow for the tank
system and ancillary equipment. Only one drawing, Drawing No. 40, which is labeled "not for
construction," is provided as a design drawing for the tank system. This drawing does not contain
adequately detailed information on piping, instrumentation and process flow for the tank system and
ancillary equipment. Section 2.3 (Volume I) of the permit application states that "waste will be
transferred from the tanks to the stabilization unit either by pumping into transfer tankers or by direct
piping." However, these two transfer systems are not discussed in detail or shown on P&ID or
process flow diagrams (PFDs). For example, Section 8.1.2 (Volume III) of the permit application
states that "discharge pipes to the stabilization building will be elevated double walled pipes."
However, no drawings indicating these pipes and their process flow are provided in the application.
Revise the application to discuss these transfer processes in detail and provide P&ID and PFDs for
the tank systems and all the ancillary equipment associated with the process.

Response: The application 'Will be reuis«i to indicate that alllU]uids in the tanks will be trcmsferred by tanker
trucks. Therrfare, the process fo>wdiagrams on Drawing 40 are considera1 to be sujJicient to 1118!ting the requirunents
of 270.16(d). Notes will be add«i to the drawings to indicate uhere liquids will enter the tanks and ukrr! they will
leau: the tanks. Also see response to Omm:nt E-2A(2).
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Ignitable, Reactive and Incompatible Wastes: 270.16ij), 264.17(b), 264.198, 264.199

Section 2.4 (Stabilization) states that "when the waste is sufficiently mixed, it will be tested in
accordance with the Waste Analysis Plan (see Section 4.0). It will then be placed in a roll-off
container and transferred to the roll-off storage area to cure." Also see Section 6.1.4, Vohune III, first
paragraph on page 6-3 which states that "the truck will either proceed to the landfill for disposal or
will stage the roll-off container in the truck roll-off area (if TCLP test results are required)." Drawing
No. 34 also indicates that after the waste is stabilized it would either go to the roll-off area or the
landfill. Discuss in what situations the waste will be directly transferred to the landfill without interim
storage at the roll-off storage area. Discuss the procedures and criteria that will be used to determine
whether a TCLP analysis will be required on a stabilized waste.

Response: The stabilized umte will be either transferrai to the rdl-off area or diru:tiy to the landfilL The text
references indicat«i in the crmrrmt will be clarijia:l to indicate that eiJ:her of these nw scenarios cvuld oa:ur: The
anditions that umld require the stabilized uuste to be timJXYrarily stmai at the roO-offunit prior to beUzg disposed ofin
the landfill, umld be associaud with a:rnpetian of testing to determine haw and if the material can be disposed of the
landfill. Reference will be culki to the WAP. Also see response to O:mnmt D-2A (2).

--

---

Recommended Changes: Oarifj text that either ofthe nw sa!rltZrios descril:xd alm:e rould be US&i to describe the
handling ofuuste after stabilizatim
Section 2.4.8 (rank Assessment) states that "The engineering report presented with the preliminazy
tank design drawing in Volume III includes a discussion of wastes to be excluded from storage or
treatment in [stabilization units] due to their excessive corrosive effects." However, the engineering
report does not present or discuss this information. Revise the application to provide this
information or provide a reference in Section 2.4.8 indicating where this information is located.

-----

Response: The application (Volume Ill, Engineering Report) wtl be malifiai to indicate ukt types ofuuste that
uill be excludtrlfran the stabilization bins to awid excessire amosim.
Recommended Changes: See abac:e.
D-2c(1)

Assessment of New Tank System's Integrity: 270.16, 264.192

Section 2.3 of the application (Volume I) states that "the tanks will be double-walled and constructed
of high density polyethylene materials that are compatible with the wastes to be placed in the tanks."
However, except for stating that "these compatibilities are assessed in the design specification and
engineering report (Volume III)," no tests or evaluation of these compatibilities were conducted and
no results substantiating the statements in the application are provided.

----

The Part A permit application indicates that all of the wastes listed in Section XN will be stored in
the polyethylene tanks. Some of the wastes listed in Section XN of Part A may be corrosive and
incompatible with the tank construction material (e.g., carbon tetrachloride, benzenes, carbon
disulfide, hydrogen peroxide) when present at high concentrations. In addition, as a general guidance,
strong nitric (50% or higher) and sulfuric (25% or higher) acids should not be stored in the tanks
(Reference: Table 23-2 of Perry's Chemical Engineer's Handbook, 6th Edition, Perry & Green, 1984).
Please revise the application to either provide results of compatibility tests conducted or literatures
(e.g., manufacturer's compatibility tables) indicating and certifying that the hazardous wastes and/ or

--
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Recommended Changes: Text and drawingmalifo:ations in Volumes I and III to rifle:t al:me and addition of
Op?rations and Maintenance Plan.

-..
----

-
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Section 8.2.1 states that "the tank manufacturer will provide recommended tank tie down details for
review and approval by a registered New Mexico professional engineer prior to tank installation."
Revise the application to provide this information.

Response: Based an discussions with TL, this crmment can be responda:l to by including the manufacture
infmmatim an the double udl tanks canpatibility and installation details (tie-druns). These wiU be induki in an
appendix to the Engineering Report in Volume Ill and wiU be referenmi an the drawinp}.
Recommended Changes: See alxne
The application does not provide calculations and! or data to show that the concrete base for the
polyethylene tank system is capable of supporting the system, providing resistance to pressure
gradients below the system, and preventing failure due to settlement, compression, or uplift. The
application merely states that the tank system is designed as such, and does not provide supporting
design calculations and engineering drawings in the engineering report 0folume III). Revise the
application to provide a detailed demonstration of the structural integrity of the base for the tank
system.

Response: The Engineering Report (Volume Ill, Section 2.2 General Facility Design Analyses) irrlicates that the
site soils hare an allocmble bearing capacity of 2,000 psf. The a:A1C'fr?te spocifo:atians {03300, Volume IV) require a
rninimun 28-day ampressire strength of 4,000 psi. A calculation Wll be pravidai indicating that the tank bearing
pressure wiU suitablefor the concrete pad
Recommended Changes: Add caladatian indicating allm.wlie bearing pressuresfor tanks and ccn:rete pads.
The discussion, designs and supporting calculations presented in Volume I and Volume III of the
permit application for the Stabilization Unit are preliminary and lack the details required in final
design of a unit. Following are some of the deficiencies noted:

•

•

•

IIIII
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hazardous waste constituents listed in Part A do not have a detrimental effect on the structural
integrity of the polyethylene tanks. In addition, provide literature data (including manufacturer's) or
calculations to show that the secondary containment is of sufficient strength to withstand all of the
forces acting on it, especially in the event of failure of the primary containment.

--

--
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The drawings are either labeled "not for construction" or do not show a seal of a professional
engineer. The text does not include an explanation of the meaning of the "not for
construction" designation, so they drawings are assumed to be preliminary, not fmal design
information.
The design section references Calculation No. E-33, Appendix E, Volume VI and states that
it describes the steel plate, reinforcing members, and energy absorbing devices intended for
the stabilization bin system. However, the assessment and supporting calculations presented
in Calculation E-33 regarding the tanks' structural integrity are inconclusive, and neither the
calculations nor the results are fully legible. For example, the inner liner with a thickness (1 ")
would fail by the impact of total and instantaneous hydraulic failure from a height of 15 feet.
However, no other iterations are presented to provide the thickness that would withstand
such an impact, except stating that "it does not appear cost effective to design the inner liner
for this possibility."
Except for stating that "all ancillary equipment will be supported and protected against
physical damage and excessive stress due to settlement, vibration, expansion, or contraction,"
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the application does not discuss or show how this will be accomplished, or identify which
ancillary equipment requires such support and protection.
The application states (in Section 2.4.8) that "a written assessment attesting that the tank system has
sufficient structural integrity and is acceptable for the storing and treating of hazardous waste will be
provided by an independent, qualified, New Mexico registered professional engineer based on the
final tank design drawings and prior to tank construction." In addition, 6.1.1 states that "it should be
noted that certain components of the stabilization building, process control and delivery systems,
ventilation systems and steel bins will be completed under future design/build contracts." The
applicants must note that components of hazardous waste management units which are to be
designed in the future are subject to the permit modification requirements of the hazardous waste
regulations. For the units which are proposed to be constructed under the original permit, the
application must include the final design and operating plans.
Revise the application to provide final design drawings which are certified by a professional engineer.
In addition, provide calculations supporting the design in a fmal format and discuss the final designs
of the process control, delivery and ventilation systems, and the final designs of the steel bins.

Response: The desigp ofthe stabilizaticn bins is not a refine:i sciena!. They are basicalJy large mixing l:xmls. The
bins must be able to 'Withstand the impacts firm mixing 'With the backhoe bucket ttnd also be rrdatir:dy a:mpatible 'With
the w:zste that will be plaari in the bins. Giren these tr.w opposing design criteria, steel ttppears to be the most suitable
material. Althougfo it can react Wth sane ofthe wztes that are projXJse:l to be stabilized in the bins, it is relatir:eiy slaw
to react and is probably the best material to 'Withstand the impacts firm mixing witkut rnpture. The desigp concepts
pruvidefor douhle steel antainers Wth wire ropes as energy absarb?rs. There will be a leak detection systJm in-betwm
the tr.w steel bins and also a sump inside the cmcrete 'U:IU!t to colkrt and reJ11lJl£ any potenJialleakage. The bins can be
~and repairEd ar replaari if~ ar if leaka~ is obsemd. The desigp of the bins has been based an a
rational assumptim of the desigp Ws that cnuld be experienad during mixing and has selecttd a desigp thickness
based an a mucnahle lerel ofrisk far ~ It is fully realized that ifa uorst case loading cmdition arose and the
bins uru crack ar othm.vise damagd to the point ofnot pruuiding crmttti:nment then the bin~ be taken out ofseroia
and repairEd ar replaad
We belier:e that this type of the desigp provides the best type ofwntainmeru:for the hazardous w:zste giwz the extrrme

imfxu:t loading ronditioos that could be experienad during stabilization.

Recommended Changes: The text of the Enginrering ReJXYrt (Volume III) will be expandtxl to discuss the
apprrxuh to sela:tim ofthe tank material ttnd spocifor1 thickness. In additim, the Operaticns and Maintenance Plan
uill be dep/ny«i to address general proca:fures far stabilizaticn ofmaterials.
D-2d(1)

The application does not provide any calculation and/ or data to show that the outer tank of the
double walled polyethylene tank system will provide secondary containment of sufficient strength and
thickness to prevent failure due to pressure gradients, physical contact with waste, climatic conditions,
or the stress of daily operations. The application, except for stating that the containment system is
designed as such, does not provide supporting design calculations or engineering drawings in the
engineering report {Volume III). Revise the application to provide a detailed discussion of the
secondary containment for the tank system.

Response: The spocifo:atims inlicate that the tanks will be anstnlct«l ofthe same materials and spocificatim sheets

for the tanks will be pruuitfa1 in the applicatim.

-

Plans and Description of the Design, Construction, and Operation of the Secondary
Containment System
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Recommended Changes: The specifo:atim sheets for tb? JXly-tttnks will be pruvidai in tb? application that will
pruvide manufactures information on crmfX1-tihility and structural details..
The application states that the concrete pad for the tank system is not considered a secondary
containment and therefore does not have to meet secondary containment standards. However, the
containment is provided as an additional measure to prevent the spread of fluid should leaks or spills
occur at discharge piping connections and pumps located within the pad. This containment
requirement should be discussed further. In addition, Section 2.3.1 (y olume I) of the permit
application states that "each tank will be surrounded by a concrete area which will be sloped to
provide drainage to a sump." However, these elements of the pad are not discussed in the
engineering report (yohune III). For example, no discussion or drawing shows the percent slope that
will be used; no discussion or drawing shows the design of the sump. Revise the application to
provide a detailed discussion and engineering drawings of the pad, sump and berms for the tank
system.

---

-----

Response: A mi:nimum 0.5 percent slope for tb? an:rete pad to tb? sump will be added to tb? drauings. The
dimension oftb? sump area will aw be addai The roncrete pad is mt tb? secondary wntainmentfor tb? liquid in tb?
tanks, tb? primary and secondary containmmtfor tb? liquids is tb? tanks th~. The roncrete aJUld be ronsider«i
as tb? secondary containmmtfor tk ancillary facilities such as tb? piping and transfer aJI1J1Jrtims.
Recommended Changes: The text of tb? application (Volunrs I and III) will be nuxlified to irx:licate that tb?
an:rete pad will be secondary antainmmtfor tb? ancillary facilities. The drawings will be nuxlified to shaw tb? slope of
tb? roncrete pad and tb? sump dirrmsions. In additim, a roncrete pad will be added to tb? landfill tanks, liquid uuste
stor~ tanks and arty otb?r loading/unloading pointsfor tanker tm:ks.
Section 2.3.1 (yolume I) of the permit application states that "all ancillary equipment will be provided
with secondary containment except above ground piping (exclusive of flanges, joints, valves, and
other connections), welded flanges, welded joints, and welded connections that are visually inspected
for leaks each operating day." Furthermore, it is stated in Section 2.3.12 (yolume I) of the permit
application that "impervious concrete coatings will be applied to the liquid waste storage tank
containment area and the evaporation pond discharge station. Hose and pipe connections will be
inside the concrete containment area boundaries." Revise the permit to identify and discuss the
ancillary equipment that will require secondary containment and provide the details on the designs of
these containment areas. Engineering drawings identifying the equipment and the appropriate
containments must accompany the discussion.

--'---

Response: The ancillary equi:prrmtwill include tb? piping, mmitoring and transfer syst:ens associat«l with tb? liquid
uuste storage tanks. The drawings and text currently identifY these ca?1{X»1WltS. These will aU be kxat:td OU!Y' roncrete
pads with sumps for rolla:tion ofleaks and spills during loading/unloading operatiazs.

-

A distinction should be made between the "primary and secondary steel liners" and the "double
walls" of the stabilization bins. If they are one and the same, the application should state so in the text
of the application and reconcile the information with the design drawings provided. For example, the
cross-section A-A' on Drawing No. 34 should be discussed further in the text, since it indicates a Leak
Detection and Leachate Collection and Removal System (LD/LCRS) within the vault while it also
indicates that there is a "primary LD/LCRS" within the liners or the double walls. If there is a
LD/LCRS in the vault as indicated in this figure, this implies that the vault serves as a secondary or
tertiary containment. What is depicted in this figure is contrary to the statement that "the vault will
not be used as secondary containment; therefore, it does not have to be lined or meet other
requirements for secondary containment."

--

-

--

--
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Response: 7he primary and secmdary ccntainmentfor the 'l.WSte in the stabilization bins will ~:X! tk steel bins. 7he
crncrete wult that is use to house the steel mixing bins is not p:m ofthe containment sysums. Hm.eew; it will pruvide
a mmitming and rollection point ifleakag? wm? to occurfirm !xJth the primary and serondary syst£ms.

..
fllllll

--

Recommended Changes: 7he text in Volumes I and III will ~:X! expanded to clarify the primary and secondary
containment syst£ms and thefonctim ofthe aJnCYT!te wult systlm.

--

However, Drawing No. 34 supports the statement in Section 6.1.2 of Volume III that "the bin and
vault arrangement provides three levels of waste containment with the inner bin liner serving as
primary containment, the outer bin as secondary containment, and the vault as final or tertiarycontainment." See also, paragraph 2 of Section 6.1.3 (Volume III), page 6-2. This paragraph
explicitly proposes the vault as a containment and indicates that there will be a concrete epoxy coating
requirement. Although preliminary structural assessment indicates that impact from loads and the
bucket will be mostly absorbed by the wire rope isolators situated between the liners, it is not shown
how the vault will be designed to withstand any residual forces or vibrations, and none of the
drawings show how the bins will be tied down to the floor of the vault.

..-...

--

Recommended Changes: None

-

Revise the application to address these discrepancies and provide detailed design drawings for the
construction of the vaults. Discuss how releases into the vault will be pumped out of the LCRS (i.e.,
by stationary pumps or portable pumps).

Response: See crmment to forth paragraph. Also see response to O:mment D. 7he details for tie-domif the steel
tanks to the aJnCYT!te wult will ~:X! prauidld in the ccmtructian drawirl(,S.

--

-...

Response: 7he details shmm on the drawings, with the rna/ificatims indicata:i ~ are considered suJfoient for
permitting. The Operatims and Maintentrnce Plan will present and discuss the details for pumping liquids firm the
leak deta:tion sump and the concrete wult.

--

Recommended Changes: See~ proposedfor prroious corments. Operation and Maint:enana! plan.
D-4

--

Since most of the design elements of the surface impoundments are similar to that of the landfill, only
comments specific to the surface impoundments are addressed under this section. If the landfill
comments are adequately addressed in a revised application, much of the revised information will also
be applicable to the impoundment. For example, shallow soil characterization, and material and
construction specifications for the liner system, leak detection system, foundation, and run-on/runoff control designs are similar.

-

---

---IIIII

Comments relating to the truck wash sump are placed under this section, because most of the design
components of the truck wash sump are also similar to those of a surface impoundment. The pennit
application assumes that the truck wash is not subject to pennitting requirements, but NMED has
detennined that the truck wash is not eligible for the generator exemption as explained previously in
Comment D-2.

Response: See response to Cormmt D-2.
The application does not provide adequate information on the run-on/run-off control system for the
Evaporation Pond. Section 2.6.1.4 (Run-on/Run-off Control) states: "Section 2.5.1.5 contains
information on run-on/run-off control for the landfill, which is also pertinent to the evaporation
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pond." The correct section is 2.5.1.6 (not 2.5.1.5), which mentions that a lined collection basin located
at the toe of the inter phase cut slope, as shown of Drawings 10 and 13 in Voh.une III, will be used to
collect runoff from the landfill side slopes. However, it is not clear whether this basin will also receive
runoff from the Evaporation Pond Areas. In addition, since the basin is lined, it is unclear how the
water accumulated in the basin will be managed to prevent overflow. No details of this basin (e.g.,
capacity, material of construction) are presented in the application. If the purpose of the basin is for
only the initial phase of the landfill operation, describe how runoff from the landfill/evaporation
pond and run on to the landfill/evaporation pond will be managed after the construction phases are
completed.
The last paragraph of Section 2.5.1.6 also states that "run-off from the Facility, but not from the
active portion of the landfill (including run-on/ run-off from the landfill perimeter drainage ditch), will
be directed to the stormwater retention basin." It is not clear from the design drawings whether this
information is true for the evaporation pond as well. Section 2.6.2.1 (Site Preparation) states that
"existing site drainage will be modified to route any run-on away from the evaporation pond area.
Access roads and a truck discharge station will be constructed. These engineering controls and
components are shown on Drawings 4, 5, and 31 in Volume III."

Response: Dir:ersicn ditch are planned around the suiface imfxyurrlnents that uould drain intv the site wide suiface
w:aer dir.ersion chcrnnels as shm.m an Drawing 25. The la:ation of the ditches around the suiface umer ponds will b?
shm.m an the drawings and will be presentel and discussed in the engintering report and suiface wuer analysis sectim of
the calaJations.
Recommended Changes: Surface wuer cliumion channels will be shm.m an the drawings and the text will be
U{Xiatid to discuss the dirersion charrnel design.
Unfortunately, these drawings do not show the level of details needed for these engineering controls
as they pertain to the Evaporation Pond. In fact, the initial site grading plan shown in Figure 5 does
not take into account that a pond exists or will be built on the northwest comer of the landfill. Thus,
reference to Figure 5 is irrelevant and does not depict the engineering controls as they pertain to the
Evaporation Pond.

Response: Drawing 5 indicates the ~al site grading that uould b? requira1 to prorote suiface w:aerflow to the
surface wuer retention pond Di'Zmim ditdJes will be requirad around eadJ facility that will drain in to the site wide
diu:rsion diuks shm.m an Drawi~ 25.
Recommended Changes: See response to amments on the third andforth paragraphs.
In addition, the last paragraph in Section 4.1.4 (Evaporation Pond Discharge Pad Arrangement) states
that "Drawing No. 4 (Volume III) depicts the surface grades around the perimeter of the evaporation
pond area. Surface water run off from these areas will flow to the roadway ditch system and
ultimately to the stormwater detention basin." The referenced Figure No. 4 neither shows surface
grades around the perimeter of the ponds nor how the run-on to the ponds will be diverted to the
stormwater detention basin. Revise the application to provide detailed discussion and drawings
showing the run-on and run-off control system for the evaporation pond.

Response: Response: Drauing 4 shows the surface dir.ersion ditch kxations. Drawing 5 shows the surface grades
around the site. Drawings 28-32 shaw the detailtd suiface grading around the Evaporatim Pon:ls.
Recommended Changes: The suiface umer diw-sim channels will be slxJcm around eadJ unit and the

cmtrihuting drainage area.
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Section 2.6.2.3 (Structural Fill Areas) states that "areas of the evaporation pond requiring structural fill

to indicate the specific location for this information within the text of Volume IV.

Response: 1he specific reference is Volume TV, Specifications, Section 02110 Site Preparatiooand Earthzwrks.
Recommended Changes: This reforence'Will be inrorfx.n'ated into Section 2.6.2.3.
Section 4.1.2 (Evaporation Pond Layout and Phasing) states that "Pond units lA, lB, 2A, and 2B are
132-ft wide by 285-ft long by 12 feet deep and each will provide approximately 1.63 million gallons
[total of 6.52 million gallons for aU four ponds} of useable storage capacity (excluding 2-foot freeboard
volumes)." Section 4.2.9 of Volume III also states that "the resulting pond volume available for liquid
storage and evaporation (not including 2ft freeboard) is approximately 6.5 million gallons." However,
Section 2.6.1 (Volume I) and the Part A form indicate that the capacity of the surface impoundment
(total volumetric capacity of all four ponds) is to be 4.6 million gallons (it is not indicated whether or
not the 2-ft freeboard is accounted for in this volume).

Response: Only one ponds 'Will becunstructed (Pond 1); hma?rer, it 'Will hau? tr.wsides (side 1A ard side 1B}.
Recommended Changes: 1he text and drawings 'Will be modifod to c/arif; that only one pond uill be aJrZStr't«::1d
1he storage wlumes 'Will also be uJXlat«i to reflect that only one pond'Will be aJrZStr't«::1d
The application does not show how these volumes were determined. Using the geometric
information provided in Section 4.1.2, we could not duplicate any of the volumes provided. Similarly,
calculations utilizing the scales provided on Figure 4 also did not yield results that matched the text.
According to Figure 4 (based on the scale provided on the figure) the longest side of each pond is
approximately 300 feet. Our calculations were based on a trapezoidal cross section and a side slope of
the longest side of 2H: 1V.

Response: 1he i:nt:erinr slopes if the pond around the perimeter are 3H·1 V (see Drawing 28}. 1he slopes of the
i:nt:erinr benn are 2H·1 V.
Recommended Changes: 1he wkmetric calaJations to determine the storage wlume 'Will be detaikri in the
~ applicatim.
In other calculations, for example, Calculation E-15: Anchor Trench Pullout Capacity, evaporation
pond slope length is given as 60 ft, which, using the 12 ft depth, would translate to a slope of SH: 1V.
This slope does not correspond with the slopes shown on the drawings and discussed in the text of
the application.

Response: 1he anchor trerv:h calaJations uere based on a c:onseruztire slope length of60 feet. Actual scalai length is
approximately 45 to 50 feet.
Recommended Changes: 1he calaJations 'Will be malifod to reflect that the slope length is canserw:tic,e
Revise the application to address the above discrepancies and present a sample calculation of how the
useable capacity of the ponds was determined, including the geometric shapes used as a basis for the
calculations.

Response: Seeabmerespmses.

-
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D-4e{2) Soil Liners: 270.17{b){1 ), 264.221 {a), and 264.221 {c){1)

Section 3.02.A of Specification Section 02221 (Clay Liner) states that "the clay liner shall be
constructed to the elevations, grades, and thickness' shown the Construction Drawings." However,
no construction drawings were submitted with the permit application to show the elevations, grades
and thickness' to which the clay liner will be constructed. Tills deficiency applies to most of the
construction specifications where reference is made to construction drawings that do not exist.
Revise the application to provide final design drawings for units where such drawings are required.

illlllll

---

----

----

Response: See response to OJrmmt D. Drawings 8 and 9 present contours for the subgrade e/ew,tinns and top of
proartiu? soil row- layerfor the Phase 1A portion of the landfilL Drawing 12 presents the liner cross-section an both
the slopes andJlmr of the landfilL These drawings define the thickness and extent ofthe landjillliner systimfor Phase
lA.

Recommended Changes: None.
The previous NOD noted that the Upper Dockum material does not appear to provide the low
permeability required by 40 CFR 264.221(c)(1)(i)(b). Response No. 44 states that "additional
laboratory tests will be conducted on processed siltstone and mudstone samples to confirm their
permeability characteristics." However, no further laboratory tests or results are presented in the
revised application. The application must be revised to provide permeability test data representative
of the proposed clay liner material which demonstrates that it can be used to construct impoundment
liners with the necessary low permeability.

Response: 7he permeability laluratmy data 'ZUlS i:nadc:ertently noc i:ncluda:i in the subnittaL 7he nrompa:tai
permeability testing data will k present«/, in the rwised application. These data will shaw that the mat:erid can k
mrmpact«l to t178?t a permeability sp«:ificatioo ofless than 1E · 07 on/soc. 7he laluratmy testing data pruuikl the
lusis for estahlishing the law pemwbility soil liner plaamentwindow pesentRd in the spocifications.
Recommended Changes: 7he laluratmy data will k indude:i in the rwisedpermit application.
The preferred method for obtaining this information, in addition to laboratory testing of enough
samples to demonstrate that the data adequately represents the proposed liner material, is to construct
a test fill and perform a large-scale field permeability test on the test fill. Large-scale hydraulic
conductivity testing on "test pads" is strongly recommended by EPA and by Koerner and Daniel in
Waste Containment Facilities: Guidance for Construction, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of
Liner and Cover Systems (ASCE, 1995) (see Comment D-4g(3)). The application must also identify
the location of the borrow material proposed for the soil liner including a plan drawing showing the
location of the borrow area, or a cross section showing the depth that the liner material will be taken
from.

Response: 7he specifo:ations require that the test fill k canstruct«i priar to cmstn«:tim of the landfill liner syst~m.
7he CQA plan presents a detailedplanfor a:nstructing and mmitoring a testfill.

--

Recommended Changes: 7he test fill plan will k rnalifor1 to indicate that 12-irrh diameter samples will k
usal for permeability testing an the test fill. 7he borrow sourr:es that will k usal inciJuie the soil obtain«/firm the
ex.ctlUltim. Ifadditional material is requimi to cwstnlct the liner, then additional borrow sourr:es may k requirad.

illlllll

The previous NOD comment stated: "Some limited soil test data is included in Appendices E and F,
but the application does not indicate whether these data are representative of the proposed soil liner

---

D-4e(2)(a) Material Testing Data: 270.17{b)(1), and 264.221 (c)
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materials. Many of the test data in Appendices E and F are not accompanied by sample depth
information, which makes the usefulness of the data questionable. Provide data from index tests,
laboratory and/ or in situ hydraulic conductivity (permeability) tests, strength tests, consolidation tests,
and shrink-swell testing of the soil liner material. If detailed sample locations and depths for all of the
data in Appendix E and F can be provided, additional testing needs may be minimal. (However, the
shallow Quaternary soils have not been adequately sampled or characterized- see landfill comments) .
Provide copies of the test procedures, or reference standard test methods used to produce the data.
Include complete soil test results and sample identification information, including depths as well as
horizontal reference points. Discuss the potential for dispersion and piping of the soil due to flow of
wastes into or through the soil liner layer."
Response No. 45 indicates that a table previously submitted will be revised to indicate standard test
methods used in the analyses for the soil liner material and the depth of sample location. The
response also states that "dispersion and piping of the soil will be discussed in the engineering report
for the landfill." However, none of this information was presented in the revised application. In
addition, the response does not address the concern as to whether the data presented in Appendices
E and F of the original application are representative of the proposed soil liner materials. Revise the
application to provide the information requested in the previous comment.

Response: 1he request«l data en depth of soil samples and standmi testing prrxafures US«i will be prauid«J.
Regarding the potentialfor dispersim and pipb-zg of the soil due to flaw ofwastes ~ the soil liner, the sela:ud soils
uil1 be subjoctai to a leachate ~ity test. This test pem7ea1e5 a rninimwn of1:lW pore uiumes ifletuhate througjJ
the sample and rnmitnrs the chan[!!$ in penruWility with time and pore wlume. This test is expect«l to pruuide rm
indit:atioo ofthe potentialfor dispersion or pipb-zg ofthe soil as a result ofcmtact with the letuhate.
Recommended Changes: Soil sample depth informatian to be pruuided and test prr:xHlures far soil classification
tests.

D·4e(2)(b) Soil Liner Compatibility Data: 270.17(b)(1), 264.221(a)(1)

The previous NOD comment requested information as follows: "The application does not address
soil liner compatibility with liquids which may be placed in the impoundment. Section 2.6.1.1 simply
restates the requirement in 264.221(a)(l). The application should provide the results of hydraulic
conductivity tests of the soil liner material using wastes or surrogate solutions representative of the
liquid that may be placed in the surface impoundment. Discuss the effects or predicted effects, if any,
of the wastes on the soil hydraulic conductivity. Provide a copy of the test procedures, or reference
appropriate standard methods, along with a description of how the liquid samples were prepared or
obtained, a demonstration that the liquid sample is representative of wastes which may be placed in
the impoundment, and the complete test results. Alternatively, provide research reporting
compatibility testing of similar soils and similar liquids, or provide typical liquid waste analyses and
site specific soil· chemical and mineral characteristics, and use this information to predict the results
(changes in hydraulic conductivity) of interaction of the soil with wastes from the impoundment."
Response No. 45 states that the evaporation pond soil liner compatibility testing will be discussed in
the engineering report, and promises to provide most of the information requested. However, none
of this information is presented in the engineering report. Revise the application to provide the
information requested in the previous comment.

Response: Soil liner~ tests will be peifarrnei once the waste stream has been idmtified and a syntktic
leachate can be g?neratai 1he test will ronsist ofthe standard penneability test on a rrranptu:tai sample ofthe proJXJsed
soil liner material (A STM D 5084} and the syntktic leachate. Tbe test will be start«l with normal tap w:tter until the
penneability can be determinai Then the permeatingfluid will be s7iitiJJad to the synthetic leachate ard arztinu«i until
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a minimum of ru:o pare UJiumes of leachate hat£ passed througjJ the sample. The
rm7itmrd ~ througjJ out the test.

~

pemu:ability will be

Additiooal rejeY'f?J'KE literature will be pruuida:i with the application that indicates that soil liner and leachate
canp:ttibility testing is nmrnalJy not a problen unless the leachate contains hi?} CTJna?ntrations oforganics. The WAP
chcs not a/law the site to accept hijl CTJna?ntrations of organic, therefore, the soil and leachate canp:ttibility is not
expoctal to be a problan.
Recommended Changes: Reference literature will be providedwith the application.
D-4f(1)

System Operation and Design: 270.17(b)(1), 264.221(c)(2) and (3)

The previous NOD requested the final design and operation details for the leak detection system, as
required by 264.221(c)(2) and (3). The revised application does not provide this information,
although response No. 47 promised to provide the final design and operations plan. Section 4 of the
Engineering Report (Evaporation Pond) and the specifications do not mention pump controls,
leakage volume measurement devices, or the proposed management of liquids removed from the leak
detection and vadose zone sumps if the leakage rate is less than the Action Leakage Rate, or if the (3)
adjacent ponds cannot accept the additional liquids. Section 4.1.2 of the Engineering Report refers to
the ALR discussion in Appendix G (Volume VI), but the ALR discussion (actually, the Response
Actions in Section 7.0 of Appendix G) only provides for pumping the entire contents of a pond into
an adjacent pond, after the ALR has been exceeded- it does not mention pumping from a leak
detection sump into another pond. The application must be revised to provide complete details of
the leak detection system design, including the proposed methods for controlling the pumps,
measuring and recording the liquids present in the sump and removed, and plans for handling the
removed liquids.

Response: It is expoctal that tk sump LCRS and LDRS systems will be equipped with cumulatingjlowmeters to
m:nitar all liquids rrmnurifirm the sumpfirm the start ofoperations and dinrt reading pressure transdcers that can
be crm:ert«l to elewtim ofliquid. These will be describdfurther in the Operations and Maintenana! Planfor the site.
Recommended Changes: Include description of the types ofpumping systens and instrumt:ntatim that will be
instdl«i in the sumps ofall facilities in the Operations and Mai:ntenana? Plan.
D-4g

Liner System, Construction and Maintenance

D-4g(1)(c) Leak Detection System: 270.7(b)(1), and 264.221(a)

The application must provide detailed final material specifications of piping to be used in the leachate
detection systems.

Response: The requesta:i inforrnatim. is presentai in Volume TV, Specifo:ations, Section 02 718.
No distinction is made between the truck wash liquid collection sump and the LDRS sump in the text
of the application. The discussion in the text of the application and details provided on Drawing 44
does not clearly present the details of the main sump. It appears most of what is presented in
Drawing 44 pertains to the LDRS system. Also, it is not clear where the physical locations of these
sumps are in relation to each other. Drawing 44 shows only one liner running underneath the whole
floor area of the truck wash bays, but does not indicate the presence of a secondary liner that is
associated with the Leak Detection System. No discussion of the capacity of the main sump and no
cross-section of the main sump is provided in the drawing. No calculations of the pump or sump
capacity are presented.
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Response: The request«l information is presental in Volume III, Section 9.1 and is shacm an Drauing 44. A
HDPE geamnhrane liner extends under the entire truck w:W facility and includes a gpxm{Osite draina~ lay:r
ulichflaws to a sump for liquid r~ The dimensions ofthe sump are shacm an the drawings and are present«l and
discussai in the text of Volume IlL pa~ 9-3.

--

Section 9 .1.3 states that "because this sump is close to the surface and any fluids in the sump can be
observed by looking down the LDRS riser pipe, fluid level instrumentation is not required" The
cross-section of the truck wash leak detection sump depicted on Drawing No. 44 indicates that the
bottom of this sump is six feet below the pad surface (i.e., distance from the pad surface, excluding
the height of the riser above the pad). Liquid released into the sump may not be visible to the naked
eye until the level rises above the sump trough, which would defeat the proposed purpose of this
sump as a "leak detection" device. It appears that the sump is a leachate collection system rather than
a leak detection system. Revise the application to provide detailed descriptions and design drawings
of the sumps.

----

Response: It is rro:mrnmdai that a liquid ler:el ~be usai to m?aSUre the presence and/or depth ofany liquids in
the truck w:W sump.
Recommended Changes: A note will be addaJ to Drauing 44 uhit:h will clarifY the location ofthe surface and
subsurface sumps for the truck w:W. In addition, the Operations and Maintenana! Plan will be prepttr«i that will
detail equipnent usai to mmitar liquid ler:els in the sump.

..-

D-4g(3)

--

--

Response: The results of the sp«:ific laroratory testing an the mudstme samples firm the Iauer Dockum will be
prauidei in the revisal application. These datd prauidei the basis for stating that the material can be usai for the low
penneability soil liner.

--

Recommended Changes: The results will be i:nt::lud.«i'With reuisa:ipermit application.

-

Although the previous NOD specifically pointed out the inadequacy of the available data, and the
necessity for careful control of the construction of the soil liner, the revised application largely ignores
these concerns, without explanation or justification. For example, although the previous NOD
comment specifically recommended the use of a large-scale infiltrometer test to determine the
permeability of the test fill, in agreement with both the EPA Technical Guidance Document and the
Koerner and Daniel guidance cited in response No. 53 (Waste Containment Facilities: Guidance for
Construction, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Liner and Cover Systems, page 55), the
revised application and ~A Plan (Appendix A, Test Fill Plan) includes only laboratory permeability
testing.

--

-..

As noted in the Koerner and Daniel guidance (page 55), " .. laboratory hydraulic conductivity tests can
under predict the large-scale hydraulic conductivity by a factor of up to 100,000." The suggested
approach of using on-site material for the soil liner and inadequate testing to demonstrate adequate
performance is thus highly questionable. The application must be revised to provide representative
hydraulic conductivity test data for the materials proposed for use in constructing the soil liner. The

--

-..
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Construction Quality Assurance Program: 270.17(b)(1 ), 270.17(b)(4), 270.30(k)(2), 264.19, and
264.229 (a)

The application does not provide evidence demonstrating that the clay material available on-site will
provide the low permeability required for a soil liner. In fact, the laboratory hydraulic conductivity
test data for Upper Dockum material (Appendix E in the original application) which showed test
results consistently higher than the maximum acceptable value, and the original plans for use of a
bentonite-soil mixture for the pond liner, have been removed from the revised application.

--

..
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Recommended Changes: The test fill plan will
permeability testing.

~

malifod to indicate use of~ dU:tmeter sarn;ies for

Response No. 53i states that "the CQA plan will be revised to distinguish CQC and CQA
responsibilities including evaluation of earthwork and geosynthetic installer CQC plans." However, in
the CQA plan presented in Appendix B of the revised permit application, no distinction is made
between CQA and CQC when discussing the activities the CQA engineer conducts on a daily basis,
including activities that would fall under CQC of earth materials as well geosynthetics and other nonsoil components of the evaporation pond and the truck wash unit. In addition, Section 2.2 (Use of
the Terms in This Plan) of Appendix B, states that "in the case of geosynthetic and other non-soil
components, CQC is provided by the Manufacturers and installers of the various geosynthetics."
This statement directly contradicts response No. 53i. Revise the CQA Plan and related sections of the
application to present CQA and CQC activities in a distinct manner, as suggested in the EPA
Technical Guidance Document: Quality Assurance and Quality Control for Waste Containment
Facilities, EPA/600/R-93/182, and in Waste Containment Facilities: Guidance for Construction,
Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Liner and Cover Systems, page 22, and identify who will be
conducting the activities.

--

Response: The current CQA plan (Volume IV} presents a definitim ofCQA and cq:; that is amistentwith the
reforenmd EPA Guidance docununt. The CQA plan will further darif; the "Irrlefmdent" status of the CQA
arganizatim

-

Recommended Changes: Modify CQA plan as indicat:td al:me

--

Response 53j states that "The testing frequencies for both pre-construction and post-construction will
be reviewed. Recommendations in "same ref. as previous comments ... " will be used as basis for
testing frequencies." This statement is false. Table II-3 of the CQA Plan and the testing frequency
recommendations in Daniel and Koerner, Waste Containment Facilities (WCF), Tables 3.8 and 3.10,
are compared side by side below.

--

--

TP CQA Table 11-3
Compaction curve
Sieve analysis
Atterberg limits
In·situ moisture
In-situ density
Calibration density
Moisture by oven
Shelby tube permeability

--

Not mentioned
3,000yd3
3,000yd3
300 ccy
300 ccy
1 per day
1 per day
1,000yd3

WCF

4,000 m3 (5,263 yd3)
800 m3 (1,053 yd3)
800 m3 (1,053 yd3)
5/ac/lift (161 ccy)
51 ac/lift (161 ccy}
1 per 20 nuclear densities
1 per 10 nuclear moistures
1/ac/lift (538 yd3)

As shown above, the proposed soil liner testing frequencies are only one-third to one-half of the
frequencies recommended by Koerner and Daniel. The application CQA Plan must be revised to
provide for soil testing at least as frequently as recommended by Koerner and Daniel. In addition, the
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Response: The test fill plan preserztHi in the CQA Plan (Volunr IV} will ~ rnaliforl to prvJXJse using la'Yfi?
diameter (12·inch) samples cut frcm the test fill for permeability testing. This will ~done rather than cunducting a
Sealed Douhle Ring Infiltrcmeter. (SDRI}. Recent research has indicatai that the ~ dU:tmeter penreability tests will
represent actual field permeability values as detenninedfirm SDRI tests (Bensm, et al).

--

-

~

Test Fill Plan must be revised in accordance with standard industry practice as recommended by EPA,
and Koerner and Daniel, to include a large-scale infiltrometer test to determine the large-scale
hydraulic conductivity of the test fill.

---

----
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application must be revised to include moisture-density curves every 5,000 ydJ (at minimum) and at
every visible change in soil type (color or texture).

Response: The testingftequencies oudi:nl!d in the rejl?rel1(H/ guidarre da:umtnt wiD k inalrJ;orated into the CQA
plan. Houec:er, ue understand that NM ED u:ould coosider alternatiu: testingfrequ:ncies after anstmctian ofthe first
cell and sanefield experience with the proJXJStd soil liner materials has been obtainai.
Recommended Changes: Modify CQA testingfrequencies as requested In addition, statxmentwiD k adda:i to
CQA pl.m that wiD require that the final CQA repm present the results of any CQC tests conducted by the
installation ccntractors.
Response 53k promises that a statement that "no waste shall be accepted at the site until NMED has
reviewed the certification report." The revised application does not contain such a statement, or the
actual (different) requirement for submittal of the certification report, in 264.19(d). Revise the
application to include (in the CQA Plan) a statement that no waste will be received in a unit until a
signed CQA certification report for that unit has been submitted to the NMED Secretary.

Response: Volume I, Pa~ 2-20 indicates that the facility wiD not accept uwte until NMED has apprr:!UJ:i the
CQA Certification Report.
Recommended Changes: A simil4r statxmentwiD k adda:i to the CQA Plan.
D·4i

-

-------

Response: The reference to surface imjxJunJnent an Pa~ 7-1 will k nmotai In addition, an page 7-1, under the
section an the eutJ»ration pond the respmse action wiD include "closure ofthe pond" per 264. 223(b}4.
Recommended Changes: See al:me
D-4j(3)
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Prevention of Overtopping: 270.17 (b)(2), and 264.221 (g)

According to Section 4.1.2 (Evaporation Pond Layout and Phasing) of Volume III, "Pond
overtopping will be controlled manually through the use of liquid elevation indicators placed in the
pond." If this is the only overtopping control and this requires Facility personnel checking the fluid
level in the pond to prevent overtopping, then the proposed weekly inspection is not sufficient. What
does inspection of "improper operation of overtopping control systems" mean in this context?
Revise the application to fully describe the design and/ or operating procedures that will provide
adequate protection against impoundment overtopping/ overflow.

--

Leakage Response Action Plan: 270.17(b)(5), 264.223(b) and (c)

The application Response Action Plan in Appendix G includes all of the requirements of 40 CFR
264.223 and 264.304 (for both the evaporation pond and the landfill) on the first page of Section 7.0.
Then a separate section is provided for the evaporation pond, beginning at the bottom of the page.
This second section includes all of the preceding responses, except for the requirement to "determine
whether waste receipt sh<;mld cease or be curtailed... " etc., in 264.223(b)(4). The separate plan for the
impoundment also includes an additional commitment (not found in the regulations) to "immediately
remove the surface impoundment from service and remove any fluids contained in the surface
impoundment to an adjacent approved pond or other approved facility... " There appears to be no
need for the separate (and incomplete) set of responses for the evaporation pond. Revise the
application to clarify the applicability of the responses on the first page of Section 7.0 to both the
landfill and the impoundment (add a reference to 264.223), and remove the following separate section
concerning the impoundment only.

--

-
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Response: 7he pond feuds 'Will !:X? inspect«l urekly as part ofthe facility Ofx!rations and Mai:ntenan(E Plan and 'Will
also !:X? obse1w:i during any filling operations. These visual obsemaims 'Will !:X? made against a stajf-gaUjf to cunji"tm
that the desi?Jl capacity is not king excarkd.
Recommended Changes: OJ;erations and Mai:rztenana! Plan 'Will prrwidei details on visual obsemaims to
made and that a staff-gauge 'Will !:X? installwl to detennine desig}'l operating leu:L

!:X?

In response No. 58, a brief discussion of the availability of sufficient volume for a 100-year, 24-hour
storm is provided. However, no such discussion is provided in the text of the application. The details
of the pond capacity and freeboard calculations are not provided in the application, although the
response states that this information "will be presented in the pond detailed design drawings." In
addition, the overtopping prevention measure proposed does not address the concerns specified in
the previous NOD comment. Revise the application to provide the information source references
and calculations supporting the statement that the impoundment has at least the capacity to accept
nm-off from the 100-year storm.

Response: 7he pond has been desi?J?«lwith 2-feet offree !xJard. This is present«l in Volume III, Page 4-2. There
is no rnn-on to the pondfirm the surrounding area. 7he diroct procipitatim to the pondfirm the 1OO·year rainfall is
5.3 inches. Therefore, the 2/eet offree OOard should !:X? sufficient to aarrrorxxlate the dirrrt rainfall fran the 100 }MT24-hour erent.

-

---

Recommended Changes: None.
0-6

Landfills: 270.14(a), 270.21 and 264.300 through 264.317

As noted in the following comments, the landfill design and operation portion of the application is
still incomplete in many respects. The application must be revised to provide complete design and
operating plans.

Response: See response to Comrmt D .

•

....

D·6c(3)

-

The laboratory test report and stability calculations in Appendix E-2 include assumptions that are not
carried through to the engineering report and construction specifications. The calculations assume
that the largest equipment on a slope will be a D6 dozer (maximum ground pressure 9.8 psi), and that
the protective cover soil will never be saturated; resulting in a factor of safety of 1.8. The
specifications (Appendix C, page 02232-3) allow equipment with up to 20 psi ground pressure on 24inches of soil (the cover soil thickness). The consequences of saturation or near-saturation of the
cover soil are not addressed under static or dynamic conditions, although soil saturation was
specifically requested to be considered in the previous NOD comment.

--

--

----

Loads on Liner System: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(1)

Response: 7he operations /ayer'Wi/1 !:X? placul ow- the entire side slopes andjlror during the anstrtctim phase ofthe
project. This is intend«i to provide prota:tim for the liner materials ow- the long term. 7he D6 dozer is specifie:i for
p/aament ofthe operations layer in the sp«:ifo:mims Sectim 02232. 7he allmmble equipnmt loadings areforutria~s
thickness ofoperations lajermaterial that is used for haulrrud etc. The sp«:ifo:mims Sectim 02232, 3.02, Paragraph
F indicate that unless otherwise specifie:i these allmmble equipnent gratnd pressures should !:X? used. Hauer.er, in
Paragraph E the D6H-LGP or otherequipnmt appram1 by the Outrr shall !:X? usedforp/aament.
Recommended Changes: The pennit text 'Will !:X? ma:lijiai to indicate that this soil COU!Y'Will be p/acal during
anstmctim ofthe liner system.

111111

111111

-
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The laboratoty testing (Appendix D) used only slightly moistened, well-compacted cover soil (only the
GCL was saturated). The specifications (page 02232-4) only limit cover soil placement during
precipitation, leaving open the possibility that a dozer much larger than a D6 may be operated on wet,
nearly-saturated cover soil layers during the hours and days after rain storms. Although these
conditions may not result in catastrophic slope failures, the application does not demonstrate that
such circumstances have factors of safety greater than 1.

Response: See~ W11J?1I:nt. 7be condition ofamplete saturation of the operations layer is possible during peak
rain eu:nts. HOl.a!U?r, the spocifo:ations prohibit placrment ofoperations layer mdterial during rain or ackme ~ther
andition.s (Paragraph M). Furthenmre, the gw:rm{XJsite drai:ndge /ay!r is dim:tiy l:xdaw the prota:tiw soil layer and
should pruvide drai:ndge for the prota:tir.x? soil layer mdterial in the lmg rnn. 7be stability calculations presentui in
Appendix E-2 specifo:a/ly indicate that the D6 dozer will1Wt place prota:tiu! soil during rainfall erents. Since this
a:nstruction will be a:mJieta:l during the const:n-«:tion phase ofthe project CQA staffwill be onsite to cmfom that prop:r
p&ammt equipnent is usa:/ and that the mdterial is 1Wt placai during rainfall eu:nts.
Recommended Changes: None.
In addition to these concerns, the application does not provide calculations of the predicted stresses
in the synthetic liner system materials or anchor trenches due to down-drag loading on the slopes.
Loading due to wet protective cover soil on the 300 feet slopes may exceed anchor trench capacity,
and therefore require that cover soil placement be limited to only a portion of the slope above the toe.
If sacrificial geomembranes are proposed (see Comment D-6c(5)), consideration of an additional
loading scenario may be necessaty. The application must be revised to demonstrate that the landfill
liner system will be constructed to prevent failure due to climatic conditions, the stress of installation,
and the stress of daily operation.

Response: 7be stability calculations for the andxrr trench and the prota:tiu! soil layer stability, indicate that the
critical interface strengthfor the lirN?r systen can be characterizai by a residualfriction angle {31 degrees) and adhesion
{15 psf}. 1his is greater than the slope angle of 18 degrres. Therefore, their will not be any residual stress deuioped in
the liner systen or the andxrr treruh as a result ofstatic loading anditions.
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6c(4)

---IIIII

july 1999

Liner System Coverage: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(iii)

Two significant deficiencies were identified in the revised liner coverage information. 1) The landfill
liner is intended to eventually cover the floor and sidewalls of the entire (Phase I, II and III) landfill,
but none of the drawings actually shows the full extent of the planned liner. For example, Drawing 8
shows the anchor trench for the Phase 1 liner, but no drawings are provided to show the anchor
trenches and/ or liner coverage for Phase II and Phase III. Similarly, the text of the application only
suggests (Volume III, Section 3.1.4, page 3-7) that the plans for Phase II and Phase III liner
installation, access ramps and waste fill sequencing" ... will be determined in the future." 2) The liner
anchor trench is located in the center of each of the two Phase IA access ramps (Drawings 8, 13 and
14). This leaves the outer half of each access ramp outside the limits of the liner system. The entire
surface of the access ramps will be routinely contaminated with wastes tracked from the active fill face
by waste hauling and water trucks, and waste placement and compaction equipment, contraty to the
statement in Section 2.5.1.2 (page 2-14) in the application. (Both ramps apparently may be used for
both entty to, and exit from, the landfill.) The application must be revised to demonstrate that the
liner system will be installed to cover all surrounding earth likely to be in contact with waste or
leachate during Phases I, II and III.
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Response, (Part 1}: 7he permit applicatim will h? revisal to only request a pennitfor Phase !A. 7he extent of
liner cm:er~ on Phase /A is slxnm on the Drawing 9.
Recommended Changes: None.
Response, (Part 2}: 7he Operations and Maintenance Plan will require that umte trucks are insped!dfor umte
dais and otkr loose WISte material hanging firm uhels and/or truck frames that could fall off after exiting the
landfill. Ifdebris is noti:d, the loose material will h? mnouri prim to exiting the landfill. Other non-loae material
may~ to h? rr:moud at the truck 'W:lSb.
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6c(5)

Liner System Exposure Prevention: 270.21 (b)(1 ), 264.301 (a)(1)

The application does not explain whether the entire installed liner system will be immediately covered
with soil, or why " ... a sacrificial geosynthetic will [or may] be deployed... " instead (as stated in the
response to the previous NOD). The revised application (text Section 2.5), engineering report and
specifications do not mention possible use of sacrificial geosynthetics. (See Comment 68.) The
application must be revised to demonstrate that the liner system will be constructed to prevent failure
due to climatic conditions, the stress of installation, and the stress of daily operation.

Response: 7he prot«:tiu! soillajerwill h? plaad orer the entirefloor and side slopes as part ofthe anstruction. Ibis
is shar.m en the Drawing 12.
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6d

Liner System Foundation: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(ii)

The response promises to provide bearing capacity and stability evaluations for load bearing
embankments, but the revised application text (Section 2.5) and engineering report 01 olume II,
Section 3) do not include such evaluations, or even mention the load bearing embankments that are
shown on the west and south sides of the landfill on Drawing 6 01olume III, Appendix A). The
outward slopes of these embankments appear to be about 3:1, but the slope is not specified. The
embankments will apparently be built directly on top of the existing, highly variable Quaternary
sediments, as indicated on Drawing 7 (Cross-section A-A'). The embankment on the west side of the
Phase III sub-cell is more than 20 feet above natural grade, about twice as high as proposed in the
original application. Slope failure or severe settlement of the constructed embankments could result
in damage to the liner and cover systems, increased erosion, and release of wastes to the environment.
The application must be revised to demonstrate that the liner system will be placed on a foundation
capable of providing support to the liner system adequate to prevent failure due to settlement,
compression or uplift.

Response: 7he stability caladationsfor the landfill will h? up:lat«i to spr:ifo:ally address the
south sides ofthe landfill.

rom on the 7.reSt and

Recommended Changes: Slope stability calaJatim to support the 3H·1 V fiD slopes around the fX?rimeter ofthe
landfill will h? presentJd and indedai in the apperzdiiEs to the Enginrering refXJrt.
The interim Phase II cut slope to the south of the initial Phase I fill is proposed to be left at 2:1 grade
until Phase II excavation begins. The stability of this slope was not evaluated in the application. A
failure of this slope may disrupt operations, fill in the proposed "clean" runoff collection basin, and
possibly damage the completed liner on the floor of Phase I, where contaminated landfill runoff is
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proposed to be collected. The stability analysis in Appendix E-1 suggests that 3:1 slopes will have
only minimal factors of safety (1.4 for static and 1.2 under seismic loading), asstuning unsaturated
conditions and Upper Docktun strength properties for the Quaternary sediments. The top forty feet
or so of the slope actually will have less strength, and the exposed slope will be repeatedly wetted and
eroded by precipitation. The bare slope may be left exposed with no maintenance for perhaps 10
years or more, if the landfill business is slow. Finally, the slope stability evaluation for the 3:1 slopes
does not include static or dynamic loading due to construction equipment. Therefore the proposed
2: 1 cut slope is apparently likely to fail. A sudden slope failure could threaten the lives of workers.

Response: 1he slope along the south side ofthe Phase !A e:xcaw,tim is ronsider a tm7:pJrary slope that will b? cut by
the excawtion cuntractm: It is sh07J.I'l as 2H·1 V in the plans, hmw:er, the haulroad running across the slope will result
in an OWl" all slope angje ofapproxVnately 2. 75H·1 V. Har.eerer, to address this questir.n, cut slcp? stability cakulation
uill b? UJXlaud to rrfort this slope.
Recommended Changes: Slope stability cakulatims for cut slopes will b? updatad to include the south slope of
the Phase !A e:xcawtim.
The bare 3:1 cut slopes above the access ramps on the east and west sides of the proposed Phase I fill
will be exposed to precipitation inflltration and erosion from the time of excavation until the decision
is made to complete the liner system on these slopes. The application provides no indication of how
long this time period might be. The slope stability calculations in Appendix E-1 assume that "due to
the temporary nature of the cut slope, a [factor of] safety less than [the typical minimum of] 1.5 was
accepted." (Page 2) The parameters in the calculation are claimed to be "very conservative," but in
fact the climatic exposure conditions (infiltration of precipitation over an extended time period) and
routine heavy loading due to construction on the slopes (e.g., 40-ton truck and 80-ton scraper traffic)
have not been accounted for. The exposure of these bare slopes will be extended, for at least several
years, cannot be considered "temporary." Although a calculation concerning Ramp Stability is
provided in Appendix E-6, this addresses only scraper loads on the "sub-base and road base," not the
stability of the slopes on which the access ramps are located. The slope stability evaluation must be
revised to fully account for actual slopes in the landflll (both 2:1 and 3:1); actual soil strengths;
exposure effects due to weathering, precipitation inflltration and erosion; and construction stresses on
the slopes due to dynamic loads from trucks, dozers and scrapers.

Response: 1he ramp slope stability cakulatims 'W'?re cansiderrr1 to b? the most critical in terms ofequipnent loading.
Therefore, they 'W'?re analyzed with a scraper an the ramp. 1he awt"ail slope stability (3 H·l V slope} uith equipnmt
loading uus not cansiderrr1 to b? critical as the W?ig}Jt ofthe scraper, dozer or loadtxi trnck is my small ampa'l«i to the
ueigfJt ofthe slope materials. HOUf!U!Y, in order to 'wifY this assumption, cakulatims will b? pruuided to show that the
awt"ail slope stability is not impactHl by the presence ofthe ramp or any landfill·rdtw:d equipnmt.
Recommended Changes: Add calculatim for side slope stability with ramp and equipnmt huling {static and
dywnic).
D-6d(4)(b) Bearing Capacity: 270.21 (b)(1), 264.30 1(a)( 1)(ii)

-...
-

---

The response discusses interface shear testing and slope stability analyses, but the comment requested
a foundation bearing capacity analysis. Bearing capacity is particularly important in the areas around
the boundary of the landfill where embankments (structural fills above natural grade) are proposed to
be constructed on top of relatively weak sandy sediments. Revise the application to provide an
analysis of the bearing capacity of the liner system foundation, with emphasis on the structural fills on
the west and south sides of the landflll.
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Response: The results of the geot«:hniml imestigation indicated that the site soils hcnx? an allmwhle h?aring capacity
1his will provide adequate bearing/or the structural fiUs around the perimeter of the

of4,000 pounds per square foot.
landfilL

Recommended Changes: GdaJation package will be include:i in revised permit application that will
ckmmstrate adequate foundation b?aring capacityfor the perimeter structural fills based an the natiu! soils.
D-6e(1)(a) Synthetic Liner Compatibility Data: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)

The application (Section 3.2.3.5) does not provide information necessary to demonstrate that the liner
system materials will be compatible with the wastes and leachate that will be in contact with those
materials, as required by 264.301(a)(1)(i). Liner compatibility data from testing with synthetic and real
leachate is available from liner manufacturers and other sources. Revise the application to include
summary information and references to the data relevant to the proposed geomembrane and other
liner system components.

Response: The application currentfy rrferences EPA guidance cltxwrmts that indicate that HDPE is generally
resistant to most leachate for facilities that do not accept organics. Hau:er.Er, specific HDPE manufactures ratings for
crmpatibility with mrious dxmicals will be presented in an Appendix to the Engineering Report. In addition, GcrndyMarley has canmit:ta:i to peifonn site specific ~tibility tests prior to the start ofronstruction, OIU£ the wzte stream
to be accepted at the site is knmm.
Recommended Changes: Add manufactures published inforrrutim an canpatibilitywith 'tWiats dxmit:als to the
applicatim.
D-6e(1 )(c) Synthetic Liner Bedding: 270.21 (b)(1 ), 264.301 (a)(1 )(ii)

The proposed specifications (02119) and CQA requirements (Section II.3) for prepared subgrade
materials allow any type of soil found on site to be used, and do not correspond with previously
approved criteria. The CQA Plan provides no method for enforcing the limited subgrade criteria
mentioned in the response (Response No. 81 states that prepared subgrade " ...materials will be free of
particles larger than 1 inch in diameter or sharp objects which may puncture the liner"). The
proposed specifications and (X)_A Plan do not include any prohibition or mention of sharp objects.
No grain size analyses are required for prepared subgrade, and no gradation range is specified for this
material. 1bis means that any of the soils excavated anywhere on site (sand, gravel, caliche, silt or
clay) can be used for prepared subgrade, so long as cobbles, large roots and branches are not visible.
Proctors are required only once every 6 acres (CQA Plan, Table II-2), equal to 4,629 cubic yards of
material, i.e., one test for about 231 dump truck loads of material (at 20 yards each). This approach is
not consistent with the Alternative Liner System HELP Analysis, in Appendix E-28 of the
application. 1bis document provided the basis for the preliminary 1996 NMED approval of the
proposed alternative (non-M1R) design for the Triassic Park landfill liner and cover systems. For
example, the Prepared Subgrade description in Section 4.2.8 of this document states:
"The prepared subgrade material considered is essentially the same material considered for the clay
barrier material described above. ...this material is the same material proposed for the clay barrier...
For the prepared subgrade layer, the same soil texture number and defaults were input as the clay layer
described above including the conductivity."
Since the characteristics of this component of the alternative liner design are proposed to be modified
in a non-conservative manner in the current application, the applicability and adequacy of the 1996
HELP analysis is called into question. Revise the application to specify clay liner material for
Prepared Subgrade, or revise and expand the Alternative Liner System HELP Analysis report to
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demonstrate that the proposed open or empty specification (any type of soil) as a substitute for the
clay material will provide equivalent physical support, and equivalent hydraulic performance, of the
liner system.

Response: The specification for the prepam:i suhgrade will be modifor1 to rrquire that only CL and CH {USCS)
materials be usa:l This is the sarre specification as the clay liner materid In addition, testingfor the prepam:i suhgrade
W/1 be specifoxi to include tests for grain size and A tterberg limits at afrequency ofone per 12 5, 000 square feet.
Recommended Changes: See abacx!.
D·6e(2)(b) Soil Liner Compatibility Data: 270.21(b}(1}, 264.301(a)(1)(i), 264.301(c)(1)(ii)

Limited GCL testing to determine saturated shear strength was performed (Appendix D), but no
waste nor leachate compatibility data are provided. The application must be revised to provide an
evaluation of the chemical compatibility of the bentonite and synthetic materials with leachate which
may be generated in the landfill. Manufacturers test data, scientific or engineering literature, or testing
with synthetic leachate may be acceptable if the character of the leachate is demonstrated to be similar
to leachate which may be generated in the landfill.

Response: Gandy-Marley has crmmitt«i to perform site specific c~ity tests prim to the start ofcmstructiat.,
the 'W:lSte stream to be acapt«1 at the site is kruxm.

Ol1f.E

Recommended Changes: Manufactures publislxd informatim on the ccmpatibility of the GCL with typical
leachate materials will be provided in an Appendix to the Engineering RejXJrt.
D·6f(1)

System Operation and Design: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(2), 264.301(c)(2), 264.301(c)(3}

The application presents only a partial design and incomplete specifications for the leachate collection
and leak detection systems. Phase II and III plans "will be determined in the future" (Section 3.1.4,
page 3-7), and the design details and specifications for flow meters and fluid level transducers or
equivalent devices, and data recorders, are not provided in the application. The design will apparently
include a trench across the center of the floor of each of the three separate sections or phases of the
landfill, to accommodate the 8-inch diameter pipes in the leak detection and leachate collection
systems. However, the application provides neither description nor drawing to demonstrate how the
trenches will be designed or how the pipes will be installed. Another example is the absence of plans
for connecting the future (Phase IB, II and III) portions of the liner system to the previously
constructed liners and drainage nets. Apparently the anchor trenches may be excavated, or the old
liners will be cut at the top of the anchor trenches so that the new liners and drainage nets can be
attached.

Response: The Permit application will be revised to only include pennitting Phase IA of the lanJjilL Therefore,
descriptions offuture phases will mt be requirai
Recommended Changes: See abacx!.
Plans for operation of the leachate collection and leak detection systems do not include pump
operating levels, or procedures and equipment for draining leachate collection tanks. Management of
the leachate collection tanks is important because at leachate and leak flow rates well below the
proposed Action Leakage Rate (900 gpad), the small leachate collection tanks must be emptied several
times per day (i.e., through the night, weekends, and holidays). The prompt emptying of leachate
collection tanks (required to minimize the buildup of head on the liners) must be included as part of
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the landfill leachate collection and leak detection system operation plans. The application must be
revised to provide complete leachate and leak detection system design and operation plans.

Response: The Operations and Mainterzana? Plan that will be irrlude:l with the revised pem1it application will
address proo;dures to maintain the head on the liner to less than 1foot. 7his will be acamplishe:i througjJ pumping
firm the side s~ riser and u:rtical riser pipes. The lead?ate collirtim tank at the crest of the landfill will be~
as requinri to maintain the operating capacity for the sump pumps.
Recommended Changes: Include Operations and Maintenance Plan.
D-6f{2)

Drainage Material: 270.21{b){1), 264.301{a){2), 264.301{c){3){ii)

The design calculations for the Action Leakage Rated (Appendix G-2) recommends (sheet 3 of 40)
that the proposed geocomposite drainage material be tested to confirm that the assumed factors of
safety are adequate. The discussion of leak detection system design parameters in Section 5.2.2 of
Appendix G states that transmissivity test results, under conditions similar to those anticipated in the
field, "are required in the specifications and CQA Plan." However, the CQA Plan (Appendix B,
Section VII-1.4, Conformance Testing) indicates only that testing shall be done according to the
specification. The specification (Appendix C, Section 02710-2.01) refers to Table 02710-1, which
explains the required transmissivity test setup in Note 5 at the bottom of the table. Note 5 requires
that "the geocomposite shall be sandwiched between a layer of protective soil... and a 60-mil thick
HDPE geomembrane."
This test setup is appropriate for the geocomposite above the primaty liner (the LCRS), but is not
similar to the conditions that the leak detection geocomposite will be exposed to. In addition, the
compressive stress of 10,000 psf specified for the test (also in Note 5) may be substantially less than
the actual load on the floor of the landfill at most locations, when filling is complete. The maximum
depth of waste fill and cover appears to be approximately 140 to 150 feet, which would result in
loading of 14,000 to 15,000 psf, assuming average waste density of only 100 pounds per cubic foot
(which may be an underestimate). Revise the application to require testing of the geocomposite under
conditions similar to those which will exist in the landfill, e.g., compacted soil, GCL and textured 60mil HDPE membrane below the geocomposite, with textured 60-mil HDPE membrane and lightly
compacted above the geocomposite, under compressive stress representative of the actual loading on
the floor of the landfill. (Note: Testing with only soil above the geocomposite is also necessaty to
demonstrate that the LCRS will function as designed.)

Response: The specificatians for the trt:tnmissiuity testing on the ~will berna/iforl to require that tk tests
be conductai at a 'T.WYSt case normal pressure of15,000 psfand that texturai rather than smooth HDPE be used. The
particular config;uatian for the test will simulate the 'T.WYSt case amditim for the grrrrnfXJsite in tenns if backing
materials that rould allow penetratim into the udJs ofthe~ and restrictflow.
Recommended Changes: Mrxlify test cundi1ims to included 60 mil texturai HDPE and a maximum normal
load of 15,000 psf.
D-6f{3)

Grading and Drainage: 270.21{b){1), 264.301{a){2), 264.301{c){2), 264.301{c){3)

In addition to the absence of plans for the Phase II and Phase III systems, discrepancies exist
between the text of the Engineering Report (y olume III of the application) and the Specifications in
Volume IV, Appendix C. The pumps indicated in the LCRS and LDRS descriptions (Section 3.1.3,
page 3-5, Table 2 and Section 3.2.8, page 3-17) appear to be identical. However, the pump
specifications in Section 11210 of Appendix C state that the Vadose Sump and Secondaty Leachate
Collection System pumps will be identical, but the LCRS pump will have a much larger capacity.
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Grundfos ptunp performance curves for the "25S19-9" ptunps specified in Appendix C suggest a
flow rate of about 35 gpm at 100 to 110 feet of head, not 20 gpm as indicated in Table 2. The
application must be revised to correct these discrepancies.

Re spo ns e: The text ofthe applicatim will be rnaiifod to crma:t the discrepancies in the pump requirrments.
Recommended Changes: ModifY the text of the engbuering refXJrt t1J'Id the specifications to clarifY the
requirrmmts for the pumps in the primary systlm (side slope t1J'Id wrticaL riser) the secondary side slope riser t1J'Id the
wdofe zone side slope riser.
Grundfos performance curves (not included in the application) for the two ptunps specified in
Appendix C indicate (in notes at the bottom of the charts) that the minimtun submergence (liquid
above the ptunp) is 2 feet for the smaller ptunp and 5 feet for the larger. Revise the application to
provide additional details of the actual ptunps to be installed and the operating parameters
(submergence, on/ off operating limits, and resulting depth of leachate on the liners) that are proposed
to be included in the facility permit. Plans and procedures must be provided to minimize the head on
the liners, and to maintain less than one foot of leachate head on the liners outside the limits of the
stunps.

Response: The desigrz drawings indicate that the sumps are all depresswl below the leui of the jloar of the landfill.

EPA guidance docummts specifY that the leachate must be rnaintdimi below 1foot of head awr the jlwr liner. This
dues not include the sump. Therefore, the pump will be s~far mare than 1 foot to allaw safe ~ations.

--

Recommended Changes: Operations t1J'Id MairztenaJue Plan to be i:ncludtd in the revisad applicatim, will
address the minimtm depth in the sumps to allaw safe t1J'Id efficient OJX?ratim ofthe side slope riser pipe pumps.

--

-

--

---

The application does not provide a means for measuring or recording volumes of leachate removed
from the LCRS or the LDRS. Although flow meters apparently may be installed on pipelines from
the landfill sumps ("FM" items on Drawing 19, Sheet 1), flow meters are not discussed in the
Engineering Report or included in the Specifications. In addition, the application provides no
methods to measure the volume of leachate in the LDRS stunps, although a small 3-inch pipe
("pressure transducer conduit") is included next to each Riser Pipe in Drawing 19. Revise the
application to provide the method(s) to measure and record the voltunes of leachate removed from
each LCRS and LDRS, and the voltune of leachate present in each LDRS sump.

Response: The text ofthe Operations t1J'Id Maintenance Plan will cb:rih how the piezaneters will111RdSUYe the head
al:x!re the tip of the piezaneter and this will be calibratai to the elevatim of7.mter. This will then be c~ to the
elewtinn ofthe floar ofthe landfill to detennine ifpumping is requir«l. The f/nwmeters will be aa:umu/atingflnwmeters
that will nrord the toti:d wlume ofliquids rrmaud The wlume of liquids pumpe::l will be rerorrla:l rriPJ'1Ua!Jy vhnewr
the sump is pumpe::l This informatim will be used to detennine if Actim Leaka~ Rates are being exce«<aa. The
specific 'Wiring t1J'Id readaa details of the instrnmmtatian will not be indudai in the permit applicatim but will be
pruvida:i prim to the start ofcmstmct:im.

--

--

---

july 1999

Recommended Changes: The Operations t1J'Id Maintenance Plan will present informatim an the ~atim ofthe
piezaneters t1J'Idf/nwmeters that uill be inst.:tll«i in all ofthe sumps.
D-6f(4)

Maximum Leachate Head: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(2), 264.301(c)(2)

Although the application provides calculations of the drainage capacities of the Phase I geocomposite
Qeachate collection and leak detection layers) and LCRS stunp in Appendixes E-31 and G-1, Phase II
and Phase III are not included. Results from testing the geocomposite under design conditions are
not available, but are to be provided at some later date. The application does not address the details
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necessary- to demonstrate that the leachate collection and removal system will be operated in such a
manner as to prevent the buildup of more than one foot of head on the top liner. For example, the
pump operating control systems, fluid pressure transducers or other monitoring devices, flow meters
and data recording devices are not included in the application text, the Engineering Report, drawings
or specifications.

Response: As stated in previous arnrrmts only Phase !A will be pemrimr1 in revised permit application. 1he
Operations and Maintenance Plan to lx! sul::mimri with the revised permit application will present a description of the
type ofi:nstrnmentatio and equiprrmt that willlx! used to maintain the liquid leuds lx!law 1foot al:me the top liner.

---

--

----

Recommended Changes: 1he revised permit application will only request pennitting Phase !A ofthe landfill and
Wll include an Operations and Maintenance Plan.
In addition, the application does not provide plans for performing maintenance and monitoring, as
necessary- to demonstrate that high leachate flow rates will be managed to prevent buildup of more
than one foot of head on the top liner (outside the sump area). The proposed collection of
contaminated runoff inside the active waste disposal area (in a "pond" at the toe of the waste fill, as
shown on Drawing 10) will allow collected water to drain into the leachate collection system at a rapid
rate. (fhe protective soil cover above the drainage geocomposite may consist of lightly compacted
sand, gravel or any other type of soil found on site.) High rates of inflow to the LCRS sump will
result in the requirement to frequently empty the small leachate collection tank.
Additionally, rainstorms may produce very large volumes of leachate. For example, 3.3 inches of
rainfall on the Phase IA area of about 16.5 acres may produce as much as 1,500,000 gallons of
leachate which must be pumped out of the leachate collection sump. In this case, the 9,000 gallon
tank may have to be drained as fast as it is filled by the continuously operating 50 gpm leachate pump,
i.e., every 3 hours for 21 days, including nights, weekends and holidays. This design may not prevent
the accumulation of more than 1 foot of head on the liners, even with the sump pump operating
continuously.

Response: 1he Operations and Maintenance Plan will descrik tk fPU!Yal proadures and documentat:inn associated
u:ith mmitnring and pumping the sumps. 1he design for the Phase !A landfill envisitnri that amtaminata:i surface
w:tter runoffofthe landfill faa 1J.ladd drain to the south toe and then into the LCRS systmz, 7.ihre it 7.tmld lx! remuri
by either the side slope riser ar wtical riser pump systens. EPA guidttna da:uments discussing the pra:e:/ures far
pumping ofthe LCRS and maintaining the requir«i 1foot ofhead aixJr£ the top liner, m;rygnize that this may not lx!
achiewhle imme:liateiy after rainstorms, prrrtiaJarfy during the start offillingfor each individual rell.

---

---

---

Recommended Changes: Operations and Maintentrnce Planwilllx! in.cluda:i in revised permit application.
The application must be revised to provide complete design plans for the landfill (Phases I, II and III)
leachate collection and leak detection and removal systems (including pump controls, flow meters,
pressure transducers, data recorders, etc.) and plans for operating and maintaining these systems. The
plans must demonstrate that the leachate head on the primary liner will not exceed 1 foot during the
active life and post-closure care period of the landfill, using the 25-year, 24-hour storm as the
minimum design basis.

Response: 1he revised permit application will only include Phase !A. Hacw:er, the HELP analy:es that uere
cmductid for the entire landfill footprint far cunditims lx>th during ¥rations and after closer indicated that the fluid
leuds 7.tmld not exceed 1foot ofhetUi on the liner.
Recommended Changes: Reuisa:i permit application will only include Phase !A.
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Systems Compatibility: 270.21(b)(1 ), 264.301(a)(2)(1)(A), 264.301(c)(3)(iii)

The application does not provide waste and leachate compatibility information for the liner system
construction materials. The application must be revised to demonstrate that all components of the
leachate collection and leak detection systems are chemically resistant to the wastes to be managed in
the landfill and the leachate that will be generated from them.

Response: As prwioosly indicattd, cunp:uihi/ity testing of the prOfXJSed materials for the liner and lRachate colla:tion
sysUm 'Will be tested prior to constructim ofthe facility.
Recommended Changes: None.

-...
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Prevention of Clogging: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(2)(ii), 264.301(c)(3)(iv)

The application provides a design specification for the geotextile to be used to filter soil particles out
of the leachate drainage layer (Appendix E-21), but does not suggest any other measures to prevent or
respond to clogging of the leachate collection and leak detection systems. One potential cause of
clogging of the leachate collection geonet and/ or sump is excessive runoff infiltration, which may
result from the proposed ponding of runoff on the protective soil cover at the toe of the waste fill.
The filtration geotextile should not be expected to completely exclude day-sized particles, especially
when large volumes of infiltrating runoff are expected to pass through the protective soil cover, over a
period of several years. The proposed geocomposite testing (Appendix G-1, sheet 8 of 40), although
intended to simulate LDRS design conditions, should include testing of the actual LCRS conditions as
well (including infiltration of large volumes of water through typical sand and other surficial soils
from the site. Revise the application to evaluate the potential for clogging of the leachate collection
system by infiltrating soil particles, and redesign the runoff collection pond if necessary to prevent
clogging.

Response: The gwtextile design presented in Engineering Report ewluates the filter characteristics if the gwtextile
against the ansite soils that 'Will be plami as the operatims /ay?r on the side slopes andfloor of the laru/fill. The filter
desif!!l ewluates the Apparent Op!ning Size (A OS) against the gradation ofthe soils to be protectei. Grotextile filters
7iil1 allow a certain tU11lMnt offine particles througjJ the gwtextile with the objrtire ofestablishing a filter gradation in
the adjacent soil. If there is not a defoud soil layer dirocdy adjacent to the gwtextile, then there is the potentialfor large
uim?es offines {silt and clay size particles) to migrated throupjJ the gwtextile. Therefore, the desif!!l has spocifod a
protfrtiu? soil layer on top ofthe grotextile on roth the side slopes and the floor ofthe landfill.
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6g

Liner System Construction and Maintenance: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)

The application does not provide complete (e.g., Phase II and Phase III) material specifications for
the liner system, or test fill results for the clay liner in the Phase I sump. The application must be
revised to include the entire landfill and all components of the liner system, including clay liner
compaction and placement requirements based on or confirmed by test fill results.

Response: The reuisa:i permit application 'Will only request approwlfor Phase !A.
Recommended Changes: See alxJre

-
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D-6g(1}(b) Soil Liners: 270.21(b}(1), 264.301(a}(1)
The application includes clay liner material specifications (Section 02221), but no information to
demonstrate that this material can or will be compacted as necessary to achieve the required low
permeability. No data is provided to demonstrate that the clay material available on site will meet the
permeability specification, or that the clay will be chemically resistant to the wastes and leachate to be
managed in the landfill. Obtaining these data will probably require performance of the EPA 9090 test
procedure and construction of a test fill. Revise the application to provide compaction, permeability
and waste compatibility test results.

Response: As~ indicatHl soil liner and leachate ccmp:ttihility tests (EPA 9090) will k cmducte:i prior to
cmstructian. In addition, the testfiD will k cunst:ructal, as per the prrx«/ures outlim:d in the CQA plan, prior to the
startofcunstructian (Volume IV, Specifications 02221.
Recommended Changes: The text ofthe application (Volurre I) and the Engina?ring ReJXYrt (Volume III) will
b? nuxlijiai to more clearly represent that the EPA 9090 test and a test fiD an the soil liner materials will k cmducte:i
prior to cmstructian.
The application does not provide plans for Phases II and III of the landfill. The design repon does
not clearly indicate whether the leachate collection and leak design systems are expected to be
identical to Phase I. The sump designs for Phases II and III are not provided, although they will
clearly have different dimensions and floor slopes than the Phase I sump. Revise the application to
provide complete design information for the entire landfill (See Comments D-6f(1) and D-6£(3)).

Response: The rroiMl [ermit application is only for Phase !A. Additional, phases will require a [ermit
rrnJificatim.
Recommended Changes: Revisei j:ermitma:lifo:atinnwill only request Phase !A.
D-6g(2)

Construction Specifications: 270.14(a), 270.21 (b}(1 ), 264.301 (a)(1)

The construction specifications (Appendix C) are not cenified, stamped or signed by a New Mexico
professional engineer. Revise the application to provide the necessary cenification.

Response: The rroiMl [ermit applio:uion will be sign«/ and stamp:ri by Mr. Gmer.
Recommended Changes: See al:xJre
D-6g(2}(b) Soil Liner: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a}(1), 264.303(c}(2)
The application does not include design details for Phase II and Phase III of the landfill. Revise the
application to include design details for the entire landfill.

Response: The rwise [ermit application will only rrquest [ermitting Phase !A.
Recommended Changes: See a/me

""'"

-

..

D-6g(2}(d) Leachate Collection and Leak Detection Systems: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a) and (c)
The application does not include specifications for several components of the leachate collection and
leak detection and removal systems. The proposed method of connecting new segments of the liner,
leachate collection and leak detection systems is also not addressed, as noted in the previous NOD.
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Response: Since only Phase !A will be perrnitt«i with this application. Om:rurtions to fUture phases will mt be
shmm Also see responses to crmrrmts D and D-D6g{3).
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6g(3)

Construction Quality Assurance Program: 270.21 (b)(1 ), 270.30(k)(2), 264.19, 264.303(a)

The Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) Plan has the name of a professional engineer printed on
the cover page, but a seal, signature or certification is not included. Revise the application to include
certification.

Response: 7be CQA plan will be sigmrl and stamp«i by Mr. Omer.
Recommended Changes: None.
The CQA Plan does not address pumps, controls and instrumentation, although these are integral
components of the leachate collection and leak detection systems. Revise the application to include
CQA requirements for pumps and controls, liquid level sensors, flow meters and data recorders.

Response: 7be CQA plan am-ently indicates that these will be tested in aa:nrr:l.ou:e with manufacture rf!fjUirrments.
Recommended Changes: 7be CQA plan will be rna:lifod to include a brief description of the op;rc.:tional
features that will be include:i in the facilities and the wreral manufactures proo:dures for chtx:king and/or calibration
during instdlation.

-

---------
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Revise the application to include design details, specifications and CQA requirements for leachate
level sensors, pump control systems and flow meters; and the proposed methods for connecting new
sections of the liner system during expansion beyond the Phase IA limits.

..-

-

Find * Gtmdy Marley's Respoo;es to HRMB's Request for Supplemmtal!nfomutim

The response to the previous NOD (response No. 105b) stated that the CQA Plan would be revised
to incorporate the most recent EPA guidance (fechnical Guidance Document: Quality Assuranoe and
Quality Control for Waste Containment Facilities, EPA/600/R-93/182). The revised CQA Plan
conflicts with several basic recommendations in the EPA guidance. For example, the definitions of
Construction Quality Assurance and Construction Quality Control (CQC) in the CQA Plan are
radically different from the definitions in the EPA guidance. The proposed Triassic Park definition of
Construction Quality Control includes "Manufacturers, Suppliers, Contractors or Owners ... " in the
group of those who may perform CQC functions, and carries this approach through the entire CQ_A
Plan. In contrast, the EPA guidance states (page 2) that CQC "...is normally performed by the
geosynthetics installer, or for natural soil materials by the earthwork contractor... (CQQ refers to
measures taken by the installer or contractor to determine compliance with the requirements ... " The
application CQA Plan does not include any Manufacturing Quality Assurance or Control
(MQAIMQC) as recommended by the EPA guidance (page 2). The proposed CQA approach for the
Triassic Park facility (with no CQC) is confusing, and is not in agreement with EPA guidance or
typical industry practice. Assignment of CQC functions to Manufacturers, Suppliers or Owners
(Section 2.2) is inappropriate, and will not improve the quality or assist in documentation of the
quality of the constructed units. Manufacturers, Suppliers and the Owner are not expected to
construct any of the permitted units. The application provides no justification or explanation for the
proposed changes in the approach recommended by EPA Revise the application CQ_A Plan to
provide definitions and assigned functions for MQA, MQC, CQA and CQC in accordance with the
EPA Technical Guidance Document.
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Response: The CQA Plan prooides definitions for CQA and~ that are cmsistent with the rmst nrent EPA
g;tidance daumRnt. The definitions rejla:t the differeru:es kmmz eartlnwrks and gx;synthetic cmstmctim.
Recommended Changes: CQA Plan 'Willforther identifY ard clarify the indeJx:ndence of the CQA engin;mng
firm the desi[!fl engb-urr:

--------------

The proposed CQA Plan does not include the NMED as a party to CQA, as requested in the
previous NOD comment. This is another example of the failure of the CQA Plan to incorporat'e the
recommendations of the EPA Technical Guidance Document into the Triassic Park plan, and another
contradiction between the response (No. 10Sd, which promised to incorporate the NMED into the
CQA Plan and Project Organization Chart) and the actual revised application. Compare Figure I -1 of
the proposed CQA Plan with Figure 1.1 of the EPA guidance. The proposed plan and project
organization do not illustrate nor account for the flow of work from design through manufacturing,
construction, inspection, certification, approval by NMED, and, finally, actual operation of the
facility. The application CQA Plan must be revised to include the NMED as a party in the Project
Organization, and the structure of the MQAICQA organization must be revised to account for the
flow of work on the facility from start to finish. If the proposed organization does not mirror the
recommended structure in the EPA guidance (EPA/600/R-93/182, page 4), the revised application
must provide a full explanation of why the EPA guidance is not being followed.

Response: The permit applicatim (Volume I, Sectim 2.5.2.3) curn:ntly indicates that NMED must review and
certificatinn report prior to -rwste acceptance. H~ the organizatim chart and text ofthe CQA plan
uill be malifod to more clearfy indicate the role of NMED on the i~tim process for cmstructim ofthe lcmdfill
and otherfacilities.
apprut.£ the

Recommended Changes: See alme.
The previous NOD requested acknowledgment of the permit modification requirements of 40 CFR
270.41 and 42, and the response (No. lOSe) promised to include " ... Agency notification of any design
changes which might require permit modification." However, the revised CQA Plan only suggests
(Section 1.4, page XVIII-S) that when design or specification changes are required, the owner will
notify NMED. The plan does not indicate whether the NMED will be notified before or after such
changes are constructed, and does not mention the permit modification requirements of 20 NMAC
4.1.9, incorporating 40 CFR 270.41 and 42. Revise the CQA Plan to specifically acknowledge the
permit modification criteria in 40 CFR 270.41 and 42.

Response: The CQA plan will be rnalifoi to clearfy indicate that desiffl ~ and malifo:atim 'Will hu to
subnitttd, reuietmi and appraud by NMED in ~with pennit malifo:atim requirunents of40 CFR 270.41
and42.
Recommended Changes: See alme.
The previous NOD requested that the CQA Plan be clarified to provide for separate certification of
each phase of landfill liner system construction, including the final cover. The response (No. lOSt)
promised to provide for submittal of certification reports for each constructed phase. However, the
revised CQA Plan does not mention the phased construction plans or the requirement for multiple
certification reports. Revise the CQA Plan to provide for submittal of certification reports for each
phase of liner system construction.

Response: The revistd permit applicatim 'Will only include Phase /A am.structit:n. HarLf!W", the CQA plan 'will be
rna/ifoi to clearfy refort that a certificatinn report will be re£jUira:/far eadJ phase oflandfill a:nstn«:ticn.
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Recommended Changes: See al:me
Section 2.5.2 of the application text is inconsistent with the EPA CQA guidance. For example, the
final bullet on page 2-20 discusses a need for unidentified subcontractors and consultants to have an
acceptable CQA program. There should be no need for any additional CQA program outside the one
to be included in the facility permit. There should never be any need for a consultant to have an
independent CQA program even if they are also a construction contractor. Revise the text of the
application to conform to the definitions and practices outlined in the EPA guidance.

Response: The operational features of the facilities 'Will b! instalki in aa:ordaru:e with rru:trrt{actures' proadures.
Therefore, they may lxne CQA plans that should b! imp/Rrnent«l as part ofconstmctian and should k consistent with
but separatefom the m:erall CQA plan that is beingpresent«i as part ofthis applicminn.
Recommended Changes: None.
D-6g(4)

Maintenance Procedures for Leachate Collection & Leak Detection Systems: 270.21(b)(1),
264.301 (a) and (c)

Response No. 106 to the previous NOD promised to provide maintenance plans. However, the
revised application still does not include maintenance plans. Section 2.5.3.2 of the application states
that "The landfill structure will be maintained through a routine preventive maintenance program
which will be fully defined in the final site operations plan." As noted in previous comments, the
application must include final design and operation plans. Revise the application to include
maintenance plans for the landfill leachate collection and leak detection systems.

Response: An Operations and Maintenant:E Plan 'Will b! prepared and subnitta:i as part of the rrnisai permit
applicatim.
Recommended Changes: Seeal:me
D-6g(5)

Liner Repairs During Operation: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)

Response 107 states that repairs to the landfill liner will be made in accordance with the original
specifications and CQA Plan. However, the text of the application does not mention liner repairs.
The most appropriate document for such a commitment to be located would apparently be the final
site operations plan, which has not been submitted. Revise the application to include the final site
operations plan, and ensure that the operations plan contains a clear and explicit commitment to
repair the landfill liner.

Response: The sper.ifo:ations irr:licate repair proadures for the soil and ~synthetr materials that uill b! used for
antainment and leachate colla:tion and mmc.d. HOTJ£U?r, the Op:ratims and Maintenant:E Plan 'Will specifica/ly
reforerue the specifo:atiat sectims ulm referring to repair offacilities.
Recommended Changes: See al:ure
0-6h

Action Leakage Rate: 270.21(b)(1)(v), 264.302

The proposed Action Leakage Rate (AIR) of 900 gallons per acre per day (gpad) is a large rate of
flow. The initial Phase IA liner as proposed on Drawing 9 will cover a surface area of about 16.5
acres. Therefore an average flow of 14,850 gallons per day (gpd) or less into the Phase IA LDRS
sump would not trigger implementation of the Response Action Plan. The largest ALR will be for the
Phase II sump, which will drain about 37 acres. The Phase II ALR would therefore be 33,300 gpd.

-
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Response: The rr:vis«i pennit application wiD only request a permit for Phase IA. The Operations and
Maintenance Plan wiD address spocific pumping rates and methods for measuring wlumes OU?r a partiadar time periai
to crmJWe to ALR values.
Recommended Changes: The Operations and Maintenance Plan wiD address specific prrx:alures for tracking
uiumes ofliquids purnpxlfirm tlx sump and canparisan to ALR values.

--

The proposed ALR is nine times the EPA recommended minimum. The explanation given for the
nine-fold increase is the high transmissivity of the geocomposite. However, the transmissivity cited in
Section 3.2.9 of the Engineering Report is 2.2 x 1Q-4 m 2/sec, which is only 7.33 times greater than the
minimum of 3 x 10-s mZ/sec required in 40 CFR 264.301(c)(3)(ii). In addition, the value specified in
Section 02710 of the construction specifications (page 02710-9) is 2.0 x 1Q-4 m 2/sec, only 6.7 times
greater than the minimum required value. Revise the application to include an Action Leakage Rate
of no larger than 670 gpad, or provide additional information to justify a larger value.

----

Response: The calaJatians presentai in the appendix to tJx enginrering repyrt are cmsistent with tl:vse rer:tmJ?Wdai
by EPA. The calculationsfor the ALR are dependent on both tlx tranmissivity oftlx gwnet or g:o<rmfXJSite and tlx
thickness. Wtth both oftlxse factors taken into acmunt, tlx A LR values can k justifod.

---

Recommended Changes: None.
D-6h(2)

Monitoring of Leakage: 270.21(b)(1)(v), 264.302(b)

Response 109 to the previous NOD does not address the request to provide the method the facility
will use to determine whether the Action Leakage Rate has been exceeded for each sump. The
revised application likewise provides no method or calculations of the weekly volume of leachate
removed from the leak detection sump which would constitute such exceedence. The Phase I liner
system (and presumably the Phase II liner) will have two different areas, during the initial Phase IA
operating period and the next (Phase IB?, IIA/IIB?) period. Therefore, the Phase I sump should
have two different· weekly total volumes calculated to compare with the actual leachate pumped.
These calculations and resulting volumes are necessary to demonstrate how the leak detection system
will be operated, and when the Response Action Plan will be implemented. Revise the application to
include calculations of the total weekly volume for each sump, for each different development or
operating period that will trigger implementation of the Response Action Plan.

Response: The Operations and Maintenance Plan wiD address specific pumping rates and methods for measuring
uiumes OU?r a partiatlar time perixi to crmJWf! to ALR values. The pfttn wiD indicate the amt (JW'uhim the ALR
uill k calculatai bam on the proJXJsedfilling area.

--

--

~

Tills rate of flow would require nearly constant operation of the 25 gallons per minute (gpm)
seconcluy leachate collection system pump specified in Appendix C, Section 11210, page 2. In
addition, the 9,000-gallon leachate collection tank would have to be emptied four times per day to
keep pace with the leachate pump. The application does not provide plans to continue operation of
the leachate pumps and transfer of collected leachate aronnd the clock, as will be required to minimize
the head on the liner system, if the leakage rate approaches the ALR. Revise the application to
provide for continuing operation of the leachate and/ or leak detection system sump pumps, and
emptying of the leachate collection tanks if necessary to allow continued operation of the sump
pumps, throughout the times when the facility is otherwise non-operational, i.e., overnight, weekends,
and holidays.

--

----
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Recommended Changes: Subnit Operations and Maintenarre Pfttn with rr:vis«ipermit applicatiaz.
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Response Actions: 270.21(b)(1)(v), 264.304

The Response Action Plan for the landfill provides for monitoring the landfill srnnps weekly and after
significant precipitation. The term "significant" is not defined. The proposal to check srnnps only
weekly, after the Al.R has been exceeded, does not meet the requirements in 20 NMAC 4.1.500
(incorporating 40 CFR 264.301(c)(3)(v) and (4)), i.e., to prevent liquids from backing up into the
drainage layer and to minimize the head on the bottom liner. If the srnnp in the Phase II sector was
to be checked and pumped by manual control only weekly (due to failure of the fluid level sensor in
the srnnp, or any other reason) and the leak rate remained at or near the ALR, about 233,000 gallons
would have accumulated and would be waiting to be removed from the srnnp, each week. This
approach could result in the accumulation of large amounts of leachate in the leak detection system
drainage layer and expose the bottom liners to high pressures and extreme variations in pressure. The
RAP must be revised to provide methods (e.g., daily or more frequent inspections) and/ or equipment
(automated leachate detection, alarm and pump operating systems) as necessary to prevent backup of
leachate into the LDRS drainage layer, and to minimize head on the bottom liner.

Response: In Volume 1, Sectim 5 indicates that the landfill will be i:nsptrte:1 W?ekly and after storms. Due to the
lirnit«i rainfall that is expectal at the site, these criteria will require impoctim after trrty rainfall. In additim, Secticn 5
indicates that the LCRS and LDRS will be insp«:ta:i dailyfor the presence ofliquids.
Required Changes: None.
D-6J

Run-on and Run-off Control Systems: 270.21(b)(2), 264.301(g)

The application provides only partial nm-on and nm-off control system design calculations and
drawings. No calculations or designs for managing nm-on or nm-off beyond the initial Phase IA
development are included. Revise the application to include plans for managing nm-on and nm-off
for each and every phase of future development of the landfill.

Response: The rr?ZJisei pennit Wl1 only request pennitti:ng Phase !A.
Section 2.1.3, Facility Traffic Plan, Unimproved Access Roads and Temporary Construction Haul
Roads, states that although the construction haul roads are not shown on the drawings, provisions for
surface water drainage such as culverts and ditches, as well as erosion control features, will be
included. Many of the construction haul roads will be in the landfill excavation or immediately
adjacent to it. The nm-on and nm-off control measures associated with the haul roads may directly
impact the waste fill or waste emplacement operations, must be included in the application. Revise
the application to include sufficient detail on these features to allow for full review.

Response: Phase !A haulroads are shaun on Drawing 8.
Section 2.2, General Facility Design Analyses, Erosion Control, states that a freeboard height of 3.5
inches (0.3 feet) was selected. Provide the rationale for the selection of this value for the channel
design.

Response: A freeJxx:rrd depth if 0.3 feet is a crmrrm wlue used bj otkr g:neming awzcies (i.e. Office of Suiface
Mining). Hata!U!Y, a re-ewluatim will be rnPde using Soil Onserwtim Seroice metJxxis and may be retter suitedfor
this typ! ofoperatim. This methai uses 20 perrent ofthe depth for suhcriticalflnw and 25 perrentfor supemiticalflnw
but not less than a 1. 0foot.
Section 2.1.3, Facility Traffic Plan, Unimproved Access Roads and Temporary Construction Haul
Roads, states that the truck staging area will only be constructed with a gravel surface. Provide
information on how any releases from trucks waiting to deposit their contents will be managed.
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Additionally, this area is to drain to the surface water detention basin. Provide information on
whether or not the discharge from this area will be under valve control. In the event that a release
does occur, having this area under valve control could prevent the release from impacting the surface
water in the detention basin and any areas downstream of the detention basin.

Response: Any la:alize spills Wll be cleamd up as requim:l by tk Contin[p1CJ Plan presenta:i in Volume I of the
permit application. 7he truck staging area will drain to the suifcu:e uuter rnnoJf basin, uhich is desigm:l to cmtain the
25·)W'Y, 24-hour storm and contrcl the 100--;ear, 24-hour storm erxnt.
Section 2.0, Hydrogeology, Section 2.3, Return Period/Precipitation, states that three return periods
were used to design and evaluate the stormwater control system. This is an oversimplification, as
each channel was not evaluated for each of the return periods, and the ramp ditches, site perimeter
ditches, and roadside ditches were only evaluated for a 2-year return period. 1bis section needs to be
expanded such that the complexity of the design is fully discussed.

Response: 7he storm uuter control system wnsists of not only ditcks but also the deten:tim pond and associatrd
spilhmy. Section 3. 0 provides further explanation ofthe control systlm.
Section 2.4, Hydrograph Response Shape, states that a medium hydrograph response was selected for
disturbed as well as undisturbed areas. During construction of the landfill, none of the areas will be
vegetated, and if vegetation does exist, it will not be very hardy. The worst case conditions will occur
during this poor-vegetation state, which would be representative of a fast or high response rate.
Either provide the justification for using the medium response rate to predict the runoff response, or
revise the response hydrograph used such that it is representative of a non-vegetated/unprotected
area.

Response: 7he medium hyd-tugraph response um ustd because of the B type (sandy) soils an site. Fast hyi"f""Yt!!aph
responses refer to hard packa:i soils or urb:tn areas. 7he an-site sandy soils 7.WUld not produce the fast run-offas
associat«l with a fast response.
1bis Section 3.0, Channel Design, states that channels with peak flow velocities greater than 5 feet per
second from an average storm will be lined with gravel or rip rap if required. No information is
provided on how a determination will be made as to whether gravel or riprap will be placed. Revise
this section to include this information.

Response: This section will be revised as requested
Section 5.0, Ponds, of the Storm Water Control System Design, does not discuss the design approach
shown on Drawing No. 27, Section 24. Surface water will be allowed to pond and percolate into the
landfill cover and the soils that will serve as the road subgrade. This could potentially create an
unstable condition on top of the liner. Provide a design discussion and calculations that clearly
demonstrate that the soil will remain stable and the cap surface will not be negatively impacted by this
proposed water management approach.

Response: Suifcu:e uuter will mt be allawrl to pond for substantial periais of time along side the rrud due to the
positiu? grade ofthe road 7he uuter swfcu:e mark is slxnm to indicate the roadside ditl:h capacity.
Table A-1, Curve Numbers, does not provide a value for the curve number used for the waste area
type. Revise this table to include this value.

Response: Table A -1 will be revised as requested
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The Channel Design information presented for Ditch 5, in Attachment 2, Channel Designs and
Drawing No. 25, Sheet 2 of 2, states that the side slope used for design of this ditch was 2H: 1V. The
supporting computer run for Ditch 5 in Attachment 1 shows that this was used only for the 2-year,
24-hour rain event. A value of 3H:1V was used for the 25 year, 24 hour rain event. Either revise the
Channel Design Table and Drawing No. 25 such that the correct side slope is referenced, or
recalculate the flow for the 25 year, 24 hour rain event using a side slope of 2H:1V, as indicated.

Response: The Channel Design Tahle and Drawing No. 25 will be revised
The maximum total depth for Ditch 3, at a slope of 1.1 percent to 2.0 percent, should be 2.4 feet, not
2.3 as indicated on Drawing No. 25 and the Channel Design Table in Attachment 2. Revise both
accordingly.

Response: The Channel Design Tahle and Drawing No. 25 will be revised
The spillway 25-year, 24-hour flow value presented in the Channel Design Table is actually the 100
year, 24-hour flow value. Revise the table to include a footnote to this effect.

Response: The table cines include afootnote indicating the 100-ylm", 24-haerflnwwlue.
In Appendix F-2, the velocity of the flow in the Channel Design Table for Ditch 1, during the 2 year,
24 hour rain event should be 4.1 feet per second (fps), not 4.3 fps as indicated by the table. Revise
the table accordingly. Additionally, revise the table to include a reference for why the velocity
calculations were not required for the 2-year storm analysis given the following conditions: the 25year, 24-hour rain event flow velocity was less than 5 fps, so the 2-year, 24-hour rain event flow
velocity would also be less than 5 fps, or because erosion protection had already been specified, so
verification that it was needed is unnecessary.

Response: OJmrtims to the Design Table will be made.
Flow calculations were provided for a Landfill Phase I Run-off Data set, but the results are not
discussed in the Surface Water Control System Design. Revise the channel design discussion to
explain the data generated by this analysis, and how it is being used.

Response: The channel design discussion will be reuisai as request«l..
In Attachment 3, Apron Design, provide a reference for the equation that was used to determine the
apron width.

Response: The rr{err!nawill be pruuidtd as requestRd.
Drawing No. 25, Sheet 1 of 2, does not include any flow directions or elevations. Revise this drawing
to include the flow direction of each water conveyance channel and to include surface contours such
that the surrounding surface water flow directions can be determined in relationship to the surface
water control system features.

Response: The drawing will be reuisai as requestRd.
There is no material definition for the perpendicular cross-hatching underneath each of the crosssections in Drawing No. 39. Define the material the perpendicular cross hatching represents.

Response: The hatdingis suhgrade. Wewillmaiifyhatding tobecmsistentuith syn};vls on Drawing 2.
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Detail F, on the right hand side of Drawing No. 39, calls out the prepared subgrade. The direction
arrow is pointing to the wrong material. The prepared subgrade is represented by the vertical crosshatching, not the perpendicular cross-hatching. Revise the drawing accordingly.

--

----

--

Response: The diroctiaz anuwwill be chang:d
Detail 2, on Drawing No. 43, Sheet 1 of 2, refers to a clay liner material. No discussion in the
engineering report refers to a clay liner material used in the roll-off area. Revise the engineering
report to discuss the clay liner material shown in Detail 2.

Response: The clay liner material is used to backfill the aruJxrr trf!l'l£b to preu:nt infiltration of surfcce uwers. The
material should be plaad and co~ in aaurdancewith the Clay Liner sprofo:ations in Volume IV.
Drawing No. 43, Sheet 2 of 2, does not provide a slope for the HDPE pipe. Revise the drawing to
include the installation slope for the HDPE pipe along the sump wall.

Response: The slope is approximately 4H·J V. This will benot«ion the drawings.
Section S-105, Drawing No. 45, Sheet 5 of 5 does not provide an overlap dimension for the steel
reinforcement. Revise Section S-105 such that all steel reinforcement overlaps are specified.

-

Response: This c.rmm:nt has been eliminattd as agrmi upcn.

--

None of the arrowheads are visible in Section S-563 of Drawing No. 45, Sheet 5 of 5. Revise this
section such that all dimensions and call outs are clearly discemable.

Response: This c.rmm:nt has been eliminattd as agrmi upcn.

-

---
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Section 2.5.1.6, Run-on/Run-off Control, of the Part A Application states that the run-off from the
landfill side slopes above the liner system will be channeled away from the waste and managed as
clean water. Facility run-on will be diverted via a diversion channel to a natural drainage discharge
point, and facility run-off will be managed in detention basins according to Section 2.1.4, Facility
Stormwater Control, of the Engineering Report. There is no discussion provided on how clean water
will be managed, except that it will be collected in the detention basins, and allowed to evaporate. As
the design capacity of the detention basins is for only a 24-hour, 25-year storm event, provided a
discussion on how facility run-off will be managed if the detention basins are not dry at the beginning
of a 24-hour, 25-year rain event.

Response: The cl&:n uuter basin will be purnJXri after rainfall evmts that result in the aa:umiation ofuuter in the
basin, This will pruride capacityfor the 25-ytar, 24·hour Stann e7R/t.
The information presented on Drawing 10 is inconsistent with Drawing 13. Drawing 13 shows a
surface water diversion berm and associated culvert, but these two features are not shown on
Drawing 10. Revise one or both of these two drawings such that these inconsistencies are resolved.
Additionally, these features are not discussed in the stormwater management design portion of the
permit application. Any surface water management features that control or manage runoff must be
discussed in the Engineering Design portion of the application under the surface water management
section and all supporting design calculations must be provided. Revise the storm water Engineering
Design portion of the application to discuss all storm water management features.
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Response: Drawing 13 is generally a en/a~ (detailed) area of the colla:tian basin and Drawing 10 represents the
filling plan for Phase 1A. 1hus the benn arrl associat«i culrert are not shmm an roth. The pem1it application will be
revised to discuss the purpose ofthe benn and culwrt.

------

---

---

Recommended Changes: See a1ur.e amments.
D-6j(3)

Management of Collection and Holding Units: 270.21(b)(4), 264.301(1)

Although the text of the application (Section 2.5.1.3, page 16) appropriately proposes that the three
leachate collection tanks will be managed as less-than-90-day storage units, the basis for the permitting
exemption and the generator requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.300 (incorporating 40 CFR
262.34(a)(1)(ii)) are not mentioned. The tanks are not required to be permitted (in part) because the
waste they will store (F039leachate) will be produced on-site and is listed in 40 CFR 261. Generator
requirements include the tank management standards in 40 CFR 265 Subpart J, except 265.197(c) and
265.200. For example, 265.192 requires that the new tanks must be assessed and certified by an
independent professional engineer, and 265.193 specifies adequate containment requirements. The
generator requirements that must be met if the tanks are to be exempted from permitting
requirements should be acknowledged in the application. In addition, the details of plans for
emptying the tanks and managing leachate must be included in the application.

Response: Discussions are ongoing with NMED regcm:iing the requirrmmts for pennitti:ng the truck 7msh and
associat«i tanks.
D-6j(5)

Maintenance: 270.21(b)(2) and (3), 264.301(g) and (h)

The drainage control section of the application (2.5.1.6) and response No. 120 to the previous NOD
do not mention the requirements for maintenance of the drainage system. Section 2.5.3.2 of the
application indicates that an Operations and Maintenance Plan will be prepared at some future date.
Revise the application to include maintenance requirements for the run-on/run-off control system.

Response: The Operations andMai:ntent.rna! Plan will address rnai:nterztou£ofthedrainag?ditches. This is expecte:l
to i:ndude ~mmituring after all rainfall ecmtsfor the build up ofsaliment and erosim.
Required Changes: Operatic:ns and Mai:ntent.rna! Plan.
D·6k

-------
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Control of Wind Dispersion: 270.21(b)(5), 264.301ij)

The application (Section 2.5.1.7) does not address the previous NOD comment, although response
No. 120 suggested suspending waste placement operations and/ or employing wind screens and
fencing as necessary to control or prevent escape of wind-blown wastes. The revised application
focuses solely on spraying water to limit dust escape. Since many wastes may not be dust or soil-like,
and may consist of materials which could be more easily dispersed by wind, such as paper, cloth or
building debris, additional control measures such as those mentioned in response No. 120 should be
included in the landfill operating plans. In addition, the plans should account for tracking of wastes
out of the active fill face area and the potential for subsequent dispersal. Cleanup of vehicle tires or
treads may be advisable before allowing them to exit from the active face. Revise the application to
provide effective means to control or prevent dispersal of wastes by wind Provide a maximum wind
speed, above which waste dumping and spreading operations will be halted; and differentiate between
disposal operations below the perimeter road and operations above that elevation, where exposure to
wind will be greatly increased.
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Response: The Operatims and Maintenance Plan will indicate that landfill operators will inspect uhides prior to
leaving the landfill for signs ofammulate:i uuste an the tires or truck baiy. Ifacaonulaud uuste is obsenxd the whick
Wll h? dirrrte:l to the truck mtSh. The maximum wind spe«i for plaament will h? spocifiai at 35 miles per lxMr
(MPH) in the Operations and Maintenance Plan.
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I.

CLOSURE PLANS

l-1a

Closure Performance Standard: 270.14(b)(13), 264.111

The closure plan in the revised application proposes the same definition of the closure performance
standard identified as unacceptable in the previous NOD. Closures of all units are to be followed by
sampling of soil to determine if contamination exists. The single criterion to be used in these
determinations is that no indicator parameter concentration should be more than three standard
deviations above background. Response No. 147b and the revised application do not address the
objections raised in the previous NOD, but simply restate the preference for this simple way of
demonstrating compliance with clean closure requirements. Background samples are not proposed
to be taken before operations begin, indicator parameters are not proposed, and the number and
locations of background samples are not suggested. The probable absence of organic hazardous
constituents in quantifiable concentrations is not addressed. The need to account for environmental
and human health toxicity in the potential contaminants is not mentioned. The closure plan must be
revised to address each of the above factors in developing specific and detailed procedures for
demonstrating clean closure and adequate decontamination around the landfill. The number,
locations and analytical parameters for background samples must be provided, etc.

Response: Trey to respond
Response 147d states that it is agreed that any concentrations found in closure confirmation sample
analyses that are above the range of regional background values must be addressed in a
comprehensive risk assessment. This statement contradicts the explicit language of both the original
and the revised closure plans, as well as response NO. 147b. Three standard deviations above the
mean of background values will almost always be far above the highest value in a normal population
(i.e., a group of representative samples). Since a large difference of opinion clearly exists, it is even
more important that the specific details of how the background and closure sampling will be
performed. The application must be revised to provide a detailed sampling and analysis plan for
determining background concentrations in the soils at and near the facility, prior to the start of
operations (unless another means of demonstrating clean closure is provided).

Response: The requinments for sampling and analysis of soils during closure are h?ing reuiew:d and di!cussed with
HRMD.
1·1 e(2)

-

W\ WP\601\c:am.... &
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Disposal or Decontamination of Equipment, Structures and Soils: 264.112(b)(4), 264.114

Response 151 states that the information requested in the NOD comment was provided. However,
review of the closure plan in the revised application failed to locate any mention of a commitment
that any hazardous constituents left at a unit will not impact any environmental media in excess of
Agency-established exposure levels and that direct contact will not pose a threat to human health or
the environment (see Preamble 51 FR 16444, May 2, 1986). Revise the closure plan to include the
above commitment.

Response: The closure plan will h? revised to include this type ofammitment.

-dill
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1-1 e(3)(b)
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Cover Design: 264.31 O(a)

The proposed cover design described in the closure plan (Section 8.1.6, Volume I) states the
vegetative cover thickness as 2 feet, but the Engineering Report (Section 3.1.5 states that this layer is
2.5 feet thick. Revise the application to resolve this discrepancy.

Response: Vegetatir.ecm:erthickness should be 2.5 feet.
Recommended Changes: The closure plan will be revised to be ronsistent with the Eng;inreri:ng ReJXrrt and
drawings.
1-1 e(3)(e)

Grading and Drainage: 264.31 O(a)(3)

The cover design does not provide any kind of outlet drainage for the geocomposite, at the toe of the
cover. Revise the application to address the predicted effects of drainage of infiltrating precipitation
off the cover. If increased erosion, root penetration at the outer limit of the cover, or other adverse
effects are likely to occur, provide additional design features (e.g., perimeter drain piping) to minimize
these effects.

Response: Drawing 23 indicates a toe drain around the perimeter ofthe landfill cm:er to colla:t and discharg! 'imler
that infiltrates througfo the ~ire row:

--

--

----

-----

-
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Mr. James P. Bearzi
State of Nev. . texico Environment Department
Hazardous and Radioactive Mmerial Bureau
P. 0. Box 26110
2044 Galisteo
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502

Reference:

Work Assignment No. Y513; State ofNew Mexico Environment Department,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; General Permit Support Contract; Triassic Park
Engineering Design Review; Review of Facility's Response (Section D); Draft
Deliverable

Dear Mr. Bearzi:

Enclosed please find the draft deliverable for the above referenced work assignment. This
deliverable consists of a technical evaluation of the I\-fay 1999 Montgomery Watson Preliminary
Draft Response which was reviewed to determine if the proposed revisions adequately addn::ss
NMED's deficiencies and concerns issued to Gandy Marley on :\1arch 11, 1999, in an
informational request letter. As previously discussed with NMED, TechLaw was tasked in this
assignment to review the engineering design sections for container and tank storage, the surface
impoundment, the landfill, and closure as it relates to sp~ific design information.
In general, with the exception of only a few issues addressed in this deLiverable, the responses
provided by the applicunt are adequate. However, care should he taken to ensure that the
modified application and the commitments made in the May 1999 responses are adequately
addressed in the actual revised application.
Enclosed is a hard copy and an electronic file of the deliverable on a 3.5 inch diskette in
WordPerf ect 6.1. In addition, an electronic file has been e·mailed to Ms. Stephanie Kruse of
NMED. Please feel fn::e to contact me or Mr. Greg Starkebaum, the senior review engineer, if
you have any questions . We both can be reached at 303-763-7 188. Mr. Starkebaum will be out

ofthe office from June 23, 1999, until June 29, 1999.
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Mr. James P. Bearzi
June 23, 1999
Page2

July 1,
TechLaw is aware of the telephone conference call that has been tentatively scheduled for
directed
1999, at 2:00p.m ., and Mr. Starkebaum will be involved in lb.~ technical discussions as
byNME D.
Sincerely,

~~~~
QeK . Dreith
Project Manager
enclosures

cc: S. Kruse
C. Am.indyc
R. Dinwiddie
W. Jordan
G. Starkebaum
D. Romero (file)
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TRIAS SIC PARK HAZA RDOU S WAST E LAND FILL
ENGINEERED DESIGN REVIE W SUBM ITTAL

Submi tted by:
TecbL aw, Inc.
300 Union Boule, ·ard, Suite 600
Lakew ood, CO 80228

Submi tted to:
Mr. James P. Bearzi
State of New Mexico
Enviro nment Depart ment
Hazard ous and Radioa ctive Materi al Bureau
P. 0. Box 26110
2044 Galiste o
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87~02

In respon se to:
Work Assign ment No. ¥513

June 23, 1999
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REVIEW OF RESPONSE TO
REQLEST FOR SUPPLEMENTARY INFORl'\1ATIOS
TRIASSIC PARK WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY
TATUM, NEW MEXICO
The May 1999 Montgomery Watson Preliminary Draft Response was reviewed to determine if
the proposed revisions to the November 1998 permit application adequately address the
deficiencies and concerns in the March 11, 1999 information request.

D.

PROCESS INFOBMATION

The response is adequate. As noted regarding several of the following responses, the plans in the
revised application must be adequately detailed to demonstrate compliance with the applicable
regulations. In most cases, the responses indicate that the application will be revised to provide ov,
requested information. Where this commitment was not explicitly provided in a response, a
reminder comment is provided to emphasize the necessity for the permit applie:ation to include
adequately detailed, final design plans.

y,.
Also, numerous responses indicate only that additional information will be included in the
0
this
application to address comments. Although these responses are classified as ..adequate" in
review, the actual revised application must be considered to determine if the revisions are in fact
adequate responses to the comments.
D-1

Containers: 270.15, 264.170 through 264.178

The response is adequate.
D-la(3)

Secondary Containment Sy~tem Dcsicn and Operation: 270.15(a)(l),
264.175(a), 264.175(d)

The responses are adequate. Stability of the concrete floor and unsupported trench will be
verified by weekly inspections.
D-la(3)(a) Requirement for the Base or Liner to Contain Liquids: 264.175(b)(l)
The responses are adequate.
D-la(3)(c) Containment System Capacity and Control of Run-on: 270.1S(a)(3) and (4),
264.175(b)(3) and (4)
The r~sponse is not adequate. Although the application states (Section 2.2.2, second paragraph)
that "This area is restricted to wastes that do not contain free liquids", this statement appears to
apply only to the stabilized waste portion of the roll-off storage area. According to Section 2.2.2,
(third paragraph) wastes which are accepted in roll-off containers that are found to contain
liquids (whether they are expected to contain liquids or not, prior to arriving at the facility) may
1

II
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be stored in the roll-off storage area. Free liquids in roll-offs may be r~moved by vacuum truck
whiie the roll-offs are stored in the roll-off storage area, and wastes containin g free liquids may
be stabilized at some future time. after being stored in the roll-off storage area for indefinite time
periods. Section 2.2.1 (first sentence) states: "There is a potential for free liquids to exist in
incoming waste." The response refers to the "criteria for no free liquids" in the waste acceptance
criteria, but no mention of any prohibitio n of acceptance of free liquids in incoming roll-off
containers was found in the "Facility Waste Acceptan ce" discussion (Section 2.2.1) or the
"Waste Analysis Plan" (Chapter 4). Therefore, the requirements for the applicatio n to
will have
d~::monstrate that the incoming roll-off container storage area containm ent system
(in
run-on
any
and
s,
sufficient capacity to contain 10% of the total volume of (44) container
as
defined
264.175(b)(3) and (4)) are applicable. Precipitat ion which falls directly on the unit is
run-on in 260.10. The application must be revised to include calculations bast=d on the roll-off
storage unit design that demonstr ate complian ce with these requirements.

D-la(3)(e) Remo\·al of Liquids from Containm ent System: 270.15(a)(S), 264.175(b)(5)
The response is not adequate. Although inspection frequencies are listed in Table 5-1, the
application does not provide the required commitm ent to remove spilled or leaked waste and
accumula ted precipitation as necessary to prevent overflow of the collection systems. The
application must be revised to include such a corrunitment, to demonstr ate complian ce with
264.175(b)(5).

D-lb

Containe rs Without Free Liquids; 270.15(b)

The response is adequate.

D-lb(l)

Test for Free Liquids: 270.15(b)(1)

The response is adequate.

D-lb(2)

Descripti on of Containe rs: 264.171,2 64.172

The response is adequate.

D-1 b(3)

Containe r Manaeem ent Practices: 264.173

The response is adequate.
D-lb(4)

Contajpe r StoraKe Area Drajna&e: 270.15(b) (2), 264.175(c)

The response is not adequate. The response does not indicate that the application will be revised
to include the: proposed restriction on placemen t of roll-off container s within 60 feet from the
south berm, and does not demonstr ate complian ce with the drainage requireme nt in 264.175(c).

2
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D-2

Tank Svstems: 270.16,264.19 through 264.194, 262.10

The response is adequate.

D-2a

Tank Systems Description: 270.14(b)(l), 264.194(a)

The response is adequate.
D-2a(l)

Dimensions and Capacity of Each Tank: 270.16 (b)

The response is adequate.
D-2a(2)

Description of Feed Systems. Safety Cutoff. Bypass Systems and Pressure
Controls; 270.16(c}, 264.194(b)

The response is adequate.
D-2a(3)

Oiagram of Piping. Instrumentat ion and Process Flo'!,L 270.16(d)

The response is adequate.
D-2a(4)

Imitable. Reactive and Incompatible Wastes; 270.16(j), 264.17(b), 264.198,
264.199

The response is adequate.
D-2c(l)

Assessment of New Tank Svstem's Inte&rity; 270.16, 264.192

The response is adequate.
D-2d(l)

Plans and Description of the Desien. Construction . and Operation of the
Secondan Coptainment System;

The response is adequate.
D-4

Surface Impoundmen ts

The response is adequate.
D-4e(2)

Soil Liners; 270.17(b)(l), 264.22l(a), and 264.221(c)(l)

The response is adequate.

3
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D-4e(2)(a) Material Testing Data: 270.17(b)(1), and 264.221(c)

The response is adequate.
D-4e(2)(b) Soil Liner Compatibi lity Data: 270.17(b)( l), 264.22l(a) (l)

The response is adequate.
D-4f(l)

System Operation and Design: 270.17(b)(1), 264.221(c)(2) and (3)

The response is adequate.
D-4g

Liner System. Constructi on and Maintenan ce

D-4g(l)(c) Leak Detection System; 270.7(b)(l) , and 264.221(a)

The response is adequate.

--

--------

---

D-4g(3)

Constructi on Quality Assurance Program: 270.17(b)(1), 270.17(b}(4),
270.30(k)(2), 264.19, and 264.229 (a)

The response is adequate.
D-4i

Leaka&e Response Action Plan: 270.17(b)(5), 264.223(b) and (c)

The response is adequate.
D-4j(3)

Prevention of Oyertop1,1in~: 270.17 (b)(2), and 264.221(g)

The response is adequate.
D-6

Landfills: 270.14(a), 270.21 and 264.300 through 264.317

D-6c(3)

Loads on Liner System: 270.21(b)( l), 264.301 (a)(1)(J}

The response is not adequate. Although the response ~ains that the primary synthetic Liner
will be covered with protective soil during constru_cti{}n, this information is not present in the
application and is not proposed to be included. 3ince this is an important part of the construction
plan and is intended to protect the top liner from sun exposure or wind damage, it must be
included in the application.
Note that the determination that the application or response is otherwise adequate does not mean
that the reviewer agrees with the conclusions expre!'sed by the design engineer (that the landfill
slopes will be stable after rainstorms, or if equipment larger than a D6 dozer is operated on the

slopes).
4
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-

D-6c(4)

-

The response is not adequate. (See comment D-6(c)(3))

....

-----

Liner System Coyera~: 270.21(b)(l), 264.30l(a)(l)(iii)

The response is adequate.

D-6c(5)

D-6d

Liner System Exposure Prevention: 270.2l(b)( l), 264.301(a){l)

Liner System Foundation : 270.21(b)(l), 264.301(a)(l)(ii)

The response is adequate .

D-6d(4)(b) Bearing Capacizy: 270.21(b){l), 264.301(a)(l)(ii)

The response is adequate.
D-6e(l)(a) Syptbetjc Liner Compatibi lity Data: 270.2l(b)(l ), 264.301(a)(l)
The response is adequate.

D-6e(l)(c) Synthetic Liner Beddinz: 270.2l(b)( l), 264.301(a)(l)(ii)
The response is adequate.

D-6e(2)(b) Soil Liner Compatibility Data: 270.21(b)(l), 264.301(a)(l)(i), 264.301(c)(l)(ii)
The response is adequate.

D-6f(l)

System Operation and Design: 270.21(b)(l), 264.30l(a)(2), 264.30l(c)(2),
264.30l(c)(3)

-

The response is adequate.

--

The response is adequate.

--

---

--

D-6f(2)

D-6f(3)

Draip;u~e

Material: 270.21(b)(l), 264.301(a)(2), 264.30l(c)(3)(ii)

GradiDK and Draina&e: 270.21(b)(l),264.30l(a}(2), 264.301(c)(2), 264.301(c)(3)

The response i~ adequate.

D-6C(4)

Maximum Leachate Head: l70.ll(b)(l ), l64.301(a)(2), 264.30l(c)(2)

The response is adequate.
5
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---

---
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D-6f(5)

Systems Compatibi lity: 270.2l(b)( l), 264.30l(a)( 2)(I)(A), 264.301(c)(3)(iii)

The response is adequate.
D-6f(7)

Preven tioo of Clo&~ine: 270.21 (b)(1 ), 264.301 ( a)(2)(ii), 264.301 (c )(3)(iv)

The response is adequate.
D-6g

Liner System Constructi on and Maintenan ce: 270.21(b)( l), 264.301(a) (l)

The response is adequate.
D-6g(l)(b) Soil Liners: 270.21(b)( l), 264.301(a)(l)

--

The response is adequate.

-

D-6g(2)(b) Soil Liner: 270.2l(b)( l), 264.301(a) (l), 264.303(c)(2)

---

--

---

--

---

D-6g(2)

Constructi on Specificati ons: 270.14(a), 270.2l(b)( l), 264.301(a) (l)

The response is adequate.

The response is adequate.
D-6g(2)(d) Leachate Collection and Leak DtteL:tion Systems: 270.21(b)( l), 264.301(a)
and (c)

The response is not adequate. Although only Phase lA of the landfill is to be permitted, the
response does not address the missing leachate collection system design details, specifications
and CQA requirements for leachate level sensors, pump control systems and flow meters. This
information must be included in the application.
D-6g(3)

Constructi on Quality Assurance Proeram: l70.21(b)( l), 270.30(k)(2), 264.19,
264.303(a)

The response is adequate.
D-6g(4)

Maintenan ce Pro£edure s for Leachate Collection & Leak Detection Systems:
270.2l(b)( l), 264.301(a) and (c)

The response is adequate.

6
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-
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D-6g(5)

Liner Repai rs Durin ¥ Operation: 270.21(b)(l), 264.301(a)

The response is adequate.

D-6h

Action Leaka ge Rate: 270.21(b)(l)(v), 264.302

The response is adequate.

D-6h(2)

Monitorina: ofLea kaie: 270.21(b)(l)(v), 264.302(b)

The response is adequate.
D-<ii(l)

Respo nse Actions: 270.21(b)(l)(v), 264.304

The response is adequate.
D-6j

Run-o n and Run-off Contr ol Systems: 270.21(b)(2), 264.301(g)

The response is adequate.

D-6j(3)

1(1)
Mana2;ement of Collection and Boldin~: Units: 270.21(b)(4), 264.30

The response is adequate.

D-6j(S)

Maint enanc e: 270.21(b)(2) and (3), 264.301(g) and (h)

The response is adequate.

D-6k

Contr ol of Wind Dispersion: 270.2l(b)(S), 264.301(j)

The respon se is adequate.

I.

I-ta

CLOSURE PLAi'fS
Closure Performance Stand ard: 270.14(b)(l3), 264.111

No response

I-1e(2)

2(b)(4),
Disposal or Decontamination ofEgu jpmen t. Struct ures and Soils: 264.11
264.114

No response

7

I!

-

---

--

I-le( 3)(b ) Coy er Desi~n: 264.310(a)
The response is adequate.

I-le( 3)(e )

Gradin~

and Dra inap : 264.310(a)(3)

The response is adequate.

--

--

----

--

---

---

---
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State of New Mextco
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT
Hat,ard()UJ & RadiOilcfivg MatgrlaJ.s Burrau
?.fhU f1nllttn1 ,l\trNI
.no. D ..... 2-6.I.lo
r.ArtY R. J()HN.lt.ilN
GOVBJINOP.

Sar!M F1, N~.,.. M.u.;;.;., 87Sf1J
(505) 827-1551
Fax (SQS) 827-1544

t>r."'Tiflf. u.v.:moa11
5.1CJii'T.4oU

June 25. t 999
l'vlr. Larry Gandy

Vice President
Gandy.Marley Corporation
Tria.ssic Park Waste Dispos.al Facility
1109 B. Broadway

Tatum, New MeXico 88267
RE:

MONITORING WAIVER, TRIASSIC 'PARK RAZAROO lfS
WASTE DISPOSAL FACILI1Y PERMIT APPLICATION
GROlJ~DWATER

Uear Mr. Gandy:
Gandy·Mru'ley Corporation (GM) requested in a. draft correspondc.uce dated November 8, 1998

that the H4Zardou8 and Radioactive Materials Bureau (HRMB) of tM New Mc!cico Environmen t

Department ~NMED) grant a "groundwater moDitoring wah·er" at GM'11 pl'()po::sed Triassic Park
(TP) hazardous waste disposal facility (proposed facility), J:t the November, 1998, oermit

application fo.r the proposed facility. GM provided suppnrti.oa tec.nmcaJ. inlonnauon for the
requeated waiver. Related information and a sugge:ition that the waiver be incorporated .into the
permit application ia in OM's response to IIRMD"s March 11, 1999, Request for Supplemental

Information (RSI). This letter serves a& a response to the request for a groundwat~.r monitoring
waiver and its associated correspondence.

:N'MED's a.uthority to grant a groundwater monitorif18 waiver lies in the New Mmco Hazardous
Wa!Ste Man11germmt Regulations (20 NMAC 4. 1,500)1 which adopt& by ref~~nc~ 40 CFR
264.90(b)(4). 'l'he relevant regulation states that the owner or operator of regulated units are not
subject to regulations of 40 CFR 264.90 for rolcases into 1he uppermost aquifer under this part if
"... the Regional Administrator finds that there is no potential for migration of liquid from a
regula.ted unit to the uppermOit aquifer durins the active life of the regulatoo unit ... " .

GM is requesting to substitute a vadose zone monitoring system for the regulatory-required
monitoring of the "uppennost" saturated zone. GM' s proposed hazardous wast~ disposal site is
complicated by the existence of two aquifers that could be affected by potential releues from the
facility. OM aquifer is the Santa R.oaa Sandston• aquifer~ it has been demonstrated that
approximately six hundred vertical fotrt of ~.;unsolidated mudston_, exists between it and the base
of the Upper Dockum. The other aquifer is the 8hallower Upper Dockum siltstone aquifer, which

II
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may not exist rlirectly beneath the site. This aquifer has been inferred to exist 2,500 feet east of the
facility, and due to stratigraphic conditions could potentially be affected by a r~:lease from the
facility. I-IR1.rtB considers the shallower Upper Dockum siltstone aquifer the "uppermost'' aquifer.
The requested waiv~r from monitoring the deep Santa Ro9a aquifer is therefore moot because it is
not considered the uppermost aquifer required by regulation to be monitored. Moreover, HRMB
considers not monitoring the Santa Rosa Sandstone aquifer protective of human health and the
environment for the followin& reasoDS:
1.

a commitment exist$ from OM to construct baurdous waste management units

(HWMU) with leachate and release monitoring and retrieval systems;

-

2.

approximately six hundred vertical fut of consolidated mudstone exists between
the top of the aquifer and the proposed faoility. as demonstrated through both site
specific and regional investisation reports;

--

3.

Ladditional vadose zone and uppennost aguifet monitoring ~ystem.o; will be
constructed thit should detect releases from the HWMUs before the deeper aquifer

--

is threatened;

--

--

------

4.

the Santa R<lsa Aquiter has artesian characteristics as demonstrated through a site
specific investigation; and

5.

il13talling monitoring wells in the Santa Rosa Sandatone aquifer could cause
contamination of the aquifer by contaminant migration.

The HR\18 lacks sufficient data at this point to irant the waiver for moniooring the shallower
Upper Dookum aquifer, particularly with regard to tho proximity and hydraulic properties of the
uppermost aquifer. OM must :fust satisfactorily resolve the associated issues identified in the

March, l999, RSI, and the concerns and requirements listed. below.
1.

The geohydrologic investigatioo must be expanded to include thra northern portion elf the
proposed site. Figure 3-14 (permit application, Vol. I) shows the southern portion of the

proprnicd site having sufficient aeohyilivlogic delineation, while all fi~utefli showing the
proposed facility layout locate both the surface impoundment and the Phase 1 landfill in
the northern portion of the site. A primary objec:tive ofthc expanded investigation should
be the determination of the presence of shallow groundwater below the northern portion.

2.

Th~

hyd.tulogic characteristics of' the sUtstOtles at me contaa between th~ Upper and
Lower Uockwn must be verified by performing an appropriate aquiter test in a minimum
Q[fiYc feet of saturated thickness dDwn gradient and a.s proximal as possible to the PhaSe 1
landfilL

II
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3.

There must be a conunitment to :nonitor the shallow groundwater down gradient of the
proposed site for chemistry and water table elevation. This monitoring must occur as close
to the proposed Phase 1 land.flllloeation flB possible.

4.

The HRMB reiterates its March 11. 1999 requirement (comment# 27} of establishing
preexisting groundwater chemi<:al concentrations adjacent to the facility (i.e .• background
groUltdwater quality ~oncenttations) as required in 40 CFR 264.97(a)(l).

5.

---

A vadose 7.one monitoring well (VZMW) system must be ccnstructed in !Wuilion to the
monitorin& sumps. HRMB anticipe.tes a system similar to that presented in .Exhibit No.1,
faxed to HRMB M~y I0, 1999; we withhold final design concunence until all site
investigations are complete.

6.

-

The HRMB reiterates its March 11, 1999 requirement that" ... construction of the VZMW
will, at a minimum, require the same lithologic characterization as all previous boreholes.
HR'Mllrequi~ a detailed VZMW construction wwkplan as pert of tho permit
application." In addition, HRMB requires that all subsequent boreholes, where the intent
is relaled to identifying or monitoring lhe conU:lct between the Upper and Lower Dockwu,
be shown to have been drilled a minimum of 30 feet into the lower unit.

7.

HRMB is concerned about free liquids migrating out of the storm water impou11Cimc.nt and
other sources into the subsutface and confusing the vadose zone monitoring. 'This situation
was not addressed in the water balance evaluation presented in the groundwater
monitoring waive.r petition. OM must explain how it prop<:Jses to address this situation.

8.

OM must demonstrate that the monitoring systems in the sumps are capable offunctioni ns
for the expected post·closure oare period. In particular, it must be shown that all
mechanical and electrical componeJJts can be tested to ensure proper operation and that the
equipment can be serviced should it malfunction.

9.

The response to the RSI (comment 25) states that all boro holes wore plugged using
"ori~inal drill cutlings and/or bentonite". OM must evaluate this generally uostJitable

-

--

--

--

-------

borehole ~bAndonmont technique u to the pos:sible impact of fluid migration to either of

tho proximal aquifers and the proposed VZMW netwodc. In the future aU boreholes must
have a suitable plug or annular seal preapprovc::d by HRMB.
All other requirement s within 40 CFR Part 264, Subpart F (R.elca:scs from Solid Waste
Management Units) must be addressed in the pennit application, iacluding the following;
a

the definition of a. detection monitorlnz program at all vadose zone and groundwater
monitoring pointe, as stipulated in 40 CPR 264.98;

II
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b.

the establishment of a statistical approach to determining whether a significant release has
occurred. This must be proposed from the list in40 CFR264.97(h): and

c.

the development of a contingency pian for corrective action in the eveat that fluids enter
the VZMW systcJil or contaminated fluids enter the f'Oundws.ter monitoril}j system.

f believe resolution of these issues will greatly aid our expeditious review of the petrnit
application. Should you have any questions about the groundwater issues related to th~ proposed
fncility, please contact Steve Pullen of my staff a.t 827·1561 (ext 1020). AU other inquiries
regarding the permit nppUcation shoutd be directed to HRMB's Project Leader, Stephanie Kru:le.
Please do not hesitate to let me know how we can be of further assistance.

SiDCQ:ely,

/fi/1_ --,
fru.nes P. Beam
Chief
Hazardous aw.l Rild..ioactive MutCiiala Bureau
cc:

Gregory Lewis, NMED, W&WMD
Stephanie Kruse, NMEDIHRMB
Steve Pullcnj NMEDIHRMB

"""

Dale Gandy, OM
Jim Bonner.Infimedia

-

David Neleigh, EPA Region 6

-

-

-

--

-----

Pat Corst."f, MW

II
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State of New Mexico
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT
Hazardous & Radioactive Material~ Bureau
2044 Galisteo Street

P.O. Box 26110
GARY E. JOHNSON
GOiiERNOR

Vice President
Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility
1109 E. Broadway
Tatum, New Mexico 88267

Re:

Comments: Draft Responses to Request for Supplemental Information

--

Sincerely,

-

--

---

-

SECRETARY

Mr. Larry Gandy

------

PETER MAGGIOH.E

June 10, 1999

Dear Mr. Gandy:

-

Santa Fe, .Vew Mexico 87502
(505) 827-1557
Fax (505) 827-1544

Enclosed please find comments prepared by Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau
(HRMB) staff on the Gandy Marley, Inc. (GMI) Draft Responses to our Request for
Supplemental Information. TI1ese Draft Respon::;es were submitted on May 25, 1999.
I believe that \Ve have now reached agreement on several items, although some important issues
remain to be discussed prior to finali7.;ng the permit application. At this point, I suggest that a
working meeting in Santa Fe to clarify and/or resolve remaining issues would be beneficial for
both HR..\18 and GMI.
Please call Stephanie Kruse of my staff at 505/827-1558 ext. 1024 if you have any questions or
comments.

Ill---,~·
James P. Bearzi, Chief
Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau

Enclosure
cc:

Gregory J. Lewis. NMED/WWMD
RobertS. (Stu) Dinwiddie, NMED/HRMB
Stephanie Kruse, NMEDIHRMB
Dale Gandy, OMI

Kenneth Schultz, GMI
Pat Corser, MW
Trey Greenwood, Delhart
Jim Bonner, InfiMcdia Inc.

I!

--

-----
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HAZARDOUS AND RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS BUREAU COMMENTS
on
DRAFT RESPONSES: REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
submitted May 1999
The Hazardous and Radioactive ~aterials Bureau (HRMB) has reviewed the Gandy Marley, inc.
(Gl\11) draft responses to the Request for Supplementallnformationissued March 11, 1999. ~
comments are presented below.
In many cases, the GMI draft responses indicate general agreement with the HRMB RSI comment,
and add that appropriate information will be added to the permit application. Without seeing the
specifics oftbe information to be added to the permit application, HR.,;,\1B's concurrence with the
G.MI draft responses must remain preliminary.
HRMB staff will be glad to discuss their comments on the GMI draft responses with GMI personnel.

HRMB recommends a meeting, to be held in Santa Fe, between HRMB and GMI personnel to
clarify and/or resolve other issues prior to finalizing the permit application.
Furthermore, based on the GMl draft response, HRMB will require, under separate cover, additional

site characterization to enable processing the groundwater monitoring equivalency demonstration
and the facility siting proposal.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Comment 1.

Response is acceptable, pending review of language added to the pennit
application.

Comment 2.

Response is acceptable.

Comment3.

Mr. Steve Pullen (HR.\18 staff) is currently discussing the correct format for
GMI's groWldwater monitoring waiver proposal and other requirements for
this proposal with GMI staff.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS
VOLUME 1- PART A

Comment4.

a.

Response is acceptable, pending review of correction made in Part A
of the permit application.

~TMEDIHRMB

Comments
June 10, 1999
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b

c.

---

------

Response is acceptable, pending rev1ew of corrections made in Pan
A of the permit application.

PARTB
Section 1.0, General Facility Standards

Comment 5.

No response necessary.

Comment 6.

The response is acceptable. The New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED) will write this into the permit as a Permit Condition.

Section 2.0, Treatment, Storage and Disposal

Comment 7.

Response is acceptable.

Comment 8.

a.

The Response and Recommended Change are acceptable.

b.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable. Vol. III should
also be corrected.

a.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable.

b.

Response is acceptable, pen<ting review of language added to the
permit application.

c.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable.

Comment 10.

a.-c.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable.

Comment 11.

RespQnse is acceptable pending review of corrections to drawings and text
as per responses to Comment 11 and Comment D-2a(3). Note: According
to response to Comment D-2a(3), piping will not be used to transter waste
from the liquid waste storage tanks to the stabilization bins; all transfer will
be by tanker trucks.

Comment 12.

a.

-

--

Response is acceptable, pending review of correctioru made in Vol.
(See GMI

I, Part A, and in Vol. III of the pennit application.
response to Comment 4. a.)

Comment 9.

Response is acceptable. (See response to Comment 11 - no piping

Gandy Marley
Draft RSI responses

-m1EDIHRMB
Comments
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May25. 1999

II

--

--

from tanks to stabilization bins.)

--

--

------

--

--

--

--

d.

What is the "incompatible waste" referred to and how did it get in the
Liquid Waste Storage Tanks? Where is the "incompatible waste"
being transferred to? The response to Comment D-2a(3) indicates
that no waste will be transferred through pipes. However, this
response indicates that piping will be used for this purpose. HRMB
staff would like to discuss piping further with GMI.

Is this sampling of the pipes discussed in the W.AP? HRMB staff
would like to discuss this further with GMI.
HR....\1B would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 13.

a.-b.

Comment 14.

However, the assessment of the compatabilities of the bin materials and
waste, along with the influence of the process (materials, time, temperature,
etc.) is not contained in Vol. ill. Perhaps the sentence needs to be reworded.
More disturbing, G.Ml's RSI response indicates that, contrary to the
statement, "Waste which is incompatible with the steel used in construction
will not be stabilized in the bins", some of the wastes that will be stabilized
may be reactive with the steel bins. HRMB recommends that GMl replace
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-12, 1st paragraph, with the information presented in the
response.

--

HRMB staff would like to discuss piping further with GMT.

" ... Ifthe rinsate shows to be contaminated above acceptable levels .... "
What are acceptable levels?

--

--

b.-e.

HRMB would like to discuss this paragraph further with GMI.

Comment 15.

Response is acceptable, pending review of corrected text.

Comment 16.

a.

CK PART A FOR LISTED EXPLOSIVE WASTE.

b.

The response is acceptable. NMED will include a requirement for

Gandy Marley

NMEDIHRMB
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GMI to obtain a permit for disposal of this waste from !he US
Environmental Protection Agency as a Permit Condition in the
permit.

c.

Response is acceptable.

d.

Response is acceptable. See Comment 4.a.

Comment 17.

Response is acceptable.

Comment 18.

a.

HIU..ffi would like to discuss this paragraph further with GMI.

b.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable, pending review
oflanguage added to Section 8.0.

a.

HRMB would like to disc.uss this paragraph fi.lrther with GMI.

b.

Recommended change is acceptable.

Comment 19

--

Conunent 20.

Response and Recommended Change are acceptable, pending review of
corrections to Vol. ITI to indicate that only one pond is being permitted.

Comment 21.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

-

Section 3.0, Groundwater Protection

-

-

-

------

---

Comment 22.

Response is acceptable.

Comment 23

a.

Response is acceptable.

b.

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the
permit application. HRMB understands that all the italicized
paragraphs within the May 1999, draft response on pages 12, 13 and
14 will be added to the application.

c.

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the
permit application. Please add peninent text to the application that
would assist in interpreting geophysical log groundwater information.

Gandy Marley
Draft RSI responses
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-...
Response is acceptable. Permit application language changes may be

"""

Corrunent 24

-

Commt!nt 25

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the permit
application. Please add peninent text to the application that would assist in
understanding the ultimate disposition of the boreholes.

...-

Comment 26

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the permit
application. Please add pertinent text to the application that would assist in
understanding the static water levels in WW-1 and PB-14 .

Comment 27

Response is .tlQ1 acceptable. This requirement will be addressed under
separate cover.

Comment 28

Response is acceptable. HRMB will insert the lithologic logs fa~ed to our
office on May 10, 1999 into the November 1998 revised application. Please
include copies ofthe.se logs in any subsequent submittals.

Comm.ent29

Response is acceptable. Please add pertinent table and associated text to the
application.

Comment30

Response is acceptable. Please add pertinent contour map and associated text
to the application.

Comment 31

a.

Response is appropriate but may require re-evaluation based on
required additional site characterization.

b.

Response is not acceptable. Construction of the vadose zone

-

--

-..

---

--

-

influenced by p::-oposed additional site characterization.

~~

--

monitoring wells (VZMW) will at a minimum require the same
lithologic characterization as all previous boreholes. HRMB requires
a detailed VZMW construction workplan as part of the permit
application.

---

--

---

-

c.

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the
permit application.

d.

Response is acceptable. HRMB prefers that a registered professional
employed by the prime contractor sign the certification form.

~"MEDIHRMB

Comments
June 10, 1999
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-

-,-

e

Response is not acceptable. Please specify exactly where in the
November 9, 1998 Water Balance Evaluation the issue of leakage
from the surface impoundment is considered.

f.

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the
pennit application.

--

g.

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the
permit application.

--

---

--

--

--

--

-

------

Comment 32

Response is acceptable.

Comment 33

Response is acceptable pending review of language added to the permit
application.

Section 4.0, Waste Analysis Plan
HRMB will meet with GMI in Santa Fe to discuss the revised Waste
Analysis Plan.

Comment 34.

a.-f

Comment35.

The Recommended Change is acceptable (but not the Response - storm water
may or may not be clean). HRMB would like to discuss this further with
GMI.

Comment36.

a.

Response is acceptable. Appropriate wording should be added to the
permit application.

b.

No Response provided.

Comment 37.

See Comment 34.

Comment 38.

Response is acceptable.

Comment 39-41.

See Comment 34.

Section 5.0, Procedures to Prevent Hazards

NMEDIHRMB
Comments
June 10, 1999
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--
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---

Comment 42.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with G~.

Comment 43.

Response is acceptable, pending review of inspection checklists provided in
rev1sed permit application.

Comment 44.

GW's Response is pending.

Comment 45.

Response is acceptable.

Comment46.

a.

No response.

b.

Response is acceptable. The New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED) will write this into the permit as a Permit Condition.

c.

No response. (Not really necessary.)

Comment 47.

Response is acceptable.

--

Comment 48.

a.-b,

Response is acceptable in part. HlUv1B would like to discuss this
further with GMI.

Comment49.

a.-d.

Response is acceptable.

--

Section 8.0, Closure and Post-Closure of Permitted Units

-

-

---

---

-----

-

Comment 50.

Response is acceptable, pending review of the changes to the permit
application.

Comment 51.

a.

Response is acceptable.

b.-e.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

d.-e.

GMI's Response is pending.

Comment 52.

The Response is acceptable. This information should be added to the re'\lised
permit application.

Comment 53.

a.

The Response is acceptable. The regulatory citation in question
should be referenced in the permit application.

b.

Response is acceptable, pending review of the language to be added
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--

----

to the pennit application.
c.
Comment 54.

HRMB would like tn discuss this further ~i.th GMI.

Comment 55.

a.

The response is acceptable. The regulatory citation in question
should be referenced in the permit application.

b.

Response is acceptable, pending review of the language to be added
to the permit application.

"""

--,_
----

-

Comment 56.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 57.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 58.

The Response is acceptable The regulatory citation ir. question should be
referenced in the permit application.

Comment 59.

a.

----

-

Response is acceptable, pending review of the language added to the

permit application.
b.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 60.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 61.

a.-b.

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

c.

Response is acceptable.

Comment 62.

Response is acceptable, pending review of revised closure estimates.

Comment 63.

a.

Response is acceptable.

b.

Response is acceptable, pending review of Inspection Schedule
provided.

----

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment64.

Response is acceptable. HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMT.

Comment 65.

Response is acceptable, pending review of revisions to pennit application.
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-'WI

--

Conunent 66.

STEVEP.

Comment67.

a

HRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

b.

The response is acceptable. HR.\ffi would like to discuss this further
withGMI.

c.-d.

The response is acceptable, pending review of the discussion of
background determination to be added to the permit application.

..

---

Comment 68-69.

Response is acceptable, pending review of revised closure estimates.

Comment 70.

a.-b.

Response is acceptable.

c.

Response is acceptable, pending review of information to be added
to the permit application.

-

---

--

--

-·-

-

-..

--

--

Comment 71.

Please indicate where in the response to Comment D this issue is addressed.
HRMB would like to discuss this matter further with G~.

Comment 72.

Response is acceptable pending review of information to be added to the ·
permit application on applicability of Subpart CC to containers.

Comment 73.

a.-b.

Response is acceptable pending review of information to be added to
the permit application on applicability of Subpart CC to tanks.

Comment 74.

a.

Response is acceptable pending review of corrections to the permit
i:!pplication.

b.

Response is acceptable pending review of information on
applicability of Subpart CC to tanks.

Comment 75.

No response.

Comment 76.

No response.

Comment77.

Response is acceptable pending review of the inspection checklists to be
added to the permit application.

Comment 78

a.-h.

The proposed change is acceptable pending review of these changes
in the revised permit application.
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-

--

--

---

c.

The response is acceptable.

Comment 79.

Please indicate where in Vol. IV this matenal is located.

Comment 80-84.

IIRMB would like to discuss this further with GMI.

Comment 85-93.

Response is acceptable.

---

---

--

---

--

--
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Proposed Site Boundary

r-----------.....:.-------~---"'L

Elev.- 4150'
Proposed Depth - 130'
(Eiev .of Contact - 4020')

--

--

Proposed
VZMW
PB-29
•

PB-32

•

~t010 /
40so

Elev.- 4155'
Proposed Depth - 135'
(Eiev .of Contact - 4020')

~

/.'"

.. t!.r\...

PB-3__...-: AO-.,v

• PB-25

••PB-22

------- --

-

•

•

PB-20

•

Proposed
VZMW
Elev.- 4160'
Proposed Depth- 140'
(Eiev .of Contact - 4020')

Proposed
VZMW
Elev.- 4175'
Proposed Depth - I 55'
(Eiev .of Contact - 4020')

------

PB-23

PB-37

-

---

Elev.- 4145'
Proposed Depth- 125'
(Eiev .of Contact - 4020')

Proposed
VZMW

--

Proposed
VZMW

.

PB-19

•

·.

Proposed
VZMW
Elev.- 4175'
Proposed Depth- 155'
(Eiev .of Contact- 4020')

EXHIBIT No. 2
STRUCTURE CONTOU R OF
UPPER/LOWER DOCKUM CONTACT

